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Annual Dedication 1988

Joan Hallowell is really an extraordinary person, and I am truly sorry that her job

as Kieve's secretary and bookkeeper does not put her in contact very much with the boys,

their parents, and the counselors. Though Joan works "behind the scenes," there is nobody
who cares more for Kieve, who knows more about Kieve, or who works harder for Kieve.

She is one of those rare, wonderful people who always smiles and never stops being con-

siderate. Our community is immeasurably richer because Joan Hallowell has been an im-

portant part of it for the past eight years.
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Watersports Sermon 1988

Scott Peck in his book, The Road Less Traveled, tells us an important story which

he calls, 'The Rabbi's Gift.' Even though this may be a myth, I think it has a profound

message for each of us at Kieve, and in a sense I think it describes us at Kieve.

The story concerns a monastery that had fallen upon hard times. Once a great order,

as a result of waves of anti-monastic persecution in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies and the rise of secularism in the nineteenth, all its branch houses were lost and it

had become decimated to the extent that there were only five monks left in the decaying

mother house: the abbot and four others, all over seventy in age. Clearly it was a dying order.

In the deep woods surrounding the monastery there was a little hut that a rabbi from

a nearby town occasionally used for a hermitage. Through their many years of prayer and

contemplation the old monks had become a bit psychic, so they could always sense when
the rabbi was in his hermitage. "The rabbi is in the woods, the rabbi is in the woods again,"

they would whisper to each other. As he agonized over the imminent death of his order,

it occurred to the abbot at one such time to visit the hermitage and ask the rabbi if by

some possible chance he could offer any advice that might save the monastery.

The rabbi welcomed the abbot at his hut. But when the abbot explained the purpose

of his visit, the rabbi could only commiserate with him. "I know how it is," he exclaimed.

"The spirit has gone out of the people. It is the same in my town. Almost no one comes

to the synagogue anymore." So the old abbot and the old rabbi wept together. Then they

read parts of the Torah and quietly spoke of deep things. The time came when the abbot

had to leave. They embraced each other. "It has been a wonderful thing that we should

meet after all these years," the abbot said, "but I have still failed in my purpose for com-

ing here. Is there nothing you can tell me, no piece of advice you can give me that would

help me save my dying order?"

"No, I am sorry," the rabbi responded. "I have no advice to give. The only thing

I can tell you is that the Messiah is one of you."

When the abbot returned to the monastery his fellow monks gathered around him to

ask, "Well, what did the rabbi say?"

"He couldn't help," the abbot answered. "We just wept and read the Torah together.

The only thing he did say, just as I was leaving - it was something cryptic - was that the

Messiah is one of us. I don't know what he meant."
In the days and weeks and months that followed, the old monks pondered this and

wondered whether there was any possible significance to the rabbi's words. The Messiah

is one of us? Could he possibly have meant one of us monks here at the monastery? If

that's the case, which one? Do you suppose he meant the abbot? Yes, if he meant anyone,

he probably meant Father Abbot. He has been our leader for more than a generation. On
the other hand, he might have meant Brother Thomas. Certainly Brother Thomas is a holy

man. Everyone knows that Thomas is a man of light. Certainly he could not have meant
Brother Elred! Elred gets crotchety at times. But come to think of it, even though he is

a thorn in people's sides, when you look back on it, Elred is virtually always right. Often

very right. Maybe the rabbi did mean Brother Elred. But surely not Brother Phillip. Phillip

is so passive, a real nobody. But then, almost mysteriously, he has a gift for somehow always

being there when you need him. He just magically appears by your side. Maybe Phillip

is the Messiah. Of course the rabbi didn't mean me. He couldn't possibly have meant me.
I'm just an ordinary person. Yet supposing he did? Suppose I am the Messiah? O God,
not me. I couldn't be that much for You, could I?

As they contemplated in this manner, the old monks began to treat each other with

extraordinary respect on the off chance that one among them might be the Messiah. And
on the off, off chance that each monk himself might be the Messiah, they began to treat

themselves with extraordinary respect.
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1988 CAMPERS

SOUTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Campers (left to right): Hill McCarty, Turney Hall, Chris Sise, David Brown, Tevi Puloka, Billy

Sherman, Geoff Zimmerman, Sam Trehern-Thomas, Reed Wilmerding, Chris Williams, Jay

Southgate, Danny Firger, John Carney, Grant MacMurray, David Bailey. Counselors (left to right):

Raymond McNeel, Andy Dodge, John Ledyard.

SOUTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION
Front Row (left to right): Jared Dunn, Pier Bos, Josh Kallen, Able Lyon, Hunter Lindley, Chris
Desmond. Second Row: Brady Jenkins, Will Ewing, Ben Etherington, Nicky Cushmore, Phil Schmid,
Jon Scott, Raffy Banks, Chris DiOrio. Counselors: Zach Bensley, Jim Schwarz, Mike Gieskins.

Missing: Justin Steil.
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NORTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Back Row (left to right): Ross Cameron, Chris Kelly, Justin Preddy, Cory McCarty, Tim Paine,

Jacob Pratt, Stuart Miller, Max Renier, Chapin Van Ness, Turner Rust, Matt Scallin, Chris Verplank,

Seth Bert. Front Row: Max Blatt, Kevin Cunningham, Jed Harris, Phil Reynolds.

NORTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION
Kneeling (left to right): Hunter Lindley, Zach McDonald, Robby Allgyer, Hunter Hicks, Willie

Alter, Doug Desmond. Standing: Jack Waldo, Morgan Moran, Jay Kelsey, Will Egan, Jamie Kneisel,

Chris Block, Scott Wise, Zander Lee. Counselors: Raymond McNeel, Keith Linker, Steve Kaback.
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL - FIRST SESSION

Back Row (left to right): Jim Schwarz, Charlie Betancourt, Standish Bradford, Nathaniel Garrett,

Stu Lansing, Wyatt Courtney, David Riddiford. Middle Row: Ernest Van Panhuys, Creel Brown,

Buzz Poole, Stef Whitney, Will Wister, Charles-Henri Casala. Front Row: Brady Hooker, Eric

Swanson, Fred Borden.

»

SOUTH BUNKERHILL - SECOND SESSION
Front Row (left to right): Ben Wissinger, Nate Ruth, Sandy Schmid, Trevor Colhoun, Fordy Cur-

ran, Bobby Bohlen, John Brooks. Standing: Brian Johnson, Ryan Gall, Aaron Lockwood, An-
drew Davis, Robbie Hunt, Chris Vila, Nelson Bacallao, John Tkac, Steve Harrington, Ketch Secor,

Chris Kelley.
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NORTH BUNKERHILL - FIRST SESSION
Back Row (left to right): Kevin Cronin, Ware Sykes, Thomas Milbank, Alex Joerger, Mitch Riedel,

Ian Grierson, Tyler Crabtree, Dave Sawyer, Cabell Brown. Front Row: Mike Sharpless, Chris Rogers,

Josh Kinney, Adam Looney, Matt Drukker, Pete Mason, Chris Kelley.

NORTH BUNKER HILL - SECOND SESSION
Sitting (left to right): Tim Evans, Shipley Hall, Jeremy Kallen. Standing: Sam Atkins, Justin Cerilli,

Angus Cole, Oliver Beckmann, Matt Evans, Jon DiOrio, Adam Collins, Ace Davis, Sam Shaw,

Luca Borghese, Jed Leach. Counselors: Ross Cameron, Dave Riddiford, Sam Potter.
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SOUTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Back Row (left to right): Brad Woloson, Dave Samson, Sam Potter, Matt Budd, Jordie Hannum,
Ed Wartek* Andrew Currier, Oliver Beckman, Ty Walsh, Daryl Cullivan. Front Row: Gregg Zim-

merman, Christopher Osgood, Will Stevenson, John MacMurray, Thomas Stebbins, Dan Wallace.

Missing: Andrew Miller, Evan Osnos.

SOUTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Kneeling (left to right): Ivan Hopkinson, Nicky Terrell, Peter Post, Webb Thompson, Ben Willauer,

James Ledyard. Standing: Danny Cox, Chris Maclnnis, George Greenough, Jay Grandin, Rad
Roberts, Decker Rolph, Josh Pillion, Alex Stuempfig, Chris Ver Planck, Ben Bishop, Tom Harten-
stein, Quint Friesell.
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NORTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Back Row (left to right): Steve Harrington, Jared Schott, Chris Dougherty. Middle Row: Michael

Freeman, Masahiro Shigeno, Edouard Casala, Simon Frost, Zach Cappelletti, Gray Thouron, Jeff

Carney, Wesley Tooke. Front Row: Peter Lacher, Chris Hall, Ryan Viner, Nick Simonds, Anthony

Pollner.

NORTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Front Row (left to right): Scott Lauzilotta, Hugh Cole. Second Row: Peter Nicoll, Andrew Vivian,

Scott Wise, Peter LaCasse, Campbell Walker, Peter Wood, Ben Wentling, Chip Lane, Max Renier,

David San Roman. Back Row: Francis Beidler, Brock Stensrud, Mitch Reidel, Stewart Macon, Daryl
Cullivan.
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OLD BUNKER HILL - FIRST SESSION
Back Row (left to right): Jim Ledyard, Eric Grierson, Erik Babcock, David Jackson, Frank Bar-

bieri, Jason McKinney, Andrew Palmer, Max Tilson. Front Row: Rob Beckerlegge, Jason Packer,

Jason Veilleux, Chris Urfer, Colin Murphy, Barrett Phelan, Tim Morrison, Augustin de Buffevent.

OLD BUNKER HILL - SECOND SESSION
Kneeling (left to right): Giff Howland, Andy Gibbons, Shamus Alley, Phil Petteruti. Second Row:
Whit Matthews, Peyton Lindley, Tim Newton, Adam Schultz, Sam Freeman, Geoff Sanders. Third
Row: Topher Viner, Geoff Teillon, Bobby Sabelhaus. Back Row: Whitney Lee, Cooper Mallozzi,
Jared Schott, Ernest Van Panhuys, Chris Dougherty.
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ALLAGASH #1 - FIRST SESSION
Back Row (left to right): David San Roman, Chris Page, Billy Lescure, Danny Levine, Steve Kaback,

Colin Paul, Fred Burton, Jason Ryan, Adam Fagin, Johnny Twiss, Zach Bensley. Kneeling: Jay

Zeiler, Roger Cameron, Wyatt Wartels, Scott Allan, Phil Guthrie, George Hardy. Missing: Sam
Callard.

ALLAGASH #1 - SECOND SESSION
Kneeling (left to right): Brad Woloson, Brian Mohr, Tom Fitzgerald. Middle Row: Ben Shields,

Andrew Webbe, Ben Barlow, Christian Denckla, Nash Hurley, George Armistead, John Ledyard.

Back Row: Kari Rolph, Stanislas Teillaud, Fred Winthrop, Sam Glidden, Cord Johnston, Andy
Dodge.
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ALLAGASH #2 - FIRST SESSION
Back Row (left to right): Nick Lawrence, Rad Roberts, Keith Linkes. Front Row: Avery Cook,

Andrew Pattison, Robbie Gerard, Alex Donn, John Lawrence, Oscar Sloterbeck, John Menzies,

Bud Winch, David Osgood. Kneeling: R.T. Arnold, Gavin King, Duanne MacLennan, Jay Richards.

Missing: Adam Fagin.

ALLAGASH #2 - SECOND SESSION
Front Row (left to right): Mills Chapman, Graham Dresden, Peter Rhoads, Charles Vivian, Jeff
Scherer, Peter Harrison, Chay Dilks, John Nastasi. Back Row: David Sawyer, Luke Etherington,
Nilsi Armentrout, Peter Day, Hansi Armentrout, Sean Bishop, Alex Young, Frank Barbieri, Evan
Hunt, Kevin Cronin.
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TEAM CANADA - SECOND SESSION
Front Row (left to right): Chris Lindland, Chris Cini, Jay White. Back Row: Philip Mundy, Mike

de Buffevent, Chip Gibbons, Andy Greenough, Peter deHaven, Nick Lawrence, Max Tilson.



ADVENTURE
Challenge was the big theme in Adventure this year -- physical as well as emotional.

In essence, we bore our soles in a god-like kind of way. We have a new air initiative in

the ropes course: The Dougherty Dance of Death (a 50-foot, two-line bridge) built by Charlie

Harrington. Up at the ropes course we challenged the kids inner depth, hence becoming
men among manly men! Colin Paul, Wyatt Wartels, Danny Levine, Cooper Mallozzi, An-
dy Gibbons, Phil Petteruti and John Nastasi all received the highest qualification Adven-
ture awards: Mt. Harrington.

REVISED BY KJC
UNDER THE ADVICE OF
MIKE CUNNINGHAM
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ARCHERY
1988 was a banner year for Archery at Kieve. A multitude of qualifications were given

out and much enthusiasm was generated. It saw a new activity head who took over the

reigns from Pierre Cesbron, and new qualifications and qualification names.

We went through "mucho" targets first session with the likes of Tyler Crabtree, Ware
Sykes, Ian Grierson, and Chris Urfer hitting the targets with precision, pinpoint accuracy,

and velocity. A big hand goes out to Thomas Stebbins and Nick Simonds who received

the ultimate qualification in archery -- "The Kieve Archer." Congrats, guys.

Second session went just as well as the first, with the "Robin Hoods" being Jon Scott,

Jamie Kneisel, Pete Day, Chay Dilka* and Hansi Armentrout. Much thanks to everyone

who helped in Bows and Arrows, especially Max "The Mad Man" Renier. Hope to see

everyone next year down at Archery. ...Good ...Excellent tear!! Thanks.

STEVE HARRINGTON
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NATURE
In Nature this summer we had a great time. We focused on appreciation, identifica-

tion and awareness of nature. Activities ranged from identifying and eating wild, edible

plants to trudging through waist-deep swamps.

Everyone who came to nature was great, but I'd like to give a Kieve cheer to those

who received their Kieve Naturalist: Kari Rolph, Tevi Puloka, Jason Veilleux, Sam Treherne-

Thomas, Danny Firger, Charles-Henri Casala, Adam Looney, and Edward Casala.

The best explanations of Nature would have to come from the campers themselves...

"Nature is God's creation where there is no crude civilization." "I pledge allegiance to

the trees; without them there would be no breeze." "Nature at its best easily puts the world

to rest." "Nature has so much to give, so let the flora and fauna live." "Nature is pure,

Nature is wild, Nature is for every man, woman and child."

JULIA GAROFALO



PHOTOGRAPHY
Wow! What a terrific summer it has been in the Kieve photo lab! A list of new and

different qualifications brought a lot of fresh enthusiasm and hard work. Many discovered

that photo can be phun as over 50 snapshot qualifications were earned. Many campers went

on to experiment with a little portrait photography, Ansel Adams landscape photography,

photojournalism, and double exposure photography. Close attention was paid to SHAPE,
TEXTURE, and RHYTHM here at camp.

Congratulations to Colin Murphy, Jason Packer, Jay Southgate, and Andrew Davis

our 1988 Kieve Photographers!

ALI CLIMO



POTTERY
First session was a big session for pots in shaping mud. I have never seen so many

pieces made in one session before, especially those peace signs. The pieces were of excellent

quality as well. The only things that were not abundant were qualifications. Most aspiring

potters were just doing it for the fun. Many learned that pottery is not as easy as it looks

and persevered until some of the harder skills were theirs. Leading the qualification getters

were Evan Osnos and Chris Rogers with their Kieve Potters. Good job, guys!

Second session was just like the first; there were lots of great quality pots made. There

was one big exception -- they went for qualifications with a vengeance. South Glenayr led

the way with all of them throwing themselves into the clay like turtles. Many little houses

were the star projects. There was only one Kieve Potter second session, Mitch Reidel.

However, there were many Apprentices and Journeymen with only a few Craftsmen. There's

next year for the big one, guys.

Many thanks to Chris Ver Planck and Max Renier for filling in when I was goofing

off somehwere. And thanks to all, campers and counselors, who kept me company while

I was tending the sweat box of a kiln. Remember - No throwing clay.

SAM "POTHOLE" POTTER
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PRINTING
It was a big summer for ink spreading and press banging. Pads and name cards were

being made left and right. It was the new types like Engravers Old English, Shadow, and

Broadway Engraved that stole the show. The enthusiasm of the kids was manifested when
both afternoon activity periods were stuffed to the limit.

The weather first session was awesome, but it didn't stop the kids from choosing print-

ing over tennis. There were many different and new ideas for the pad headings. John Men-
zies had a great one, "I conquered the Gash '88." Andrew Palmer received his Master Printer

by printing a verse from "Invisible Sun" by the Police.

The most exciting printing news from second session was Peter Post receiving his Kieve

Printer. Despite the Overpowering heat, he could be found in the print shop cleaning or

teaching. Ten members of South Bunkerhill received their Printers Devil at last. Pretty amaz-

ing! Without all the helpers both sessions, printing couldn't have worked.

Thanks, guys!!

JAMES LEDYARD
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RIFLERY
This year in Riflery things started out with a Bang!

Campers came down earning qualifications such as Pro-marksman, Marksman,
Marksman 1st Class, Sharpshooter and Bar I. By the middle of the session things began

to slow down due to gun malfunctions. We were fortunately saved by a brand new ship-

ment of rifles. They added a nice touch to the range, and the qualifications began to in-

crease rapidly. The weather this summer was great, so riflery was, quite popular.

We hope everyone had a good time at the range.

"D" CULLIVAN
ZACH BENSLEY
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SLOOP
May the winds blow fair for you my son

Until you are moored and the day is done
Then may seas and winds subside

To reflect on days with love and pride

The sun will rise and bring the winds

And schools of fish and porpoise fins

And you will sail across the bay
Towards distant lands so far away

And when you've seen and done and found

The magic of the sigHs and sounds

Then will you have thoughts of me
And return to shores and home from the sea

Thanks to all the sloopers - council and campers. It was a beautiful summer.
LINDSEY RADCLIFFE
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TENNIS
The tennis program ran very smoothly this summer thanks to some motivated campers

and excellent instructors -- thank you so much Jen, Andy, Brian, Jessica, Ernest, Rid, and

guest appearances by others like Brad and Steve and Julia. But most importantly, the campers

had such a great attitude and determination that we all had a fun time. It gave me great

pleasure to award the Kieve Ace to a few boys each session. Boys like Jay Southgate worked

constantly on their games and sought instruction.

I also greatly enjoyed playing with some extremely talented people like Stan Teillaud

and with some extremely untalented people like D. The tennis tournaments were immense-
ly successful both sessions, thanks in part to Jen's great tournament draws. What a great

summer! Until next year, keep swinging those racquets, or at least play ping pong.

JIM SCHWARZ
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WINDSURFING
Windsurfing this summer went extremely well. Being the newest and one of the most

popular activities, every available board was used. There were two 'Tiga" boards and two

"Mistral" boards, and first session we even had a small sail that the younger campers could

use.

Instruction was generally on a one-to-one basis, but once the campers were competent

in windsurfing skills, they were given the run of the lake. For some of the older campers

one day of practice was all it took.

Qualifications consisted of three levels starting at "Windjammer" and progressing to

"Mistral" and, finally, "Kieve Windsurfer." First session saw John Lawrence and Roger
Cameron receive the highest qualification. During second session six campers got their "Kieve

Windsurfer." Peter Day, the first to earn it, even taught some of the other windsurfers.

Next year we hope to equal the success of this year and return the small sail to working order.

KEITH LINKER
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WOODWORKING
As the sawdust settles from a busy activity period, the pencil and napkin holders in

various stages of development can be seen throughout the woodshop. Since campers earn-

ing their first two qualifications build either a pencil or napkin holder, these projects great-

ly outnumbered other projects such as toolboxes, sconces, and lobster boats.

There was much enthusiasm in the woodshop this summer. Thanks to the help of Frank

Barbieri and Chris Ver Planck the woodshop ran quite smoothly. Thanks, everyone, for

a great summer.
CHRIS KELLEY
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SWIMMING
Sweltering hot days compelled campers to quench their thirst for cool weather in Lake

Damariscotta. First session, South Glenayr's vitality and zealousness plunged often into

the water, earning many qualifications and improving their strokes. The two boys that shined

the brighest under the sun were Ed Wartels and Christopher Osgood, selflessly helping out

others on the waterfront.

Island swims both sessions were successful due to the great determination and to a

warm lake. Evan Osnos completed his Island Swim on his fifth try as a camper with in-

spiration and perseverance in front of the entire camp. Once again the swimming program
not only proved to be a great source of recreation and pure joy, but also served as an in-

structional vehicle in which many determined campers overcame fear of water and met those

challenges found only in the more moist and downright wet areas of camp. Thanks to John
Ledyard, Jennifer Dean and nameless others for their tremendous aid and enthusiasm. Bye.

BRADFORD D. WOLOSON
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Daily Log

TUESDAY, JUNE 21, 1988

Tim Paine and Kevin Cunningham settled

into North Glenayr at high noon, and Kieve

'88 was off!

The council had spent the last five days

preparing the camp and themselves for this

day. Lots to get ready. Move boats, docks,

all kinds of equipment and supplies.

Organize cabins, activity areas. Meet, and

meet some more about leadership and teach-

ing, about being surrogate parents. Get to

know one another through work crews and

play, through meals and even NBA playoff

games. We were ready.

Most of the veteran campers, too, were

ready, but still they were to meet new friends

and go on a new trip. And as everyone began

to arrive via car, plane, bus and Kieve

transport, you could see that the quick

studies were the boys who'd never been to

Kieve. What's this all about? Who is Who?
What do I do? Where do I go? We tried to

put these boys at ease quickly.

Food-that great common denominator-
took the edge off all the apprehension.

Chicken nuggets, no less. And then in an

orientation, the campers heard of Kieve's one

rule-that every single person here has the

right to be treated with kindness. We prac-

ticed the Kieve song; Mike Sharpless and
Mitch Reidel lowered Old Glory. We said a

prayer for friendship and unity, sang the

*^ song for real, and went off to cabins. There

the wonderful dynamics began.

| MIKE CUNNINGHAM
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22

The first full day of the first session of

Camp Kieve 1988 was blessed with a glorious

and promising sun. With the weather on my
side I knew this first day would be full of

fun activities and the beginnings of new

friendships. Happy 10th birthday, Kevy

Cunningham!
John Lawrence, an Allagash tripper and

an old camper of mine, helped me usher in

the new day at flag. An excited L.A. Laker

fan, Stevie Kaback, led the campers down
the hill in an orderly line for their first

breakfast. Les and John made Egg McPas-

quaneys for breakfast. For bank duty I in-

ducted Max Tilson and Jared Schott to the

1988 Alumni League of Honor.

We could not of had a better day for the

Island Swim. The air and water were very

much warmer than past years. Brad Wolo-

son, the waterfront counselor, calculated

that precisely 77% of those campers who at-

tempted the swim completed it successfully.

The success of the Island Swim is an omen
for better things to come for this session.

Mike Cunningham assigned a lot of great

afternoon activities. As the afternoon got

progressively warmer and humid, Brad con-

ducted a quick but efficient Waterfront

orientation which was followed by a split

general swim. Evening activity ... Capture

the Flag! Jim Ledyard, the Northern general,

fell to the rapping Southern general, D.

Cullivan, Wyatt Wartels and Danny "Q"
Levine helped me end the day with flag. All

and all, a great day and the beginning of

more to come.

Kevin Cronin

Qualifications

Island Swim
David Bailey, Grant MacMurray, Chris

Miller, Tevi Puloka, Billy Sherman, Jon

Carney, Chris Sise, Jay Southgate, Geoff

Zimmerman, Seth Bent, Danny Firger, Jed

Harris, Stuart Miller, Tim Paine, Philip

Reynolds, Chapin Van Ness, Charlie Betan-

court, Fred Borden, Standish Bradford,

Charles-Henri Casala, Wyatt Courtney,

Buzz Poole, Will Wister, Alex Joerger, Ware
Sykes, Matthew Bud, Jordie Hannum, John

MacMurray, Dave Samson, Will Stevenson,

Ty Walsh, Gregg Zimmerman, Zach Capel-

letti, Jeff Carney, Simon Frost, Peter

Lacher, Masahiro Shigeno, Ry Viner, Eric

Babcock, Eric Grierson, Tim Morrison,

Jason Packer, Jason Veilleux, Scott Allan,

George Hardy, Bud Wintsch, R.T. Arnold,

Avery Cook, Duane MacLennan, Jay

Richards

Nature

Nature Pledge - David Bailey, Jon Carney,

Danny Firger, Turney Hall, Teri Puloka

Billy Sherman, Jay Southgate, Reed Wil-

merding

Sailing

Crew - Mike Sharpless, Ware Sykes, Adam
Looney, Josh Kinney, Alex Joerger

Tennis

Australian - Charlie Betancourt, Creel

Brown, Charles-Henri Casala, Wyatt Court-

ney, Nathaniel Garrett, Stu Lansing, Will

Wister
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THURSDAY, JUNE 23

A beautiful start to the second full day

here at Kieve; sunny skies and a light breeze

make it perfect for all the activities Kieve has

to offer. Campers participate in all the

following: tennis, adventure, printing,

riflery, wood, nature, photo, sailing, etc.

During activities Allagash 1 prepares for

their trip by paddling ten miles along Lake
Damariscotta and portaging around
Damariscotta Mills. Also half of South

Bunker Hill get the privilege of being the first

to travel on the Hatsy, our friendship sloop

with Rid and Lindsey.

Many announcements follow lunch in-

cluding mention of the evening activity-Air

Guitar. With this in mind, campers swing off

to their cabins to practice for the night's per-

formance. The afternoon is filled with many
outdoor activities. Daryl and Jared teach

their campers how to set up tents, carry

canoes, pack and prepare for their first trip

to St. John's Bay and the Pemaquid River.

While this is occurring, Andy, Max, and ap-

proximately 40 campers play an afternoon

of soccer. When all this is done, everyone is

ready for general swim. The wind prevents

us from staying in for long, but we all get

wet and cleaned off. Back to the cabins for

tennis rackets, books and other things for

free time. Then dinner and happy birthdays

to Brady Hooker and Colin Paul. Follow-

ing this each cabin tried their luck at air

guitar. Some tried successfully and some not
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so successfully. When it was all over, the

talents of Mitch Reidel and Matt Drukker

could not quite match south Harris' Andrew
Currier and Andrew Miller. Congratulations

to all however, as Kieve never has losers. We
end with a prayer of thanks for a great day

and best wishes to Allagash 1. Adam, I hope

you feel better.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian - Jeff Carney, Anthony Pollner,

Gray Thouron, Wesley Tooke, Ry Viner

R.T. Arnold, Avery Cook, Alex Donn, Rob-

bie Gerard, Gavin King, Jason Veilleux,

John Lawrence, Bud Wintsch, David

Osgood, Augustin DeBuffeuent, Oscar

Sloterbeck, Greg Zimmerman, Rob
Beckerlegge, Will Wister, David Osgood,

David Jackson

French

R.T. Arnold, Alex Donn, John Lawrence,

Robbie Gerard, Oscar Sloterbeck

Woodworking
Kieve Woodworker - Alex Joerger, Matt

Drukker, Ty Crabtree, Cabell Brown
Pottery

Apprentice - Cory McCarty
Nature

Kieve Nature Pledge - Seth Bent, Max Blatt,

Kevin Cunningham, Jed Harris, Cory
McCarty, Stuart Miller, Tim Paine, Justin

Preddy, Phil Reynolds, Turner Rust, Chapin

VanNess, Matt Scullin, Jay Pratt

Swimming
Kieve Otter - Ware Sykes, Andrew Currier,

John MacMurray, Oliver Beckmann, Jay

Southgate

FRIDAY, JUNE 24

7:30. The old faithful (?) chimes sing out

the familiar dissonant chords into the cold,

crisp air. 8:00. The Old Glory rises to the

highest point in camp thanks to the handi-

work of Andrew Pattison and John Law-
rence. Julia Garofalo and Jessica Burton

raise many chuckles with a little skit at

breakfast which ends with Chris Kelley and
Lindsey Radcliffe sharing bank duty.

After a few short and easy morning duties,

South Bunker Hill 2's headed off to the sloop

with Ernest Van Panhuys. The rest of camp
enjoyed the normal activities: North Glen-

ayr, for example, told stories and learned

about water safety with John Ledyard and
Jennifer Dean.

After a general swim full of movie trivia,

everyone eagerly consumed hotdogs and
macaroni at lunch. This O.D. was very im-

pressed by the relaxed, quiet atmosphere in

every cabin during rest period. Afternoon ac-

tivities ran every smoothly under an increas-

ingly warm sun. Brady Hooker managed to

earn both his Australian and French qualifi-

cations in tennis! During the afternoon

general swim Mike Cunningham managed to
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stump the O.D. himself on a Stevie Wonder
trivia question.

An immensely popular mixed scrambled

eggs got everyone sticky with watermelon
after dinner. Allagash 2's scored an incredi-

ble 690 baskets in under ten minutes, and
South Bunker Hill completed the spoon-

under-the-clothes competition in an incredi-

ble sixteen seconds! (They must have great

counselors). But after all the excitement died

down, Old Glory came down thanks to Bil-

ly Sherman and Justin Preddy, and the old

faithful chimes rang out to a peaceful set of

cabins.

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian - Colin Murphy, Barrett Phelan,

Ian Grierson, Jason Packer, Brady Hooker
French - Ian Grierson, Jason Packer, Brady
Hooker

Nature

Nature Pledge - Cabell Brown, Tyler Crab-

tree, Matt Drukker, Ian Grierson, Alex

Joerger, Josh Kinney, Adam Looney, Ware
Sykes, Mike Sharpless, Mitch Reidel,

Thomas Milbank

SATURDAY, JUNE 25

The day opened with threatening skies. Jay

Southgate helped with the Flag raising. It was

stated on this day that the nation as a whole
needs rain, and we would accept some
wetness for the best interest of the U.S.

The bank duty was handled ably by Kathy
Diggins and Tobi Harrington.

The campers were exposed to a variety of

activities for the morning. Qualifications

were earned at pottery, nature, woodwork-
ing, tennis, and photo.

The afternoon was marked with steady

rain, but not all activities moved indoors.

Adventure, sailing and nature continued to

function outdoors while the BMT and In-

nisfree had numerous games going on.

The evening activity was a new one to

Kieve and that was the egg drop. Each cabin

received 21 straws, 30 inches of tape, and two

eggs. They had to develop a transfer system

so that both eggs could be dropped from a

height of eight feet without breaking. The
cabin also had to market the egg dive. In the

end, there were some great structures. South

Glenayr received the young inventors award

and OBH and Allagash II were co-recipients

of the best creative sales and service award.

An electrical storm put a quick end to flag,

but all in all it was a great day at Kieve.
' CHARLIE HARRINGTON



Qualifications

Pottery

Apprentice - Mitch Riedel and Hill McCarty
Nature

Green Leaf - Matt Drukker, Matt Scullin,

Barrett Phelan, Justin Preddy, Chris Kelly,

Andrew Palmer, Adam Looney, Jay Pratt,

Colin Murphy
Woodworking

Craftsman - Alex Joerger

Photography
Snapshot - Jason Packer, Jay Southgate,

Colin Murphy, Tim Paine

SUNDAY, JUNE 26

Our first Sunday in camp dawned a bit

overcast with a promise of sun to follow.

After a hearty pancake breakfast and a full

round of duties, everybody made Kieve

"shipshape" for inspection — the best first

week inspection in my memory was won
jointly by South Glenayr and North Glenayr

with special mention to South Bunker Hill.

Our first chapel was a lovely one. Mike set

the tone in his talk using a Robert Frost

poem about birch trees to illustrate the kinds

of lessons we can learn at Kieve about

ourselves and other people. Edward Wartels

and Southgate read their Bible lessons clearly

and with feeling, and the strong choir effort

was led by Ty Walsh and Colin Murphy.
We were blessed with many visitors who

enjoyed Les' famous chicken barbecue: Sam
Treherne-Thomas' mother, Simon Frost's

family, Barrett Phelan's grandparents, and

old alumni: the Baztura family, John and
Jenny Pedrick, Tim Shenton and Fiance,

Pam and John McPhee and friend.

An overcast day threatens our outdoor ac-

tivities but certainly doesn't hinder the ever

ending quest for qualifications. In a word,

it was huge. Millions triumph in tennis,

several hundred thousand in woodworking,

a bazillion in archery, and one in

photography which was a double exposure.

Max assures us that everyone had a great

time in landsports although there were no
qualifications. What a nut. General swim
was cold, no question about that. Trivia pulls

raft two in first for knowing the actors and
actresses' names in Leave It To Beaver.

Other tidbits that had to be tested were:

knowing who the leader of the band is

(Mickey Mouse), knowing the two U.S. cities
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where the summer Olympics were held (St.

Louis and Los Angeles), reciting the theme

to The Partridge Family, and knowing that

Jim Ledyard was holding the same pose as

Rodin's "Thinker". Pothole had the best

answer of the day, however, when he knew
that the next question's answer would be

Jimmy Buffett. Later, we enjoyed a fine din-

ner of hot dogs. Excitement frothed over the

edges in anticipation for the evening activi-

ty: World Cup Soccer. To throw the prover-

bial monkey wrench into the machinery, we
decided to have not one, but two balls in play

at the same time. Confusion? Yes, plenty.

Fun? Yes, of course. I had a great day,

thanks, boys.

RCK/CHRIS DOUGHERTY

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian - Andrew Currier, Nick Simonds,

Dan Wallace, Andrew Miller, David Sam-
son, Jordie Hannum
French - Avery Cook, Ryan Viner

Woodworking
Woodworker - Max Blatt, Philip Reynolds,

Chapin Van Ness, Will Stevenson, John

Lawrence, Oscar Sloterbeck

Craftsman - Cabell Brown, Will Stevenson,

Matt Scullin

Archery

Green Arrow - Jason McKinney, Tim Mor-
rison, Ware Sykes, Chris Urfer, Jason

Veilleux, Tyler Crabtree

Flying Feather - Eric Grierson, Ian Grierson,

Thomas Stebbins, Tim Morrison, Chris

Urfer, Jason McKinney, Jason Veilleux,

Tyler Crabtree, Ware Sykes

MONDAY, JUNE 27

The alarm shot through my head like an

exploding piston at 6:30 a.m. and I sprang

out of bed with the energy of a freshly carv-

ed and strung warrior's bow. Suddenly I

realized that I was not in familiar Kieve cubi-

cle, but rather 1/2 hour away in Bath,

Maine. My God, I thought, what am I do-

ing here, and why am I on the floor of the

Holiday Inn suite? Nick Ludington, an old

friend and Kieve council alumni, soon

cleared the issue when he reminded me of

two very impressive facts: the wedding recep-

tion that I had attended had ended four

hours earlier; and my O.D. duty was to begin

in 45 minutes.

I was not late. After the meeting with Mike
and Dick in Pasquaney, I rang the bell, ran

the flag ceremony (in which reverence was
given to Lowell George), and began another

day at Kieve. Bank Duty went to Daryl for

his over-exuberance in hair care and his dear

old friend Kathy.

Duties, morning activities, and general

swim all went well and with only six cabins

in camp, I knew that the evening activity

could be most flexible. As O.D. I decided for

mental midget relays (much to the extreme

joy of the campers which included the egg

carry, the hand clasp unweave, the tomato
carry, and cabin cheers. The results: Ross

with eggy hair, Max with the same, and a

Kieve tie. A befitting end to the perfect Kieve

day.

MAX TILSON

Qualifications

Bows and Arrows
Kevin Cunningham, Stuart Miller, Tim
Paine, Philip Reynolds, Jacob Pratt

-flying feathers

Chiseling and sawing

Jay Southgate - Woodworker, Augustin de

Buffevent, Robb Beckerlegge, Chapin Van
Ness, Jay Southgate, Philip Reynolds

-Craftsman
Controlled Splashing

Wesley Tooke, Edouard Casala, Masahiro

Shigero, Simon Frost, -Otter
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Dirt Shaping

Chris Sise --Apprentice

Nets and Rackets

John MacMurray, Jordie Harrison -French

Open; Adam Fagin, John MacMurray, Eric

Babcock, Ty Walsh -Australian; Robb
Beckerlegge, David Jackson, Robbie Gerard,

Alex Donn, Gray Thouron -US Open
Tree, Bush, and Animal Study

Adam Fagin, Bud Wintsch, Andrew Pat-

tison, Gavin King, Robbie Gerard, Alex
Donn -Nature Pledge

Wind Usage and Rail Burying

Jed Harris, Stuart Miller, Justin Preddy,

Chris Kelly, Turner Rust -Crew

TUESDAY, JUNE 28

On June 28 I awoke to a wonderful morn-
ing. The sun was shining and I knew I had
been blessed with a gorgeous day.

Bank duty and evening activity were decid-

ed by a democratic vote by all campers and
staff. Keith Linker won by a landslide and
carnival night just squeeked ahead of Cap-
ture the flag as evening activity.

Thanks to the staff and especially the Ritz

ladies for a very well executed evening. Nerf
basketball, squirtgun target practice and
blindfold sock toss were a few of the games
located inside. The director wet sponge toss

and put-put frizbee warranted more space

and more freedom to get out of hand.
Charlie Richardson did a simon says con-

test while we were setting up for the big

finale.

The first Annual Great Kieve Bunny Rac<

went very well. Everyone cheered loudly foi

their bunnies. The race was won by OBH
Bunny Frank Barbieri and his prize of twc

dozens chocolate chip cookies were award-

ed to his cabin (Old Bunker Hill). I endec

the day with a few solemn words on how im-

portant it is to be a good sport no matter

what the outcome of the event. Again, I'd

like to thank the whole camp for making it

such a wonderful day.

JAMES LEDYARD

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian - Reed Wilmerding, Tevi Puloka,

Jon Carney, Chris Miller

French - Adam Fagin, Bud Wintsch, Stu

Lansing, John Carney
Windsurfing

Windjammer - John Menzies, Avery Cook
Nature

Nature Pledge - Adam Fagin, Bud Wintsch,

R.T. Arnold, Avery Cook, John Lawrence,
Duane MacLennan, John Menzies, Jay

Richards, Oscar Sloterbeck

Green Leaf - Peter Lacher, Fred Borden,

Standish Bradford, Charles-Henri Casala

Photography
Ansel Adams - Photographer - Colin

Murphy
Portrait Photographer - Jay Southgate,

Jason Packer

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29
The O.D. climbed the hill undaunted by

the cloudy morning sky. After the eight

o'clock bell the camp assembled around the

flagpole and beheld a strange sight. During
the night someone had adorned the flagpole
with a small dogbone and crimson ribbon.
The O.D. lowered the bizzare object in silent

contemplation; his time would come.
Morning duties followed breakfast. The

O.D., in an effort to demystify the title of
"Mr. Dodge" which had followed him from
school in Newport to the woods of Maine,
decided to demonstrate to his two students
that he was indeed capable of getting his

hands dirty with good layman's work. As a
result the O.D. and his students shared the
joy and miseries of bank duty.
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After morning activities the camp was
refreshed with general swim and returned to

the main dock only after answering common
questions that are asked in class up until the

fourth grade.

A yummy lunch prepared us for rest

period and a full afternoon of activities.

General swim was completed with each raft's

presentation of a TV commercial. Although

each raft's interpretation was indeed creative,

the judges found raft number four's ad-

vocacy of True Value Sparkplugs the most
compelling.

After dinner the camp assembled at the

Harriet House field for a tremendous game
of Town Ball. This annual tradition was
played with great enthusiasm and eventual-

ly evolved into a game with two runners to

each ball kicked. Yet, as the sun went down
the victory went to the North with some help

from OBH.
As the camp assembled at flag, prayers

went out for those on trips, and the camp
with much to be thankful for.

ANDY/MR. DODGE

Qualifications

Photography
Snapshot - Charles-Henri Casala, David
Brown, Jason Packer,

Photojournalists, Ansel Adams, and Kieve

Photography - Jason Packer

Archery

Flying Feather - Charles-Henri Casala, Brady
Hooker, Stu Lansing, Buzz Poole, Eric

Swanson, Creel Brown
Adventure

Mt. Whinery - Mike Sharpless

Woodworking
Kieve Woodworker - David Brown, Sam
Treherne-Thomas, Geoff Zimmerman, Ian

Grierson, Adam Looney, Josh Kinney

Tennis

French Open - Turney Hall, Barrett Phelan

THURSDAY, JUNE 30

Today started out at 3:30 a.m. for the

O.D. in Boston, Mass. I arrived at Pas-

quaney at 7:30 exhausted, but the knowledge

that I would be king for the day gave me sud-

den energy.

At flag, I heard some juicy gossip which

gave me the idea for bank duty. Morning
duties ran very smoothly; for example, David

Brown, Grant MacMurray, Chris Sise, Sam
Treherne-Thomas, and Geoff Zimmerman
earned both their nature pledges and green

leaves in the nature program. Due to cold

weather, we played indoor games with

Charlie Richardson in lieu of General Swim.

We formed a 60 man "lapsit" and then

played Simon Says. The champ was

Nathaniel Garrett-a great present for the

new 10-year-old.

After a tuna fish lunch and the normal

restful hour, we had some great afternoon

activities including floor hockey with Ross

Cameron and John Ledyard. The afternoon

general swim was a quick one-just once

around a raft.
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Dinner included chicken nuggets, onion

rings, and for the first time at Kieve 1988,

Hershey Bars!! With the help of Charlie

Richardson, this O.D. devised an evening ac-

tivity combining Capture the Counselor, and

a Scavenger Hunt. When all the excitement

died down, North Glenayr emerged as vic-

tors (thanks, Jenny, for tabulating the

scores!)

Chris Sise and Nathaniel Garrett lowered

the flag, and an especially nice rendition of

the Kieve Song was followed by an especial-

ly quiet cabin row.

JIM SCHWARZ

Qualifications

Printing

Printer's Devil - Kevin Cunningham
Compositor - Gavin King
Journeyman - John Menzies

Adventure
Mt. Whinery - Wyatt Courtney, Charles-

Henri Casala, R.T. Arnold, Avery Cook,
Alex Donn, Robbie Gerard, Gavin King,

Duane MacLennan, Andrew Pattison, Jay

Richards, Bud Wintsch

Mt. Mundy - Andrew Pattison

Nature

Nature Pledge - David Brown, Grant Mac-
Murray, Hill McCarty, Chris Sise, Sam
Treherne-Thomas, Geoff Zimmerman
Green Leaf - David Brown, Turney Hall,

Grant MacMurray, Sam Treherne-Thomas,
Geoff Zimmerman

Pottery

Journeyman - Echo Swanson, Matt Druk-
ker

Tennis

Australian - Chapin Van Ness, Stuart Miller,

Matt Scullin, Seth Bent

French - Stuart Miller, Chapin Van Ness

Archery
Flying Feathers - Cabell Brown, Adam
Looney, Alex Joerger, Chris Rogers, Mitch
Reidel, Peter Mason
Green Arrow - Ian Grierson

Robin Hood - Ty Crabtree, Ware Sykes

FRIDAY, JULY 1

I awoke that morning with the first few
sun's rays of the day beaming into my little

cubicle and covering me from head to toe

with warmth. I got dressed and made my way
to Pasquaney to plan my day. Seeing that

there were only four cabins in camp, the

numbers made things easier. Bank duty went

to a dynamic duo who have become great

partners during their years at Kieve. Chris

Kelly and Kevin Cronin accepted the duty

graciously, and they did a better than average

job in cleaning the toilets. There were several

qualifications during the morning activity

period.

The bell rang for general swim, and all

four cabins gathered at the waterfront for

a chilly swim. Lunch that afternoon con-

sisted of mac and cheese, chicken nuggets,

o-rings, and juice. After everyone finished

their lunch and the area was all picked up,

announcements and afternoon activities were

announced. Tie-dying was going to be a

possible activity much to the kids delight.

The boys, Julia, and Ali made some of the

"wildest and grooviest" dyes I have ever seen

designed at Kieve.

As the afternoon progressed, the clouds

shifted about in the sky but the sun stayed

with us. Instead of having general swim, the

whole camp piled into a few camp vehicles

and went over to the Nobleboro Fire Depart-

ment to take part in the town's bicentennial

jamboree festival. There were several guest

speakers on hand, the the biggest of them all

was Governor John McKernan, Jr. It was a

classic Maine event, just ask Charlie R.

Supper that evening was served on paper
plates and eaten with chop sticks. We all en-

joyed a tasty stir fry, egg rolls, fortune
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cookies, and watermelon (thanks John and

Les). Ali and Julia made a poster reading

"Bless Our Chef" in honor of the one and

only Les Harris. The evening activity was an

all time favorite-ultimate frisbee. All four

teams played two intense games and judg-

ing from the noisy excitement, the game went

over well. The flag was lowered, and the

traditional evening rituals followed. There

was no doubt that the 1st day of July was

one to remember. Speaking of remembering,

the thought of the day was made by a 5th

grade girl of Nobleboro. Nobleboro-the lit-

tle town with a big heart.

ROSS CAMERON

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian - David Brown
French - Seth Bent, Mitch Reidel, Jay

Southgate

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Chris Miller, Adam Looney

Archery

Green Arrow - Stef Whitney

Flying Feather - Wyatt Courtney

Adventure

Mt. Whinery - Creel Brown, Cabell Brown,

Ware Sykes, Chris Rogers

Printing

Printer's Devil - Turner Rust

SATURDAY, JULY 2

Today is the big day, the Nobleboro

Bicentennial Parade. Thanks to Nancy,

Kieve will be marching with Kazoo in mouth
playing the Kieve song.

After morning duties, the vans were load-

ed with the boys dressed in orange. While

waiting in line for the parade to start, the

O'Meara float started throwing candy to the

boys. With candy in hand, the boys were

ready to register republican and vote in the

fall. Although the beginning of the parade

marked the beginning of rain, the Kieve spirit

was not dampened. At the end of the parade,

we stood aside and watched a multitude of

large vehicles pass by while honking their

horns. Although the Kieve song was sung

continuously for the mile and a half parade,

the boys were rewarded with candy from

passing vehicles.

Returning from the parade at lunchtime,

we ate inside Pasquaney due to the inclement

weather. Lunch consisted of hot chocolate

and a smorgasbord of main entrees prepared

by Les and John which replenished us after

a tiring'parade.

After an extended rest period, afternoon

activities were assigned the cabins. Because

the weather had improved during the after-

noon, we had a brief swim with trivia ques-

tions for the order of raft departure. After

free time, we ate a huge variety of pizzas for

dinner outside in the picnic area. Because

afternoon activities were assigned, I decid-

ed on "Open Hill" for an evening activity.

A few of the choices available during the

evening were pottery, archery, sailing, and

photo. With many qualifications earned dur-

ing "open hill", our flags were lowered and

the boys were off to bed after a very dif-

ferent, but busy day.

CHRIS KELLY



Qualifications

Printing

Kieve Typesetter - Chris Rogers

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Tim Robinson, Seth Bent

Tennis

Australian - Tim Paine

Nature

Nature Pledge - Chas Betancourt, Creel

Brown, Nathaniel Garrett, Brady Hooker,

Buzz Poole, Stef Whitney

Bugger - Sam Treherne-Thomas, Turney

Hall, Chris Sykes, Grant MacMurray, David

Brown, Geoff Zimmerman
Sailing

Crew - Cory McCarty, Tim Paine

SUNDAY, JULY 3

A lovely, bright dawn promised a perfect

second Sunday. Pancakes flew through the

air at breakfast as tales of yesterday's

bicentennial parade buzzed throughout the

dining room. After duties and a thorough

clean up of camp, everybody participated in

a strict inspection won by S.B.H. and

N.B.H. O.B.H. received special mention for

their efforts as they had made everything ship

shape soon after returning from their trip.

We welcomed lots of visitors who joined

us for chapel: Eric and Ian Grierson's

parents, Turner Rust's dad, Geoff Zimmer-

man's grandparents, Jason Veilleux's

parents, Rob Beckerlegge's parents, Max
Blatt's family, and the old Kieve chef and

great friend, Betsy Rogers. Charlie Richard-

son spoke effectively and with feeling about

how much each of us can learn at Kieve by

perseverving in adverse situations. Sam
Treherne-Thomas and Cory McCarty read

their Bible pieces very well, and the choir was

led by Mitch Reidel and Peter Lacher. Then
- on to a delicious chicken barbecue prepared

by Les and crew.

RCK

The rest of the afternoon went as smoothly

as could be expected, considering no O.D.
could be found to ring the activity bell.

Nevertheless, the good common sense of

Kievers prevailed and all went according to

schedule. We were fortunate to have a

beautiful sunny afternoon, as everyone was
anxious to enjoy their favorite pasttimes, ar-

chery and printing being the first to fill up.

After our 4:30 General Swim, we all en-

joyed a hot dog supper outdoors, while a

generous staff prepared Innisfree for the

night's evening activity.



At 7:30, the campers lined up at the door

and prepared themselves for an Ultimate

Casino Night. They received a bag filled with

macaroni upon entrance, and were given the

choice of six games of chance to increase

their earnings. Among the choices were:

Craps, 7-Up, Etc., Hi-Stakes Hi-Lo, Black-

jack, and Poker Bingo. On the stage of In-

nisfree, two booths were set up. One was a

snack stand, where small treats could be pur-

chased with the macaroni. The other was
"Easy Street" where won macaroni could be

deposited, but not withdrawn. It was an-

nounced that the winning cabin at Easy

Street (the tray with the most winnings)

would receive the soda of their choice dur-

ing lunch the next day. It was indeed an in-

teresting experiment in human behavior to

see whether or not short-term hunger of the

individual would win out over the long-term

thirst of many.
Everyone seemed to have a super time and

Flag held at 8:45 p.m. We all reminded
ourselves that competing was fun, but we
should never forget that our purpose as a

community was good fellowship and good
times. Still, OBH and South Harris won the

sodas.

RAYMOND McNEEL

Qualifications

Archery

Flying Feather - Jake Harrington, Mike
Sharpless

Green Arrow - Cabell Brown, Mitch Reidel

MONDAY, JULY 4

I cannot recall a day in my six summers
here at Kieve quite so unusual as the two
hundred and twelfth birthday of our great

nation. It is not that I orchestrated anything

out of the ordinary, but is seems that

everyone on the staff and all the campers

wanted to do something special today.

The bizarre happening occurred during

morning flag. Thanks to Max Tilson the

camp enjoyed sparklers around the rock and

sang an inspiring rendition of our national

anthem as we raised Old Glory. After

breakfast which included a foretelling an-

nouncement by Kevin Cronin of the under-

tow on the lake, it was on to morning duties

and activities. Congratulations, Tyler Crab-

tree, on ^earning your Mt. Whinery!

General Swim included skits based on any

scene in Wizard of Oz. Charlie and Ann
Richardson's raft gave a particularly bad per-

formance, but trying is what counts, right?

The camp went nuts when at lunch I an-

nounced that we were going to the beach. We
had great fun playing wiffle ball, frisbee, and

just worshipping the sun.

As I announced at dinner, the turkey with

double-baked potatoes was the best meal I

have ever had at Kieve, and certainly the best

I have ever had on July 4th. Thank you
John, Les, Laurie and Merry!

After a much needed rest time, the camp
loaded into the various vans and buses for

a set of great fireworks in the town of

Wiscasset. As Stu Lansing remarked, "It's

so fourth of July-ish!"

No flag lowering at Kieve this night for we
all returned at different times it was very late.

A weary O.D. joined a weary camp in a

much deserved, and enjoyable, deep sleep.

JIM SCHWARZ
Qualifications

Adventure
Mr. Mundy - Cabell Brown, Ware Sykes

Mt. Whinery - Tyler Crabtree
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TUESDAY, JULY 5

Kieve was graced by sun and warmth in

the early morning hours. There was no doubt

that the sun would continue to shine

throughout another promising day. Sam
Treherne-Thomas and Jay Southgate offered

to help with flag. Pothole, camp's drill

sergeant, marched the campers down to

breakfast in one silent, straight line. Cereal

and muffins for breakfast. A break from
tradition, no bank duty was assigned due to

a lack of excitement around camp. Morning
activities included photo, riflery, tennis, sail-

ing, pottery, swimming, printing, adventure,

and archery. General swim proceeded accor-

dingly ... The king of trivia came in last Jim

Schwarz. Lunch. Rest period. Afternoon ac-

tivities included LaCrosse, swim, photo, ten-

nis, sailing, pottery, printing, and archery.

Second general swim was well earned by

sweaty campers. A redeemed Jimmy S. came
in first this time. Great dinner prepared by

John Roy included lasagna, garlic bread and

salad. Brad and I prepared Harriet House
field for a self-contained non-counsel game
of Capture the Flag. The l's took on the 2's.

Definite Kieve tie. Swim after evening activi-

ty and flag at waterfront. Charlie Harrington

and Les Harris commented July 5th's ren-

dition of the Kieve song was not only on key

and well executed, but it was the best they

had ever heard. I would also like to thank

the counsel that was on duty on my OD day

because without you this day could not have

been pulled off as smoothly as it was. Has
anyone seen Chris Kelly?...

KEVIN CRONIN

Qualifications

Swimming
Otter - Creel Brown, Jordie Hannum, Dave
Samson, Will Stevenson, Ty Walsh, Fred

Borden, Wyatt Courtney, Eric Swanson,
Will Wister

Seal - Chris Osgood, Creel Brown, Chris

Miller

Shark - Ed Wartels, Chris Osgood
Dolphin - Ed Wartels

Pottery

Journeyman - Mitch Reidel, Jake Harrington

Apprentice - Jake Harrington, Billy Sher-

man, Reed Wilmerding

Archery

Flying Feather - Masahiro Shigeno, Wesley

Tooke, Chris Hall, Gray Thouron, Mike
Freeman, Matthew Budd, Sam Treherne-

Thomas, Tevi Puloka, Turney Hall, Dan
Wallace, Will Stevenson

Green Arrow - Masahiro Shigeno

Adventure

Mt. Whinery - Echo Swanson
Mt. Mundy - Creel Brown

Photography

Portrait - Brady Hooker, Will Wister, Stef

Whitney
Printing

Printer's Devil - Peter Lacher

Tennis

French - Geoff Zimmerman
U.S. Open - Buzz Poole, Will Wister, Brady

Hooker
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 6

Hot and humid would be the two words

to describe the day. During breakfast the kids

were noticeably quiet. But breakfast would

not set the tone for the entire day. Pothole

and Merry were the victims of bank duty.

After morning duties the kids went to their

activities looking forward to their morning

swim. During general swim I decided to have

"Anthony Dives" to pick the raft to come
in first. Andy Dodge gave an excellent ex-

ample of the proper Anthony Dive-a roman-

tic performance before doing a terrible dive,

Raft four were the victors.

At lunch I decided to have normal ac-

tivities for first period, and the rest of the

afternoon would be waterfront activities. We
had a massive game of greased watermelon

polo which ended in a tie.

The Allagash l's and North Glenayr

returned from their trips. With seven cabins

in camp dinner was quite noisy. After eating

our fried chicken, it was time to wish Reed
Wilmerding happy tenth birthday.

The evening activity was capture the

camper. The most elusive cabin was North
Harris. Perhaps the next generation of John
J. Rambo's! After the game we did the usual

prayer and enjoyed a nice rendition of the

Kieve song. Thus ended another day at

Kieve.

DARYL CULLIVAN

Qualifications

Adventure

Mt. Whinery - Grant MacMurray
Mt. Mundy - Reed Wilmerding, Billy

Sherman
Archery

Flying Feather - Oliver Beckmann, Andrew
Miller, Andrew Currier, Evan Osnos, Chris

Osgood, John MacMurray, Ed Wartels, Ty
Walsh
Green Arrow - Will Stevenson, Dan Wallace

Robin Hood - Thomas Stebbins

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Jeff Carney
Photography

Portrait Photographer - Peter Mason
Printing

Printer's Devil - Ware Sykes

Nature

Nature Pledge and Greenleaf - Zach Cap-
pelletti, Jeff Carney, Edouard Casala,

Michael Freeman, Simon Frost, Chris Hall,

Anthony Pollner, Nick Simonds, Gray
Thouron, Wesley Tooke, Ry Viner

Bugger - Edouard Casala

Herbivore - Edouard Casala

AAT - Edouard Casala

Nature Grazere - Adam Looney, Charles

Casala, Edouard Casala

Kieve Wildmen and Women - Jen Dean,
Tobi, Kathy, Mitch Reidel, Chris Rogers,

Ware Sykes, Mike Sharpless, Thomas
Milbank, Peter Lacher, Peter Mason

Swimming
Seal - Oliver Beckman, Andrew Currier,

Thomas Stebbins
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THURSDAY, JULY 7

Today was a hot and muggy one for sure.

Beads of sweat had already begun to form
on my brow before flag had started. After

a bank duty given to a newly discovered love

triangle, we were ready to "get through" the

heat of the day. There were standard morn-
ing activities with South Glenayr preparing

for their Louds Island trip. We would wish

them all the best of luck as they left just

before lunch. The Paine dive competition

suggested by Gray Thouron at general swim
led to some pink bellies and heart wrenching

screams from the waterfront.

Originally planned for the activity of the

day was the Kieve Road Race, but due to the

outrageous weather the idea was shot down.

Instead of the Road Race, we only had one

activity period in the afternoon. The second

period was used for competition between

cabins on the different sporting fields.

Allagash defeated North Harris in a fabulous

game of rag ball 8-5, and South Harris

squared off against North Bunker Hill in

kick ball. The score wasn't tallied too effi-

ciently, but South Bunker Hill came out on
top. The younger guys of North Glenayr and

South Bunker Hill played many-a-game of

bombardment. Every person worked up a

good sweat while having fun in order to be

psyched for General Swim. The water was
very refreshing today. Thomas Milbank was
the only camper to throw the ball through

the hula hoop at the main dock in the after-

noon competition.

After dinner, there was a open hill for all

those boys who had already been out on their

long trips: Allagash and South and North
Harris. There were a lot of qualifications

earned today including the forest William

Tell this session by Ware Sykes. Hopefully,

fun was had by all and the humidity level will

fall for tomorrow.

JARED R. SCHOTT
Qualifications

Archery

Green Arrow - Max Blatt, Jay Pratt, Matt
Scullin

Flying Feather - Nick Simonds, Chris Kelly,

Jeff Carney, Turner Rust, Justin Preddy
William Tell - Ware Sykes

Nature

Nature Pledge - Oliver Beckmann, Matt
Brand, Andrew Miller, Evan Osnos, Thomas
Stebbins, Dan Wallace, Gregg Zimmerman,
Will Wister

Woodworking
Woodworker - Evan Osnos, Thomas Steb-

bins, Dan Wallace

Swimming
Otter - Max Blatt, Kevin Cunningham, Cory
McCarty, Stuart Miller, Tim Paine, Jacob
Pratt, Turner Rust, Chapin Van Ness

Tennis

Australian - Chris Page, Billy Lescure, Wyatt
Wartels, Roger Cameron, Jay Zeiler, Fred
Burton, Sam Callard, John Twiss

French Open - Fred Burton, Billy Lescure,

Jay Zeiler

U.S. Open - Creel Brown, Chris Osgood
Swimming

Otter - Charles-Henri Casala, Zach
Cappelletti
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FRIDAY, JULY 8

(I thought it was a good idea to let those

campers who would return to Kieve probably

as counselors have a shot at an O.D. day.

Therefore, the crazy, nutty meatballs from

Allagash assisted me throughout ...

ALLAGASH O.D. DAY)
Flag, that long cylindrical pole pointing

skyward, the pole buried into solid bedrock,

the rock speckled with clumps of people, the

people anxiously waiting a new direction, the

direction...somewhere over there.

Wyatt stuttered a prayer. It was a good
prayer. A prayer worth remembering. Col-

in followed at Pasuaney with the breakfast

prayer, a touching, puckish satire on modern

mores aimed more at the heart than the head.

Chores were read off by J.T. Ozzie, and

Freddie. They were crisp and clear. They
sank with dread through each cabin's heart.

Bank Duty was presented musically, "Bank
Duty Blues - the 3rd Rendition." It went like

this:

Out in the bathroom, porcelain white, han-

dle in the upper left corner, works either

day or night,

Here's to the toilet, here's to the john, here's

to the crapper, the seat that we sit on,

Well when you to a pot to piss in, it's

something close to bliss,

So let's salute that humble hero, and clean

'em with a kiss,

Now, I don't know of anyone who'd ever

consider doing what we ask them to do,

So if it's out of the question, we'll take

another direction with Bank Duty Blues,

Now you don't have to be an intellectual to

know the difference between Shinola and
this,

And you don't have to be an educational to

have that sense of necessary cleanliness,

And if you steal another automotional,

Well there's a chance that you-lia

Will find yourself with something to do-lia

So Bank Duty goes to D, Tody, and Julia.

Scott sent us forth into the day, our heads

aloft, a glint of hope in our eyes, and so on.

At General Swim, we had a race (note- this

is foreshadowing). Jay kept order among
chaos on the main dock as Wesley Tooke
nosed out a tough victory in the water. And
onto lunch. Phil Guth and Sam ran lunch as

tightly as it could be run. People ate to their

full and listened on as announcements were

announced. One key announcement by

Roger was the announcing of the Kieve Road
Race that was to be run that afternoon; the

Black l's vs. the Orange 2's vs. the Mauve
Counselor Team made up of Ross, Pothole,

Zach, Julia, Max, Brad, and D.

Glaring heat and streaming sweat glistened

off the cement of the West Neck Road.
Black-soled shoes flamed down the 5.8 mile

run as the Black prevailed. It prevailed all

the way to the General Swim where Jason

rode the dock and challenged the staff to a

swimming race. Within about .005 of a se-

cond, all four racers finished ... but Pothole

touched first. And into dinner.

John and Les planned a picnic at Harriet

House field which included frisbees and
Simon Says. Bill led the dinner an-

nouncements, and extremely well I might

add. After that, Danny, Wyatt and Chris in-

troduced the evening activity: Counselor

Volleyball.

On the court, the players were introduced.

D. - Starting middle blocker of the Orange
from the 'burbs of Boston, a fine athlete and
athletic supporter, the dynamic, domineer-

ing, destructive, disabling, and very tall...

Chas H. - The first Pittsburg Steeler to

make it to the court with all his teeth and
some of his hearing, right tackle... I mean
outside hitter...

Ross C. - The native volleyballer from
Portland who proved himself on the hockey

rink, basketball court, and portage trail, the

man who physically lifted his team to victory

years ago, radical...

Jared S. - The Orange outside smasher

who's spike is so ominous it is usually ac-

companied by bad weather, when he gets go-

ing, he rains supreme, sunny...

Chris D. - Just off the injured reserve list

after a bad injury in the shower, his red-

headed crop top used to burn fear into the

hearts of the opposition, now he just uses it

to cruise the babes, the collosal...

Zach B. - Just over from the international

body building competition, the Andover
assassin, his hands able to crush a volleyball

even when no air is in it, zanny, overzealous,

zetter...

Steve H. - The Orange back row specialist

who holds the record for most unnecessary

accessories in a motorized vehicle...

Sam P. - The raging recruit for the Black
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who was said on the beach, "I love the smell

of volleyball in the morning," savage Sam
Potholder.

Jessica B. - Just out of a fantastic high

school career as captain for the U.S.A. High

School team, the All-American girl next

door, jumpin'...

Julia G. - A woman who quit the game of

volleyball because she felt the others ate too

much red meat, the person who brought

volleyball to the great outdoors, jammin'...

Jennifer D. - From the streets of Chicago,

a woman who has won more volleyball

championships than the White Sox have

World Series, about to be an aunt and no

relation to James, jet-settin'...

Max R. - Setter for the Orange,
calculating, cool, and collected man about

camp, monstrous...

Toby H. - Athlete of the year from the

streets of Arlington, a soccer star in her own
right, now given a chance to go head to head

with a family member on the volleyball floor,

tenacious...

Kathy D. - The blond bumper with great

volleyball skills honed in fine laundromats

throughout the country, collosal...

Brad W. - A motorcycling fiend from the

Hell's Angels Spikers, bad boy, bearded...

Merry B. - The kitchen girl of crush...

Laurie V. - The other kitchen girl of

crush...

Mike C. - From down south somewhere,

one of the nicest guys you'll ever meet that

has an accent, the loveable, the mystical, the

magical...

Chinka R. - The third year returning cap-

tain for the Black whose game has improv-

ed with his spelling, the Hell-raiser from
Hull, the incorrigible...

In an outrageous battle, the final score

stood at 23 to 21 with the Black on top. The
truly hair-raising, breath-taking match was

followed by equally hair-raising, breath-

taking sundaes at Pasquaney.

Evening prayer by George made us all mis-

ty eyed. And we ended the day singing Day-

o, day-o, daylight come and I want to go

home.
STEVE KABACK

Qualifications

Archery

Flying Feather - Max Blatt, Gregg Zimmer-
man, John Twiss, Phil Guthrie, Fred Bur-

ton, Roger Cameron, Sam Callard, Colin

Paul, George Hardy, Jason Ryan, Scott

Allen, Chris Page, Danny Levine, Wyatt
Wartels, Billy Lescure

Green Arrow - Phil Guthrie, Chris Osgood,
Roger Cameron, Jay Zeiler, Sam Callard,

Colin Paul, George Hardy, Chris Page, Dan-
ny Levine, Wyatt Wartels

Robin Hood - Andrew Miller, Phil Guthrie

William Tell - Thomas Stebbins

Riflery

Marksman - Nick Simonds, Ed Wartels
Pro Marksman - Cory McCarty, Jay Pratt

Photography
Snapshot - Nat Garrett

Portrait Photographer - Stef Whitney
Photo Teacher's Ass't. - Charles-Henri

Casala

Nature

Bugger - Will Stevenson, Ed Wartels, John
MacMurray, Jordie Hannum
Nature Pledge - Will Stevenson, Ed Wartels,

John MacMurray, Jordie Hannum, Chris

Osgood, Ty Walsh, Dave Samson
Green Leaf - Will Stevenson, Ed Wartels,

John MacMurray, Jordie Hannum, Chris

Osgood, Ty Walsh, Dave Samson
Swimming

Otter - Chris Hall, Ryan Viner, Grey
Thouron, Anthony Pollner

Seal - Zach Cappelletti, Simon Frost
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SATURDAY, JULY 9

I awoke on that mystical morning feeling

that today was not only going to be a

beautiful day, but it was a day in which I

could shine forth some light and create peace

and happiness within this camp. The air was

warm and heavy at 8:00 a.m. The flags went

up and a short prayer was shared along with

the Our Father. Then it was down to

Pasquaney.

Breakfast was consumed in its traditional

fashion, announcements were made, morn-
ing duties were assigned and bank duty was

awarded. The task of cleaning the toilets was

given to an intense group of people-Ali,

Laurie, Sam, and myself. It was a good ex-

perience to visit each toilet again. Morning
activities were completed with much en-

thusiasm. At the sound of the bell, the boys

and council ran down to the waterfront to

enjoy the cool lake water. After several bud-

dy checks, each raft was quizzed with some
interesting state of Maine facts. At 12:30, the

bell sounded for lunch and we all lined up
for some wicked tasty tacos. Announcements
were made and the possible activities were

given.

Without a doubt the nature field trip to

Hog Island was the most popular activity.

Charlie H., Julia, and Ali took ten of the

Allagash men out on the Snow Goose. Along
the way, they saw a few seals, and Roger C.

even caught four mackerel on one line! It was
definitely a great day for a field trip out on
the water. Swimming some how happened
to be the second most popular thing to do.

The island swim was attempted again, and
several campers were successful in their

swims. By the time I knew it the clock read

4:30, and it was time for another general

swim and another round of interesting and
intriguing Maine trivia. After the last camper
was out of the bathhouse, the free time

before supper was spent rehearsing skits for

the first annual Kieve Cabin Gong Show.
Supper was served outside, and fishsticks and
potato skins were enjoyed by all.

At the sound of the big oF bell, everyone

made their way up to the front porch of In-

nisfree to get ready for the first annual event

which was about to take place. The show
started off on a hilarious note when Jay
Southgate stood up and entertained us for

almost five whole minutes. That perfor-

mance was followed by a real gut buster act

by Andy, Ray, and the rest of the "squir-

rels" from South Glenayr. The acts

thereafter were quite humorous to say the

least. Overall, the boys from South Harris

did the finest job, and as a result, they earn-

ed one free night of fun and candy, cookies,

chips, coke, and ice cream.

Despite the heat and humidity of the day,

we all seemed to manage one way or another

to find peace and happiness in this very

special and unique institution called Kieve.

ROSS CAMERON

Qualifications

Swimming
Otter - Scott Allan, Fred Burton, Sam
Callard, Roger Cameron, Phil Guthrie,

George Hardy, Billy Lescure, Danny Levine,

Chris Page, Colin Paul, Jason Ryan, Johnny

Twiss, Jay Seiller, Wyatt Wartels

Tennis

Australian - Ed Casala, Michael Freeman,

Zach Cappelletti

French - Wesley Tooke
Nature

Greenleaf - Jed Harris, Stuart Miller, Turner

Rust, Chapin VanNess
Bugger - Jay Pratt, Turner Rust, Tim Paine,

Max Blatt

Adopt A Tree - Max Blatt

Printing

Printer's Devil - Will Stevenson

Woodworking
Woodworking - Jordie Hannum, John Mac-

Murray, Chris Osgood, Dave Samson, Tyler

Walsh, Ed Wartels

Shop Assistant - Will Stevenson

Pottery

Apprentice - Matt Budd, Oliver Beckmann
Riflery

Marksman - Stuart Miller

Archery

Flying Feather - Simon Frost, Zach Cap-

pelletti, Anthony Pollner, Ry Viner

Green Arrow - Ed Casala, Nick Simonds,

Wesley Tooke, Grey Thouron, Ry Viner,

Simon Frost

Robin Good - Nick Simonds, Chris Hall,

Masahiro Shigeno

William Tell - Nick Simonds, normal bow
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SUNDAY, JULY 10

Another big red sun at dawn promised

another hot day, but at least we have some
breeze, and thank heaven for the lake. There

are only five cabins today, so this will be a

lot of fun.

Billy Lescure and Sam Callard raised the

flag smartly; everybody "turned to" to make
camp ship-shape for a fine inspection won
jointly by South Harris and North Harris,

and a cappella choir led by John Ledyard

and Ross Cameron sharpened up their of-

ferings without the organ as Nancy was in

California.

Charlie Harrington's sermon encouraging

us to protect our environment, its wildness

and beauty, set a fine tone for chapel. Justin

Preddy and Tim Paine red their New Testa-

ment lessons very well indeed; and Chris

Osgood and Tevi Puloka won the sweetest

and loudest choir boy prizes respectively.

Joining us for a delicious barbecue chicken

lunch were: Raymond McNeel's uncle and
aunt, Henry, B.J., and Sam Kennedy, Jay

Pratt's mother, friends of Michael Freeman,

Masahiro Shigeno and Peter Lacher, Max
Blatt's family, and Anthony Currier's

grandparents.

Another hot one with the humidity soar-

ing high. With only five cabins in camp
Charlie Richardson and I set up eight ac-

tivities designed to please. The major lacrosse

game went over well with the older kids, and

the nature trip to see a marine biology ex-

hibit was full of kids as well.

After sign up the O.D. takes a jump into

the lake-the pause that refreshes-he was not

surprised that swimming filled up first. The
Indian Circle and activities when the action

O.D. remains inactive by the phones plann-

ing his blockbuster evening activity.

Lots of swimming at general swim. As
swim closes it gets darker and the O.D. prays

for the sky to clear. No luck. In the middle

of dinner (fishsticks and cold chicken) the

O.D. gives in and goes with plan B. No
Diplomatic Soccer, instead...a movie. At this

proclamation the rain starts lightly.

About ten minutes after Airplane II is

turned on, the sun comes out. Too late to

change plans, and the movie is continued

with a five minute break for air halfway. The
movie ended at eight o'clock. Too early.

Having time to kill, the first council spon-
sored pillow fight is declared. Then after five

minutes of mayhem, tugs of war were
organized. It's North Glenayr in a prolong-

ed battle while South Harris runs away with
North Harris. The Allagash dominates all

comers until council step in. A quick flag and
another day is put to rest.

RCK/SAM "POTHOLE" POTTER

Printing

Printer's Devil - Edouard Casala

Pottery

Kieve Potter - Evan Osnos
Photography

Snapshot - Will Stevenson, Nick Simonds,

Edouard Casala, Gray Thouron, Wesley

Tooke, Chris Osgood
Portrait - Chris Osgood
Ansel Adams - Will Stevenson

MONDAY, JULY 11

I woke with sweat all over my covers. A
hint to what today's weather would be-hot

and humid. I went up to Pasquaney to get

the morning duties squared away. The South

Harris II's would be going on the sloop

today.
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After breakfast the campers did the mor-

ning chores, and it was time for morning ac-

tivities. While the morning activities were in

progress, it became apparent that today

would be the hottest day of camp thus far.

The South Harris IPs were blessed with the

opportunity to enjoy a cool sea breeze on the

Hatsy. Meanwhile back at camp, the coun-

cil and campers alike had one thing on their

minds-General Swim. I had to ring the bell

a couple of minutes early. During general

swim Mike gave me the O.K. for the cabins

in camp (the Glenayr's Harris cabins, and

Allagash) to spend the afternoon at the

beach.

On the way to the beach it looked as

though a long awaited rain would finally oc-

cur. When we arrived at Pemaquid Beach the

sun once again broke through the haze. It

turned out to be a beautiful day.

When we came back to Kieve we all head-

ed down to the waterfront for a general

swim.

I realized that our evening activity would
have to be a brief one because it was the first

night of play practice. So I hid two balls on

the grounds of Kieve. The object of the game
was for the campers to retrieve them. The
two clues were: 17 and 5, and you need it

before every trip or baked beans. The first

clue led to the riflery range since 17 and 5

equals 22, and that is the kind of rifle we use.

The second led to Gasquaney the camp gas

station.

The balls were retrieved by South Harris

and Allagash, and it was time for flag. Thus
ended another day at Kieve.

DARYL CULLIVAN

TUESDAY, JULY 12

Today, we almost got very lucky. But, it

didn't rain for long enough. Yes, I said it.

It did not rain for long enough. It has been

almost unbearable for a number of days now
and we needed rain. Rain we got; however,

it only helped for as long as it was raining.

Complaining that it is too hot doesn't hap-

pen too often in Maine. Maybe we should

live with it.

At breakfast bank duty was almost given

to the Latin Lover and the City Girl. D and

his bankaphobia did it instead. The game at

general swim was the starting lineup of the

all-star game tonight. Not many people were

very well educated in the field. Lunch was

next followed by the start of the activities.

Precisely four minutes and 26 seconds after

the start of first period the rain came,

haulting most activities for ten minutes. We
moved into the BMT to play floor hockey

and basketball until things were dry enough

to go out.

Dinner brought the OBH cabin back from

their long trip. It was good to see all of those

guys back in camp. The evening activity was
a cabin scrambled eggs consisting of a

baseball toss, basketball shot, soccer kick,

riflery and archery. Allagash pulled out the

win with South Harris edging North Harris

by four points.

Play practice ran for thirty minutes in

hopes of honoring our skills as actors and
performers. We were thankful for the day

and the fun we had. As you can tell by the

list of qualifications, it was a great day.

JARED SCHOTT

Qualifications

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Grant MacMurray, Chris

Sise, Danny Firger

Printing

Printer's Devil - Ry Viner, David Brown,

Chris Hall, Sam Treherne-Thomas
Kieve Typesetter - David Brown

Nature

Greenleaf - Tevi Puloka, Kevin Cunn-
ingham, Jay Southgate

Scavenger - Edouard Casala, Sam Treherne-

Thomas, Michael Freeman, Anthony
Pollner, Zach Cappelletti, Jeff Carney,

Simon Frost, Nick Simonds
Bugger - Kevin Cunningham, Tevi Puloka
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Herbivore - Sam Treherne-Thomas

Kieve Naturalist - Edouard Casala

Adventure

Mt. Whinery - Jason Ryan, John Twiss,

Wyatt Wartels, Scott Allan, Fred Burton,

Phil Guthrie, Danny Levine, Colin Paul,

George Hardy, Sam Callard, Michael
Freeman, Wesley Tooke, Billy Lescure, Jeff

Carney
Mt. Mundy - Jason Ryan, Wyatt Wartels,

Scott Allen, Colin Paul, Phil Guthrie

Photography
Snapshot - Dan Wallace, David Bailey, Reed
Wilmerding, Danny Firger, Cory McCarty,
Masahiro Shigeno

Portrait - Wesley Tooke, Masahiro Shigeno

Ansel Adams - Jay Southgate, Wesley Tooke
Photojournalist - Dan Wallace

Double Exposure - Jay Southgate

Kieve Photographer - Jay Southgate

Tennis

Australian - Justin Preddy, Turner Rust,

Oliver Beckmann, Evan Osnos, Thomas
Stebbins

French - Tyler Walsh, Dave Samson
Archery

Green Arrow - John McMurray, Ed Wartels,

Matthew Budd
Flying Feather - Dave Samson, Jordie

Hannum
Robin Hood - Chris Osgood, Matthew Budd
Kieve Archer - Nick Simonds

Woodworking
Craftsman - Timothy Paine, Max Blatt, Ty
Walsh, Chris Osgood
Woodworker - Timothy Paine

WEDNESDAY, JULY 13

Far off in the distance down the West
Neck Road, the blare of trumpets are heard

ringing through the rocky Maine hillside. I

look again. Are those knights atop horses in

full afmor? I hear the clop of hooves pass,

the horses decked in full regalia, the steam

blasting through their flaring nostrils. I

follow to see what's going on.

A band of valiant do-gooders journey to

the kingdom of Kieve. I yell to one, "Good
sir knight, what is your name?"

"Sir Les, Knight of the Pasquaney Kit-

chen."

"What is your quest, Sir Les?" I query.

"I seek to pay homage to the good Lord,

King John Roy."
I yell to another, "What is your name?"
"Sir Andy Dodge," he replies, "but you

can call me Tim."
"Don't you know this is the twentieth cen-

tury? There aren't any knights anymore."
"Silence, peon! You know not of what

you speak. Now go, get thee to a nunnery."

Sir Andy doffs me across the noggin with his

nailed glove. As I get up and wipe myself

off, the last of the party approaches.

"I am Sir Brad, Knight of the Waterfront.

We have travelled many miles (we left from
L.L. Beans) to come and sing praise to King

John Roy ...dude."
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Sir Brad reaches down and hauls me onto

his hearty stead. The ribs of the beast wear

against my legs. It trots then gallops and we

cross forth into the sacred Hall of

Pasquaney.

At breakfast, the peasants eat Eggs

Benedict. After eating, they are entertained

by a game of Let's Make a Bank Duty Deal.

Behind doors no. 1, 2, and 3 are the three

directors' names and they sally forth to do

battle with those fated dragons of doo-doo.

And the sun rises high above the hills on

this day of celebration. And a sandwich for

the entire kingdom is made for lunch. All

stand aside to admire it.

And as the sun rose in the sky, it now
lowers itself onto the Western horizon. All

of the people line up outside the Castle In-

nisfree and prepare flowers and sparklers and

bubbles for King John. Inside, a fire roars

from a stone fireplace, banners and flowers

hang from the walls, two roast beefs adorn

twin banquet tables, minstrels play as the

nobility wait at the table of honor in front

of the procession. The throne, the center

piece of the celebration, remains open. And
outside, the good king approaches in crown
and robe.

"All hail John Roy, King of Kieve!!"

STEVE KABACK and LES HARRIS

Qualifications

Swimming
Otter - Jason McKinney
Dolphin - Chris Osgood
Shark - Thomas Stebbins, Oliver Beckmann
Seal - David Osgood

Photography
Photo Journalist - Wesley Tooke
Kieve Photographer - Colin Murphy

Nature

Grazer - Jason Vellieux, Danny Firger, Chris

Miller, Tevi Puloka, Cory McCarty
Woodworking

Woodworker - Seth Bent, Chris Kelly, Stu

Miller, Jay Pratt

Craftsman - Seth Bent, Stu Miller, Jay Pratt,

Robb Beckerlegge
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THURSDAY, JULY 14

Qualification Thursday is beautiful with

nothing but sunny skies predicted. With just

two days left campers are anxious to amass

as many qualifications as possible. Before it

all starts, we celebrate Bastille by having our

resident Frenchman, Edouard Casala and

Augustine de Buffevent raise the flag.

All day from 9:30 until dinner, campers

were scurrying from activity to activity hav-

ing more fun than humans should be allow-

ed. Dinner follows as does play practice. The

following is a list of campers who earned

qualifications. A well deserved pat on the

back for everyone. There were 196 qualifica-

tions in all!!!

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Sailing

Crew - David Brown, Seth Bent, Max Blatt,

Matt Scullin, R.T. Arnold, Jay Richards,

Jay Southgate

Mate - David Brown, Tim Paine

Tennis

Australian - Thomas Milbank

U.S. Open - Matt Budd
French Open - Nick Simonds

Wimbledon - Grey Thouron, Stu Lansing,

Robb Beckerlegge, David Jackson, Jordie

Hannum
Riflery

Pro-marksman - Reed Wilmerding, Erik

Babcock, Andrew Currier, Gregg Zimmer-

man, Will Stevenson, Jay Southgate, Eraw
Sykes, Ry Viner

Marksman - John MacMurray, Eric Swan-

son Grant MacMurray, Jay Pratt

Marksman 1st Class - Ed Wartels, Colin

Murphy, Barrett Phelan

Nature

Green Leaf - Creel Brown
Bugger - Ty Walsh, Hill McCarty
Adopt a Tree - Jason Vielleux, Adam
Looney, Standish Bradford, Jason Packer

Scavenger - Jason Vielleux, Jason Packer,

Adam Looney
Herbivore - Tevi Puloka, Jason Vielleux

Kieve Naturalist - Sam Treherne-Thomas

Swimming
Otter - Stef Whitney, Nat Garrett, Ware
Sykes, Nick Simonds
Shark - Chris Miller, Mike Freeman, Fred

Borden, Zach Cappelletti, Brady Hooker,

Simon Frost, Erik Babcock, Wesley Tooke,
Chris Miller

Seals - Seth Bent, Stuart Miller, Tim Paine,

Billy Sherman, Sam Treherne-Thomas, Chris

Rogers, Peter Mason, Edouard Casala, Buzz
Poole, Fred Borden, Standish Bradford, Stu

Lansing, Will Wister, Ware Sykes, Matt
Budd, Jeff Carney, Jed Harris

Dolphin - Thomas Stebbins

Kieve Swimmer - Chris Osgood, Ed Wartels

Photography
Snapshot - Jordie Hannum, Dave Samson,
Ware Sykes, Gavin King, Greg Zimmerman,
Ed Wartels

Double Exposure - David Brown, Ware
Sykes

Printing

Printer's Devil - Wyatt Courtney, Jay

Richards, Jason Packer, Andrew Pattison,

Duane MacLennan, Mitch Reidel

Compositor - Peter Lacher, Turner Rust, Ry
Viner

Master Printer - Andrew Palmer

Pottery

Craftman - Thomas Stebbins, Dan Wallace,

Edouard Casala, Barrett Phelan

Apprentice - Jason McKinney, Alex Joerger,

Kevin Cunningham, Jason Packer, Tim
Paine, Max Blatt

Journeyman - Jon Carney, Ty Walsh
Kieve Potter - Chris Rogers

Windsurfing

Kieve Windsurfer - Roger Cameron, John
Lawrence

Woodworking
Craftsman - Wyatt Courtney, Matt Budd,

Geoff Zimmerman, Mike Sharpless, John
Twiss, Cory McCarty, Charles Henri Casala,

Tyler Crabtree, Will Wister, Gregg Zimmer-
man, Echo Swanson, Dan Wallace, Chris

Kelly Tim Morrison, Sam Thomas, B.

Sherman
Shop Assistant - Chapin Van Ness, Alex

Joerger

Shop Master - Will Stevenson

Archery

Green Arrow - Erik Babcock
Flying Feather - Will Wister

William Tell - Ty Crabtree, Masahiro
Shigeno, Ty Walsh, Jason Veilleux

Robin Hood - Andrew Palmer, Zach
Cappelletti

Kieve Archer - Thomas Stebbins
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Adventure

Mt. Whinery - Thomas Stebbins, Oliver

Beckmann, Andrew Miller, Justin Preddy,

David Samson, Edouard Casala, Chris Page,

Zach Cappelletti, Matt Drukker, John Mac-

Murray, Oscar Sloterback, Roger Cameron,

Jordie Hannum, Seth Bent, Tim Paine, Chris

Sise.

Mt. Mundy - Chris Osgood, Robby Gerard,

Sam Callard, Jeff Carney, George Hardy,

Danny Levine, Dan Wallace, Andrew Miller,

Nick Simonds, Alex Donn, Gavin King,

Duane MacLennan, R.T. Arnold, Avery

Cook, Jay Richards, Tyler Crabtree, Simon
Frost, Roger Cameron, Bud Wintsch, Zach

Cappelletti, Chris Miller, John MacMurray,
Chris Sise

Mt. Sawyer - Colin Paul, George Hardy,

Wyatt Wartels, Danny Levine, Sam Callard,

Chris Osgood, Cabell Brown, Mike
Sharpless

FRIDAY, JULY 15

After last night's perfectly timed thunder-
shower, this OD was delighted to awake to

blue skies and a breezy high 70's morning.
Jay Southgate and Sam Treherne-Thomas
raised the flags into that lovely heaven, and
the last day before reunion with parents
began.

The boys were especially cheery when all

the counselors were made table boys for

breakfast. And even more pleased when Max
Tilson and Ali earned bank duty for being
too candid outside photolab.

Last chance for qualifications was during

morning activities. The weather was just

great for every activity; sailors, in particular,

had wicked decent wind. And all made that

last effort to reach high. Meanwhile, the

players in the tennis tournament were cruis-

ing through match after match, leaving on-

ly Alex Donn and Wyatt Wartels in the

senior bracket and Stu Lansing and Tyler

Crabtree in the junior. Lunch an-

nouncements brought scads of final

qualifications. Congratulations, guys!

This Friday afternoon was reserved for the

annual Aqua Attack extravaganza. At lunch

Orange General Brad Woloson and Orange
High Priest Andy Dodge verbally debased

the vile black squad. Black General Rad
Roberts held his tongue, saved his team's

energy, and led the Black team to a decisive

victory on both land and sea. Having the

Mad River canoes didn't hurt their cause.

Then we were cleansed by a swim and
hustled up to Innisfree for the dress rehear-

sal of the play. Nancy was pleased, and off

we went to Harriet House for a massive

cookout. An hour of campers versus

counselors kept-away ensued. I think we
discovered a new activity. Next, it was my
pleasure to ask Tim Morrison and Chris

Page, two guys I admire a lot, to lower the

flag. Following that ceremony, I read to

assembly about the trip program in 1952 and
about one trip of the youngest boys to near-

by Sandy Cove. We all discovered that our

excursions into nature excite us and teach us

in the same fashion they did for youngsters

thirty-two years ago. That particular report

could have been South Glenayr's Westcott

Point report of this year.

The evening concluded with the lovely

candlelight procession.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

Qualifications

Sailing

Harpoon - Stef Whitney, Buzz Poole,

Charlie Betancourt

Flag Captain - Wesley Tooke
Printing

Printer's Devil - Jay Southgate

Compositor - Chris Kelly

Kieve Typesetter - Peter Lacher, Justin

Preddy
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Swimming
Seal - Chris Sise, Robb Beckerlegge

Nature

Scavenger - Tevi Puloka

Adopt-a-tree - Creel Brown, Ed Wartels

Kieve Naturalist - Tevi Puloka
Archery

Flying Feather - Peter Lacher

Green Arrow - Johnny Twiss, Tim Paine,

Sam Treherne-Thomas, Anthony Pollner

William Tell - Phil Guthrie, Gray Thouron,

Chris Hall

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Mike Sharpless

SATURDAY, JULY 16

The final day of Session I 1988 opened to

gray skies. The weathermen predicted that

there would be showers, but it would not rain

on this Kieve Watersport's Day. The flag was
raised at 7:30 a.m. by Chris Miller and Billy

Sherman. At flag, Charlie Harrington urg-

ed them to reflect on the session and focus

on the friendships that they had acquired at

Kieve.

There were many duties this morning in

order to make camp "Inspection" clean for

parents and family. A special mention was
awarded to South Harris for their fine work
on the waterfront.

At 10:00 families began to arrive. It was
evident that campers were proud and excited

to show their parents all of the wonderful

things that they had been doing all month.
The waterfront was opened at this time for

swimming and boating. The Art Center was

on full display. At the tennis courts Alex

Donn beat Wyatt Wartels in the Senior Tour-

nament, and Tyler Crabtree beat Stu Lans-

ing in the Junior Tournament. A Special

Mention goes to both Jim Schwarz and Jen-

nifer Dean for a great tournament.

After a hot dog and chip lunch it was on
to an exciting competition. The war canoe

races were both very close and showed great

cabin spirit. North Harris pulled off an upset

and tied O.B.H. It was Allagash II over

Allagash I.

The Watersport's results are as follows:

South Glenayr

25 YD. Freestyle — Reed Wilmerding

25 YD. Freestyle - Turney Hall

50 YD. Freestyle - Jay Southgate

Canoe Pairs - Jon Carney and Chris Sise

North Glenayr

25 YD. Freestyle - Chapin Van Ness

25 YD. Freestyle - Tim Paine

50 YD. Freestyle - Seth Bent

Canoe Pairs - Corey McCarty and Tim
Paine

South Bunker Hill

25 YD. Freestyle - Fred Borden

25 YD. Freestyle - Wyatt Courtney

100 YD. Relay - Brad Hooker and Standish

Bradford

Canoe Pairs - Will Wister and Stu Lansing



North Bunker Hill

25 YD. Freestyle -- Peter Lacher

50 YD. Freestyle -- Alex Joerger

100 YD. Relay -- Peter Mason and Josh

Kinney

Canoe Pairs -- Mike Sharpless and Matt
Drukker
South Harris

50 YD. Freestyle -- Ty Walsh
50 YD. Freestyle -- Tom Stebbins

100 YD. Relay -- Chris Osgood and Edward
Wartels

Canoe Pairs -- Oliver Beckmann and Dan
Wallace

The cocktail party, as always, was a com-
plete success. John and Les created a fine

buffet as the Kieve population mingled. Sup-

per consisted of barbecue chicken, cole slaw,

and potato salad.

The Kieve evening performance created by

Nancy Kennedy was, "Bringing Up Kids

With a Little Help From Annie Get Your
Gun." Jay Southgate and Wesley Tooke
were soloists in the production. Both
campers and parents enjoyed it. The produc-

tion was followed by a slide show of the first

session developed by Ali. It showed all of the

great events of the first session. The flag

came down and the Saturday of Watersport's

was over.



TUESDAY, JULY 19

Today actually began yesterday. Luke and

Ben Etherington, Graham Dresden, and

Oliver Beckmann arrived a day early. They

were fairly bored as no activities were in pro-

gress, but they made the most of it and even

helped with some preparations for today.

Thanks, guys!

I had Giff Howland penciled in as the first

to arrive, and he did appear at about 12:30

as in previous years, but Ketch Secor at 9

a.m. and new camper Trevor Colhoun at 1

1

beat him. Parents and boys arrived at a

smooth pace the remainder of the afternoon.

Then came the Lake Forest guys from
Portland Jetport, Dick Kennedy's bus from
cities south, the bus from Logan Airport and
Massachusetts towns, and finally the second

Kieve bus from Portland, full of our favorite

Floridians.

And so we were one -- 83 returning

campers, 53 new campers, and 45 staff ready

to have a great summer together. Pasquaney
was noisy and nervous as we ate our first

meal. I could see the anticipation and hope
in all the young eyes; the counselors could,

too. It was almost tangible, and the bright

eager faces further pumped up an already

anxious staff.

After dinner we had a quick orientation

regarding the Kieve Rule - that everyone has

a right to be treated with kindness ~ the

Kieve Song, homesickness, and staff in-

troductions. It was already late; there was
much to do in the cabins. Mitch Reidel and

Ryan Gall lowered Old Glory; a prayer for

good health, good friends, and good adven-

ture was said; and all went to their

bunkhouses to get the dreams started. Great

doin's ahead.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 20

A beautiful start to Kieve second session

1988. Counselors were rested after a midses-

sion of white water rafting and relaxation.

New campers looked anxious to attempt the

island swim. Veteran campers were ready to

delve into adventure, soccer, pottery, riflery,

etc. And mother nature greeted us all with

sunny skies and 80 degree weather.

After breakfast and thoughtful postcards

home, activities got under way. Despite some
wind on the lake, we had a great island swim
with 94 percent completion. For the veterans,

the first qualification went to Jed Leach,

Ketch Secor, and Mills Chapman who got

their nature pledge.

After a chicken nugget and french fry

lunch, we had staff and cabin pictures, rest

period, then an afternoon of activities. All

activities were offered so campers could be

seen sailing, canoeing, printing, as well as

trying their skills in riflery, archery, pottery

and much more. Before dinner we had great

cabin renditions of the Kieve song: 3rd place

-- North Glenayr, 2nd place -- South
Glenayr, and 1st place -- North Harris. For
dinner we went with nutritious fish sticks and
Hershey Bahs (sic) there we all had a rous-

ing game of capture the flag. Great fun for

all. After one day everyone seemed so com-

fortable with each other; it was a great sight

to see the bonding and memories Kieve pro-

vided in such a short span of time. One of

the many wonders of Kieve.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON

Qualifications

Archery

Flying Feather - Bobby Bohlen, Nate Ruth,

Sandy Schmid, John Tkac, Nelson Bacallao,

Robbie Hunt, Ryan Gall, Trevor Colhoun,
Aaron Lockwood

Tennis

Australian Open - Nelson Bacallao, John
Brooks, Fordy Curran, Robbie Hunt, Nate
Ruth, Sandy Schmid, John Tkac, Ben
Wissinger

Nature

Nature Pledge - Chris Kelley, Jed Leach,

Ketch Secor, Mills Chapman, Able Lyon,
Ben Etherington, Spencer Mallozzi, Jared

Dunn, Pier Bos, John Scott, Brady Jenkins,

Raffy Banks, Jake Harrington, Phil Schmid,

Chris DiOrio, Will Ewing, Nick Cushmore,
Chris Desmond, Josh Kallen

Island Swim
Raffy Banks, Pier Bos, Nicky Cushmore,
Christopher Desmond, Chris DiOrio, Jared

Dunn, Ben Etherington, Will Ewing, Brady
Jenkins, Spencer Mallozzi, Philip Schmid,
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Jonathan Scott, Robby Allgyer, Willie Alter,

Douglas Desmond, Hunter Hicks, Jay

Kelsey, Jamie Kneisel, Hunter Lindley,

Morgan Moran, Jack Waldo, Scott Wise,

Nelson Bacallao, Bobby Bohlen, Trevor Col-

houn, Fordy Curran, Andrew Davis, Nate
Ruth, Sandy Schmid, John Tkac, Kevin
Cunningham, Oliver Beckmann, Luca
Borghese, Benjamin Bishop, Danny Cox,
Quint Friesell, Jay Grandin, George
Greenough, Josh Pillion, Alexander Stuemp-
fig, Webb Thompson, Ben Willauer, Fran-

cis Beidler, Chip Lane, Scott Lanzilotta, An-
drew Vivian, Topher Viner, Ben Shields,

Stanislas Teillaud, Nilsi Armentrout, Hansi

Armentrout, Peter Harrison, Jeff Scherer,

Charles Vivian

THURSDAY, JULY 21

Thursday, July 21st opened to threaten-

ing skies. The flag was raised by Kari Rolph,

Charlie Harrington pointed out that the

campers had begun their tripping programs,

and a lot of special memories were about to

be developed.

Breakfast is the building block of the day,

and at Camp Kieve a Harris-Roy breakfast

can kick the day off right.

Bank duty was given to Chris Kelley and
Kevin Cronin because of Chris' epic journey

Whitewater rafting. After duties the morn-
ing was off and running.

The morning activities were followed by
a brief general swim, and then on to lunch.

The afternoon was not very kind weather-

wise, but the campers were offered an assort-

ment of indoor as well as the zip wire and
land sports. Special mention to Mike G. and
Chris Ver Planck for their great drawing ac-

tivity and Raymond McNeal, Tobi Harr-
ington, and Jessica Burton also.

After a dinner of fish sticks, the evening

activity offered was the egg drop. Each cabin

was to build a transfer system. One built by
council and one by campers. The supplies

were 2 eggs, 30 inches of tape, and 24 straws.

The system is dropped a total of 8 feet. There
was also a sales pitch to be presented by each

group. The group with the best sales pitch

and a successful drop was North Bunkerhill.

Flag was accomplished inside because of

a shower, and Kieve came to a close for

another day.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON

Qualifications

Nature
Kieve Nature Pledge - Andy Gibbons, Geoff
Teillon, Shamus Alley, Geoff Sanders,

Adam Schultz, Peyton Lindley, Topher
Viner, and Phil Petteruti

Greenleaf - Jake Harrington, Ben Wentling,

Francis Beidler, Mills Chapman, Doug Des-

mond, and Justin Steil

Sailing

Crew - Ben Etherington, Brady Jenkins, Raf-

fy Banks, Will Ewing, Pier Bos
Windsurfing

Windjammer - Peter Day, Peter Rhoads
Minstral - Peter Day

Pottery

Journeyman - Chris Block

FRIDAY, JULY 22

I awoke this morning at seven ready to

lead all the members of Kieve into the rainy

day. Breakfast was held back thirty minutes

due to the morning dew and drizzle. The
flags were raised despite the weather and

morning prayers were offered. Breakfast

consisted of bagels, cream cheese, juice, and
a choice of nutritious cereals. An-
nouncements were made, duties were hand-

ed out. Bank duty was awarded to Lindsay

R. and Brian J. in hope that the two would

get to know each other a little better.

Morning activities were changed slightly

due to the wet weather. One of the activities

was a NBH field trip to Pemaquid Point led

by Stevie K. and the men from the Allagash

visited Maine Yankee with Julia and Kevin.

By lunch time the weather had made a
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change for the better, so lunch was held out-

side. By the time Indian Circle began, the sun

was shining and the temperature was rising.

The activities included tennis, riflery, archery

and adventure among the rest. Unfortunately

the qualifications were lost somewhere along

the way. General swim was a split one

because of the large numbers of campers, but

it still went smoothly. Evening activity that

night was the 87th annual Kieve air guitar.

All the performances were really well done,

but S. Glenayr, N. Glenayr, and N.

Bunkerhill had the best ratings by our ex-

perienced panel of judges by the end of the

show. A special guest appearance was made
by Frank, Steve K., and Jim S. with the

guitars. They all jammed to the song "Lit-

tle Red Rooster" much to the crowd's

pleasure. Evening prayer was said inside

along with the singing of the Kieve song. The
flags were taken down later on by the still

active OD.
Overall day was a fabulous one.

ROSS CAMERON

Qualifications

Pottery

Apprentice - Chris DiOrio, Justin Steil

SATURDAY, JULY 23

At 7:15 a.m. we (Chris and Kevin, the co-

OD's) woke to a peasoup fog. We met Mike
with a coffee in his right hand and a butt

smoldering on his lips. By flag the fog had
lifted and Jed Leach did the honors of rais-

ing flag. Staff Sargent Pothole led the

campers to a breakfast of cheese omelettes
and sausage prepared by our two trusty

chefs, John and Les.

At announcements we finally recognized

that special and hard working counselor

Steve. B.M. Kaback for all that he has done

for Kieve. And so, today was announced as

Steve B.M. Kaback Appreciation Day!

The two Holland Hunks, Mike and
Ernest, were bestowed the honor of Bank
Duty in order to better understand American

plumbing and what we are made up of.

During morning activities camp started to

fry. Therefore, morning general swim was

a welcomed delight. Steve Kaback did trivia

for each raft as they came in. Hot dogs, tuna,

and PB&J for lunch. Council basketball for

rest period, campers worked on the song

dedicated to Steve Kaback - that old favorite

"You've Got a Friend" by Carole King was

performed at Indian Circle before afternoon

activities. Special thanks to Jim Schwarz for

conducting that song and Joan Hallowell for

typing the song at the last minute on her day

off.

After another heat wave during afternoon

activity period, the cool waters of

Damariscotta Lake felt quite refreshing. At
dinner, we enjoyed a fine dinner of spaghetti

and garlic bread. With the tables cleared and

marshmallows in hand, Rad delivered that

famous James Belushi remark, "Food
Fight" and the chaos erupted. Participants

were stating after the incident that they were

unable to see through the blizzard of mar-

shmallows and other flying stuff. With ad-

ditional reinforcements from the police

department, the rioters were brought under

control and dismissed.

After a very interesting game of Capture

Counselor/Steve Kaback trivia, the flags

were lowered and we were off to bed. Kevin,

it was great fun spending the day running

camp.

P.S. "How about those pain dives?"

You've Got a Friend

(in Steve)

When you're down and troubled and you
need some love and care

And nothin' nothin' is going right

Close your eyes and think of Steve and soon

he will be there

To brighten up even your darkest night

Chorus:

You just call out Steve's name
And you know wherever he is
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He'll come runnin'

To see you again

Winter, spring, summer or fall

All you have to do is call

And he'll be there

You've got a friend.

If the sky above you grows dark and full of

clouds

And that old north wind begins to blow

Keep your head together and call his name
out loud

Soon you'll hear Steve knockin' at your

door.

Chorus:

You just call out Steve's name
And you know wherever his is

He'll come runnin'

To see you again

Winter, spring, summer or fall

All you have to do is call

And he'll be there

Yes he will.

Now ain't it good to know that you've got

a friend when people can be so cold?

They'll hurt you, yes, and desert you and
take your soul if you let them
Oh, but don't you let them.

Chorus:

You just call out Steve's name
And you know wherever he is

He'll come runnin'

To see you again

Winter, spring, summer or fall

All you have to do is call

And he'll be there

Yes he will.

You've got a friend.

You've got a friend.

Ain't it good to know you've got a friend.

Written by Carole King

Steve Kaback Trivia

1. How many days apart were Kevin and

Steve born?

2. What is his favorite basketball team?

3. What is his favorite baseball team?

4. Where was Steve born?

5. What is Steve's favorite color?

6. How long has Steve been at Kieve?

7. What building at camp did Steve build?

8. Where is Steve going to school this com-
ing year?

9. How long has he had a driver's license?

10. What state is his driver's license?

11. What sport did Steve coach last year?

12. What disease did Steve's father discover?

13. What girlfriend did both Kevin Cronin

and Steve once date?

14. What address is on his driver's license?

15. What is Steve's favorite city?

16. How many times has Steve Kaback
Shaved his moustache?

Answers: 1. Six 2. Pistons and Lakers

3. Tigers 4. Maryland 5. Indigo 6. Four
Years 7. Buck Building 8. Cal Berkley

9. One Year 10. Maine 11. Volleyball

12. Tay-Sachs Disease 13. Jessie 14. Camp
Kieve 15. Detroit 16. Twice

Evening Prayer

Dear Lord,

Thank You for another wonderful

Kieve day.

As we go to sleep

Help us think about

Steve Kaback and what he has done

for Kieve.

In doing so let us learn from Steve's

Character and creativity what it means to live

the Kieve ideal.

KJC/CWK
Woodworking

Woodworker - Ben Bishop, Dan Cox, Quint
Friesell, Jay Grandin, Tom Hartenstein, Pete

Post, Nick Terrell, Ben Willauer, Angus
Cole, Brady Jenkins, Katy Harrington

Craftsman - Tom Hartenstein, Nick Terrell,

Adam Collins, Brady Jenkins, Katy Harr-

ington, Jay Grandin, Peter Post, Ben
Willauer

Tennis

Australian - Danny Cox, Decker Rolph, Nick
Terrell, Sam Atkins, Phil Schmid, Gilligan

Sanders, Chay Dilks, Hansi Armentrout
French - Bobby Sabelhaus, Welsh Thompson

Windsurfing

Windjammer - Quint Friesell

Pottery

Apprentice - Phillip Schmid, Hunter Lindley,

Willie Alter

Swimming
Otter - Will Ewing, Nick Cushmore, Jared

Dunn, Chris DiOrio, Josh Kallen, Chris

Desmond
Nature

Nelson Bacallao, Bobby Bohlen, John
Brooks, Nate Ruth, Ketch Secor, John Tkac,

Ben Wissinger
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Sailing

Crew - Ben Etherington, Pier Bos, Brady

Jenkins, Raffy Banks, Will Ewing, Will

Egan, Zander Lee, Fordy Curran, Trevor

Colhoun, Chris Vila, Whit Matthews,

Cooper Mallozzi, Tim Newton, Bobby
Sablehaus, Giff Howland, Whitney Lee,

Sam Freeman, Adam Schultz, Geoff Teillon,

Peyton Lindley, Chris Viner, Andy Gibbons,

Brian Mohr, Chris Denckla, Luke Ether-

ington, John Nastasi

Mate - Whit Matthews, Cooper Mallozzi,

Tim Newton, Sam Freeman
Flag Captain - Whitney Lee

Commodore - Whitney Lee

Archery

Flying Feather - Jamie Kneisel, Hunter Hicks

Photo

Snapshot - Justin Steil, Andrew Davis, Tom
Hartenstein

Ansel Adams - Justin Steil

Archery

Flying Feather - Ben Willauer, Webb
Thompson, Hansi Armentrout, Giff

Howland, Matt Evans, Benjamin Bishop,

Jed Leach
Green Arrow - Ben Willauer, Webb Thomp-
son, Evan Hunt, Josh Pillion, Jay Grandin
Robin Hood - Chay Dilks, Alex Stuempfig

SUNDAY, JULY 24

The rain came down in torrents this mor-
ning, so we delayed breakfast until a

fashionable nine o'clock - perhaps a first at

Kieve. We had no tub due to the weather,

so there was ample time to get ready for a

fine inspection, won by South Glenayr and

North Glenayr.

The Bishop Room was filled to bursting

for a wonderful chapel service, the highlight

of which was old friend and director John

Pedrick's sermon. John spoke feelingly

about the opportunities Kieve offers each of

us to learn to both give and receive with

grace. He used several amusing excerpts

from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory to

illustrate his point. Chris Block read his

passage from the Bible very well indeed, and

Ketch Secor and Mitch Reidel led the choir.

Les and John produced a delicious chicken

barbecue dinner which we all enjoyed in Pas-

quaney, including the following visitors:

Frank Barbieri's Mom, the Pederick fami-

ly, the Hartzogs, Josh Pillion's mother,

sister, and friend, Chip Lane's family, Kris

Fudge and friend, the Riddleburgers, Peter

Post's Mom, and Linda Robb. Perhaps the

most important announcement at lunch was
Nancy's presenting to Jack Waldo of

Oklahoma City a shirt saying, "Where the

heck is Waldoboro?"
It was a foggy day, July 24, and I had to

take over after lunch for my OD duties.

The afternoon activities went really

smoothly, we did not do sailing for the lack

of counselors.

The evening activities were prepared by
Mike and myself. It was difficult to choose

a good place or activity since it could rain

at any moment. Finally, Mike and I decided

to do Scrambled Eggs for the evening activi-

ty. There were six activities and the cabins

rotated. The game went very well, and OBH
was the winner.

I said the prayer before flag and the day
was over. It was a difficult day for me
because I am new in the business.

RCK/DAVID SAN ROMAN

MONDAY, JULY 25

As we close out the first week of camp,
we were reminded of the Kieve tradition of

friendship at Flag. Finally, we have sun

pushing through the clouds. We will pray for

that to happen. Bank duty was given to the

happy couple in the printing shack. I hope
their marriage goes well.

A goodbye and goodluck was said to three

cabins. South Glenayr, South Bunkerhill and
North Bunkerhill all left camp for their
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warm-up trips. Tub replaces general swim to-

day. Yesterday, due to the cold and rain,

there was no tub.

The afternoon was filled with our normal

activities. After all it was a fairly normal day.

Windsurfing, sailing and swimming were the

most popular today. There was the normal

general swim and then on to dinner. It was

finally realized today at dinner that too many
table boy announcements were being made.

A fine realization, I might add.

Evening activity started off as calmly as

any Town Ball game could. There was mass

confusion; towards the end there was more
confusion. Here's the situation. Four players

on third base with four batters to go. The
team of OBHand North Glenayr down by

three. Three players go up to the plate, they

all get out. The other four players remain on

third. Last batter...the pitch... the kick...the

play at the plate...mass confusion...both

sides celebrating. Who won, you ask.

Without use of replay equipment, which is

an official Town Ball rule, no one will ever

know. The camp was still buzzing over the

event as everyone headed down to go to

sleep.

JARED SCHOTT
Qualifications

Windsurfing

Windjammer - Jeff Scherer

Kieve Windjammer - Peter Day
Tennis

Australian Open - Robby Allgyer, Chris

Block, Will Egan, Hunter Hicks, Hunter

Lindley, Zach McDonald, Morgan Moran,

Jack Waldo, Brock Stensrud, Sean Bishop,

Campbell Walker, Alex Young
French Open - Will Egan, Chris Block, Zach

McDonald
Sailing

Crew - Sean Bishop, Mills Chapman, Nilsi

Armentrout, Peter Harrison, Charles Vivian,

Evan Hunt
Mate - Kevin Cunningham, Charles Vivian,

Evan Hunt, Adam Schultz

TUESDAY, JULY 26

There is a slight nip in the air as I journey

over to Pasquaney where Mike and Dick are

waiting to start the day. The flag goes up
with out a hitch. We pray for friendship, all

the others on trips and to reach out to others

on this day. Les and John serve us a great

breakfast of egg muffins, cherry croissants

and cereal. The first of three awesome meals

to be served this day. D who got lost com-
ing back from Round Top which is only five

miles away gets bank duty with Steve also

got lost when trying to find the Maine
Museum. With three trips going out and
three coming in today, we have a some what
hectic day ahead, but all runs according to

plan. We swim around the rafts for general

swim due to a lack of counsel, but that is the

way it goes when there are only two cabins

in camp. Lunch is delicious lasagna with

garlic bread and a salad. Afternoon activities

run smoothly as qualifications are tossed

around much the same as pit bulls toss

around young unattended babies. For

general swim we have the first ever "enter

the water in the most original and unusual

way" contest. Oliver Beckmann does an im-

personation of a seal and Ace Davis goes in

au natural to combine for the honor of com-
ing in to the main dock first. Les and John
have the third special treat of the day for us

by serving roasted whole turkeys with home
cooked bread, yams, and mixed vegetables.

And some say the food stinks here? Not a

chance. The evening activity is carnival night

which excites everyone. We have the basket-

ball shoot, throw the football through the

ring, pound a nail in one swing, twenty-one,

craps, roulette, squirt the candle with a water

gun, and face paints as activities. Candy is

awarded for winning for the first half, but

so much winning goes on that we run out;

we switch to paper money and tally the score

at the end of the night. Allagash two edges

South Bunkerhill by three dollars in the end.

Following flag we pray again for the others

on trips and all remember our parents for all

they have given us. Then it's bed time for

Bonzo. Night, boys.

CHRISTOPHER THOMAS DOUGHERTY

Qualifications

Archery

Flying Feather and Green Arrow - Tim
Newton, Bobby Sabelhaus, Whit Matthews
Green Arrow - Phil Petteruti

Green Arrow and Robin Hood - Peter Day,

Sean Bishop, Graham Dresden, Hansi

Armentrout
William Tell - Chay Dilks
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Photography

Snapshot - Willie Alter, Chris Block

Tennis

Australian - Peter Day, Peter Harrison,

Geoff Teillon, Shamus Alley, Peyton
Lindley, Topher Viner, Phil Petteruti, Jeff

Scherer

French - Peter Harrison, Jeff Scherer, Sean

Bishop, Geoff Sanders

Riflery

Bar I - Whit Matthews
Bar IV - Peyton Lindley

Pro Marksman - Hansi Armentrout, Peter

Rhodes, Charles Vivian

Adventure

Mt. Whinery - Cooper Mallozzi

Printing

Printer's Devil - Robbie Hunt, Aaron
Lockwood

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27

O.D. Ode to Mother Nature

Shall I compare thee to a Summer's day?
Thou art too foggy, and colder than the first

of May
In recent past, Lady Luck had been on our

side

"Nevermore" quoth the raven-on Jim's

day, good weather is denied

We raised the flag and ate breakfast a half

hour late

Jim juggled with joy while Jen jeered at

Jared's bank duty fate

Windsurfing was cancelled, instead we had

dodgeball in Innisfree

Along with photography, printing, and

basketball in the BMT
Lunch was out of the ordinary: Truly quite

an extended meal

Of 2 different soups and sandwiches of

venison and veal

We had Fun 'N Games in the library, and
theatre with Ray

OBH defeated the 'Gash in Frisbee, or so

they say

Dinner was the greatest I've ever had at

Camp Kieve

Formal wear, candle light, and steaks were

quite the rave

In Brian's evening activity, Miami Vice

upheld the law

Yes, impression night was quite a sight-great

performance, Sam Shaw!

So I say unto you Mother Nature, you wick-

ed witch

You can rain on my parade, but I'll proceed

without a hitch

And if you say "One shouldn't play with

Mother Nature" I won't care at all

Give us rain or hail or snow-because we're

bound to have a ball

JIM SCHWARZ
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THURSDAY, JULY 28

Another overcast morning, another 8:30

wake-up. Oh well, people are supposed to

like what they are familiar with!

Despite the coolness, a quick swim around

the rafts to clean bodies and build character.

The day cleared and outside activities

resumed. At afternoon general swim, Pain

Dives made their debut. The brothers DiOrio

starred in a "Tower of Triple Pain," and
Justin Cerilli got his wild man for a dive

neither we, nor he, especially he, will forget.

After dinner the OD torch was passed to

Jim Schwarz who had been putting together

the treasure hunt for three days and had
good weather at last. Jim's explanation of

the game was so complex he might as well

have delivered a lecture on thermo nuclear

physics or twelfth century French poetry, but

the game became clear as soon as it got

underway. There was a mad and furious rush

for the clues. The pace was frantic, but it did

not slacken, which is amazing when one im-

agines how difficult it is to decode a rhym-
ing riddle in the dark while bent over pan-

ting. It came to a dramatic conclusion as

three cabins had uncovered the special

treasure map and were hunting around
Kistler Point with flashlights looking for the

mythical chest. The action was tense. The
stakes were high. And it was the

Woodpecker, with a glint in his eye, who
found the treasure and won South Bunkerhill

a trip to Round Top. Three cheers to Jim
Schwarz who made it all happen.

BRIAN JOHNSON

Qualifications

Pottery

Craftsman - Mitch Reidel, Andrew Davis,

Dan Cox, Luca Borghese

Archery

Flying Feather - Chris Desmond, John Scott

Robin Hood - Scott Lanzilotta, Ben
Wentling

William Tell - Decker Rolph, Peter LaCasse
Green Arrow - John Scott, Pier Bos

Tennis

French - Ben Etherington, Robbie Hunt,

Scott Lanzilotta, Andy Wise
Australian - Angus Cole



FRIDAY, JULY 29

The A.P. and U.P.I. NewsWatch
-The Three Amigos (Les, John, and Steve)

awarded Bank Duty this Morning. After a

chilling rendition of the Mexican Hat Dance,

the trio of bandidos picked Sam Potter and
Chris "the Woodpecker" Kelley's names for

their sombreros.

-It was a hot day. Temperatures in the

90's.

-At the first General Swim, Anthony Dives

were performed. Not many people remember
Anthony anymore so it was important that

this unsurpassed momento to one of the most

competent and endearing CIT's not be allow-

ed to slip into oblivion. Although most of

the divers got too much air, the slouch of

Oliver Beckmann and the presentation of

Julia Child, nay Ray McNeel, provided the

slim margin of victory for Raft No. 4.

-It got hotter. By lunch, the temperature

was creeping up on the century mark.
-"Hey kids, let's go to the beach." The

opening line of the Van Gogh's Ear song,

"Surfer Joe," initiated Beach Day.

-Water temperature at Pemaquid Beach
was the warmest in 11 (if not longer) years.

-Beach activities include running bases,

volleyball, surfing and a sand castle competi-

tion which included such ingenious entries

as a mermaid and two sharks. Other castles

entered involved complicated architecture,

landscaping, and forests.

-Dinner was a tailgate party on the Har-

riet House lawn catered by Les Harris. The
menu consisted of cold fried chicken

(Southern style), cole slaw and pudding.

-War breaks out! Temperature drops back

in the 80's.

-The evening activity took place on the

Harriet House field. The North Glenayr and

South Bunkerhill Blacks attacked the South
Glenayr and North Bunkerhill Oranges in

one of the most vicious and violent matches

of Color War. Adam Collins reinjured his

ankle and Robbie Hunt got the wind knock-

ed out of him amidst a slew of broken bones

and concussions. Final: Black 5-1.

-Handshakes were exchanged afterwards.

We went to flag and then to sleep.

Temperature in the cabins exceed 120.

STEVE KABACK

Qualifications

Nature

Bugger - Bobby Bohlen, John Brooks, Nate

Ruth, Ben Wissinger, Ketch Secor

Greenleaf - John Tkac, Nelson Bacallao

Adopt a Tree - Ben Wissinger

Archery

Flying Feather - Raffy Banks, Justin Steil,

Able Lyon, Pier Bos, Ben Etherington,

Jonathan Scott

Swimming
Otter - Nelson Bacallao, Bobby Bohlen,

John Brooks, Nate Ruth, Sandy Schmid,
Ketch Secor, John Tkac, Ben Wissinger

SATURDAY, JULY 30

I awoke rather early this morning to see

the still present full moon beaming way up
there in the sky. The morning dew was cling-

ing to the grass, rocks, and trees all around,

and the temperature was already getting up
there. As I made my way up to Pasquaney,

Les directed my attention to the flag pole.

Hanging atop the metal pole was a magnifi-

cent "peace" of art with my name on it

among other things. A tremendously good
feeling immediately came over me and I

knew for sure that today was going to be the

happiest OD day for me yet. The huge peace

sign was constructed by Rid and Chris Kelley

earlier that morning. It was the most perfect
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symbol for the day that was about to unfold.

Breakfast consisted of raisin bagels, cereal,

and O.J. along with some really classic

peaceful music. "Let the Sun Shine" and

"Here Come the Sun" set the tone of the

morning for sure. It was a very special and
touching scene at breakfast, one that I'm

sure I'll remember forever. Bank duty was

awarded to Rid, Chris, John Roy and myself

as a symbol of our ever strengthening friend-

ships. Due to the heat and the fact that there

were only three cabins in camp, the activities

were along very mellow lines. All of N.B.H.
went to sea for the day with Steve K., Charlie

H. and Les H. They all had a chance to ride

aboard the Snow Goose and the Hatsie. The
boys and staff had a beautiful day for it

which made for a really great time.

Lunch was tasty. Meatball subs and juice

were consumed by all as we all relaxed and

enjoyed the mellowness of the lunch as Jim-

my Cliff boomed from the music box. The
afternoon activities consisted of swimming,
archery, nature, landsports, sailing, and sun

n' games. By that point in the day, the

temperature had risen to a very warm 92;

everyone was feeling the intensity in a big

way. General swim was definitely a hit that

afternoon. Poems of peace were thought up
by each raft and raft No. 2, led by Chris

Kelley got to come in first with the most
thoughtful and original phrase.

Supper was held outside and we all en-

joyed a tasty choice of oriental food. A
special guest appearance by Piotr Makula
and his girlfriend, Lola, made me even hap-

pier. After the counsel announcements were

made, the evening activities were disclosed.

A couple games of ultimate frisbee were

played. At the bell we all booked it down to

the waterfront for another very soothing

swim. From there it was up to Pasquaney for

a little watermelon. After we quickly finish-

ed our mouthwatering pieces, it was up to

flag. Along with the help of Peyton Lindley,

Chris Kelley, and myself, we all managed to

lower the beautiful "Peace" of art and the

American flag safely to our arms. The prayer

was said and I thanked Our Lord and all of

my Kieve friends for making my second and
last OD day of 1988 a very happy, peaceful

and memorable one.

ROSS CAMERON

Qualifications

Pottery

Journeyman - Ryan Gall

Tennis

French Open - Sandy Schmid, John Brooks,

Chris Vila, Andrew Davis, Fordy Curran,

Aaron Lockwood.

^ Nature

Greenleaf : Pier Bos, Nick Cushmore, Chris

DiOrio, Jared Dunn, Ben Etherington, Will

Etherington, Will Ewing, Josh Kallen,

Spencer Mallozzi, Phil Schmidt, Jon Scott

Adopt a Tree - Justin Steil

Archery

Green Arrow - Jamie Kneisel, Hunter Hicks,

Zach MacDonald, Chris Block

Flying Feather - Jack Waldo, Robby Allgyer,

Hunter Lindley, Scott Wise, Will Alter, Josh

Kallen, Morgan Moran
Robin Hood - Jamie Kneisel

Swimming
Seal - Chris Block, Will Egan, Jamie

Kneisel, Hunter Lindley, Jack Waldo, Jeff

Sanders, Bobby Bohlen, Bobby Sablehaus,

John Brooks

Otter - Geoff Teillon, Trevor Colhoun, For-

dy Curran

SUNDAY, JULY 31

Even though it was Wendy Harrington's

birthday, the day dawned gray and drizzly.

In spite of the weather, the day went like

clockwork. After extensive duties and clean

up all cabins stood for inspection won by Old

Bunker Hill in a close call.

Chapel in the Bishop room was just right

for the five cabins in camp. Henry Kennedy

spoke eloquently about what Kieve had

meant to him and his sister Nanney as they

grew up here. Willie Alter and Andrew Davis

read their Bible lessons very well indeed, and
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the choir was led by Tim Evans and Bobby

Sabelhaus.

We had a whole host of visitors for chapel

and lunch: Ryan Gall's family, Chris Kelley's

family, Jared Dunn's family, Tim Newton's

family, Adam Collins' family, Fordy Cur-

ran's family, and the Hartzogs.

After lunch Dick Kennedy handed the OD
reigns over to me. I eagerly anticipated this

day for years, but unfortunately it was cold

and rainy. However, the weather didn't stop

anyone from having a great, enthusiastic, fun

day. For the afternoon activities everyone

kept themselves busy at the BMT, Wood-
working, Pottery, Sailing, Windsurfing,

Printing, Photo, and Nature. We had a great

general swim capped off by a comic competi-

tion for first raft to swim in. Steve Kaback's

raft won with a very funny Oprah Winfrey

skit. He wasn't laughing later in the day

when the BOSTON RED SOX's took over

first place from the Detroit Tigers.

After a filling dinner of hot dogs, we were

off to Innisfree for horse races.

"Charlie Horse" was stuck in the gate and

seemed to be a little upset. "Annie Oakley"

won a heat and caused even more distress to

"Charlie Horse." Over $30,000 was cir-

culating. When it was all counted, OBH had

won with $4,350. SBH followed closely with

$3,980.

Old Glory was lowered with a little help

from Keith "klinck" Linker and Bif Malibu.

It was a fun day, I only hope next year it

won't rain upon my OD day.

RCK/STEVEN HARRINGTON

Qualifications

Printing

Printers Devil - Sandy Schmid, Trevor

Colhoun
Kieve Typesetter - Fordy Curran

Wordworking
Kieve Wordworker - Nate Ruth, Ben Wiss-

inger, Scott Wise, Will Egan, Willie Alter,

Chris Block

Pottery

Journeyman - Phillip Schmid, Brady
Jenkins, Ketch Secor

Apprentice - Spencer Mallozzi

MONDAY, AUGUST 1

It was an early 7 a.m. wake up for Julia

and Ali, the OD's this morning. We were

greeted at Pasquaney by Les Harris and his

sarcastic chauvinistic blessings. Flag was rais-

ed and a quiet meditation was read.

For Bank Duty we presented the case of

stripes (Jen Dean and Jim Ledyard) vs. solids

(Zack Bensley and Rad Roberts). Both gave

strong cases; however, blasphemous slaying

of character was not tolerated by the O.D.'s.

The solid team took the plunge and got bank
duty.

Morning activities ran smoothly. Before

we knew it, it was time for general swim and
the first historical women trivia. By the way,

Ross, Aunt Jemima was not the first women
to run for president!

Afternoon special activities were full of ex-

citement. A request for tye-dying was fulfill-

ed. By the end of second period Kieve look-

ed like the mail order factory for Grateful

Graphics.

For dinner we had Sloppy Joes and spare

ribs. It's probably the first time dinner had
something in common with evening activi-

ty. What a mess!

Evening activity was a crazy game of

bound scavenger hunt. The first to suc-

cessfully complete the list without becoming
untied was South Bunkerhill.

Then off to Pasquaney for ice cream and

more chaos. Rid was there to make sure that

seconds were not given away freely.

Flag was lowered and meditations were

said. We just wanted to thank everyone for

their support and especially the Ritz.

JULIA GAROFALO/ALI CLIMO

Qualifications

Archery

Flying Feather - Quint Friesell, Peter Post,

Nick Terrel, Adam Schultz

Green Arrow - Adam Schultz

Robin Hood - Tim Newton
Adventure

Mt. Whinery - Whitney Lee, Peyton Lindley,

Tim Newton, Phil Petteruti, Geoff Sanders,

Topher Viner, Giff Howland, Geoff Tellion,

Andy Gibbons
Mt. Mundy - Phil Petteruti, Andy Gibbons,

Cooper Malozzi

Mt. Sawyer - Cooper Malozzi

Tennis

Australian - John DiOrio, Shipley Hall

French Open - Matt Evans, Nick Cushmore,
Tim Newton, Ben Wissinger
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 2

Bank duty today was a sequel to the

previous day's; the innocent, pure, white-as-

snow, lamblike pair of Rad and Zach had

been unfairly sentenced to the dark business

of the toilets, and the judges, nay their

persecutors, Julia and Ali, felt the revengeful

lash of my Bank Duty.

General Swim was the scene of a Daryl

Cullivan Trivia Quiz, aka "D Day." Of
chicken, pasta, beef, or pasta, what is D's

favorite food? DEEF! came the cry. Yes!

Name one reason why you like D? "He's an

awesome dude." Come on in!

The day developed into a real scorcher for

the five cabins in camp, and a number of

make-shift outdoor activities were opened

up, including something called "swim fun"
(named by Mike C.), to represent lolling

about on the beach and rafts like sea lions.

Ross and Julia led a trip to Pemaquid and
lifted everyone up with their buoyant spirits.

The evening featured Capture the Camper.

The kids had to make their way between

Harriet House field, Kistler Pt., and the

Adventure Course without being caught by

a counselor. South Glenayr was the big win-

ner, with only 1 1 of a sly and slippery group

caught, but a good time was had by all who
participated and imagined himself as a Ram-
bo or even a Pothole.

BRIAN JOHNSON

Qualifications

Nature

Nature Pledge - Ben Bishop, Quint Friesell,

Jay Grandin, George Greenough, Tom
Hartenstein, Peter Post, Nick Terrell, Ben
Willauer

Sailing

Crew - Pete Post, Chris Maclnnis, Jay Gran-

din, Tom Hartenstein, George Greenough,
Ben Willauer, Webb Thompson, Quint

Friesell, Nick Terrell, Ben Bishop, Dan Cox
Archery

Flying Feather - Ketch Secor, Ben Wissinger,

Fordy Curran, Chris Villa

Green Arrow - Nate Ruth, John Tkac,

Aaron Lockwood, Trevor Colhoun, Robbie

Hunt



WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3

We awoke early because by 7:30 it was

already around seventy degrees. Pastries fill-

ed with gooey red stuff boosted the boys'

sugar level, and we were off and running.

Bank duty was drawn out of a hat by our

special guest Chris Kelley. It went to our

favorite blonde crew cuts, Mike Gieskins and

Steve Harrington. Following breakfast

everyone pitched in for a few minutes to

clean up camp a little.

The morning was hot and humid and
everyone was grateful when the bell ending

morning activities rang signalling swim. Our
young men dove and swam around until the

whistle when the (g)od announced that it was
time for another ritual sacrifice, Pain Dives!

Much fun...more swimming and then great

displays of masochism ensued including a

few council exhibitions.

Campers and council alike chowed Sam-

mies, and then we all retired to our cabin in

anticipation of an afternoon in the waters.

As the sun beat down on our bodies through

the humid haze, well over half of the camp
frolicked in the lake. Some sunbathed or

paddled around on surfboards while others

sailed or swam in a greased watermelon

game. Shriveled and waterlogged, everyone

emerged some hours later a great deal more
relaxed and happy.

We ate a delicious dinner and then got

psyched for Kieve's 75th annual World Cup
Soccer tourney. Max Renier and Brian led

Brazil, Pothole riled up Argentina, Chris

VerPlank sallied France and D and Steve

Harrington co-captained the German team.

Brazil and Argentina battled it out, but in

the end the ball went through Argentina's

goal more times than the Brazilian. Mean-
while, France finessed a win over Germany,
and it was Brazil and France in the final. The
other two teams played as well. And after

everyone played hard for the better part of

an hour, the game was called. Penalty shots

followed and everyone went to bed hotly

debating a soccer rule technicality. As we
lowered the flag, I requested that everyone

reflect on the fun they shared this day, and

remember that it is more important to play

hard and have fun than to bicker over who
won.

RAD ROBERTS

THURSDAY, AUGUST 4

I awoke to a sunny sky. Today would have

been a nice day for the beach but due to a

shortage of vehicles, it was not to be.

Breakfast was rather quiet since there were

only six cabins in camp. The humidity was
terrible. South Glenayr was fortunate to be

leaving for Louds Island. The sea breeze

would serve as a nice air conditioner.

Everyone was glad to refresh themselves in

the lake before lunch.

After lunch I went from cabin to cabin so

everyone could sign up for an activity.

Waterfront activities were the most popular.

At the afternoon general swim things

began to cool off, so I decided to have the

annual Kieve Road Race after dinner. The
two's came out victorious, but it was prac-

tically a photo finish. When the race was
completed, we made our way to flag to end

the day.

DARYL CULLIVAN

Qualifications

Adventure

Mt. Whinery - Campbell Walker, Andy
Wise, Cord Johnston
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Archery

Green Arrow - George Greenough, Peter

Post

Flying Feather - Tommy Hartenstein, Ben

Willauer

Robin Hood - Peter Post

Windsurfing

Windjammer - Tim Evans, Adam Collins,

Oliver Beckmann
Miltral and Kieve Windsurfer - Adam Collins

Pottery

Apprentice - Karl Rolph, Nash Hurley

Craftsman - Brian Mohr
Sailing

Crew - Andy Wise, Josh Kallen, Brock Sten-

srud, Peter Wood, Chip Lane, Peter

Lacasse, Scott Lanzilotta, Hugh Cole,

Campbell Walker, Mitch Reidel, Stuart

Macon
Mate - Ben Wentling, Francis Beidler,' An-
drew Vivian

FRIDAY, AUGUST 5

As the O.D. awoke and prepared for the

day, he knew it was going to be a scorcher.

The flag was raised in humid air; the flag

rocks had already begun to heat up.

After break: ranming duties were

assigned. Bank duty was ± .scribed for the

Allagash Ones as part of their debriefing

from the woods and reintroduction to

civilian splendid regularity ~ the small

number of people in camp allowed for even

more personal attention. An extended

general swim cooled us off while counselor

trivia returned swimmers to the main dock.

After a luscious lunch and restful rest, the

campers were again ready to brave the heat

and enjoy their choice of afternoon activities.

General swim was completed with each raft's

version of a T.V. commercial.

Following rest period and dinner, the

camp assembled at the Harriet House field

for a spirited game of Townball. After an

enthusiastic exchange only one run separated

the two teams. Charlie Richardson then grac-

ed the crowds with one of his famous games
of "Simon Says." Although there were many
tough competitors determined not to be out-

witted by the crafty Simon, in the end, Chris-

tian Denckla remained as the only one left.

The camp ascended the hill to flag, and after

a quick dip in the lake, retired to a restful

sleep.

ANDY DODGE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 6

I'll briefly skim over the day's events to

get to the evening activity, which I felt was

a collaboration of counselor creativity and
camper energy. With five cabins in camp, we
did things as usual as they've ever been and
I'll spare you the routine of the day which

you've probably read thirty times by this

point. What it actually was was another

beach day, which I think was great! After

the beach and dinner, we held the Kieve Auc-

tion in Innisfree. The cabins were each given

$500 credit and vied for ten obscure object

d'art. Following the auction, they perform-

ed skits using the props they just bought.

Fortunately, some very famous critics were

in the audience and left their critques with

me:

"South Harris' 'New York Bus Skit' was

a return to the golden age of mime,

Vaudevillian slapstick, and modern T.V.

violence... a combination that exploded on
the stage!"

Vincent Canby, N.Y. Times

"I laughed so much. ..I loved the

costumes...and the make-up... (I wonder if

that dress would fit me?)"
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Rex Reed, At the Movies

on Allagash's "French Customs"
"Oh, thumbs up, thumbs up." "No way,

thumbs down." "Ah shutup, you dwarf,

thumbs up!" "I'll tell you where you can put

that thumb!!"
Siskel & Ebert on North Glenayr's

"Church of the Happy"
"It was a tempestuous account of a bom-

bazzling image. South Glenayr started off

slow, picked up speed, and knocked us out

with a voracious, epiphinal denuement...and

I loved the slow motion."

Howard Cosell on
"Baseball Fever"

"Ow, it was wondewfuw, I weawwy fewt

wike it weached a highew pwain of con-

sciosness. I wove Eastewn Phiwosophy...if

only Hugh Downs wewe hewe."
Baba Wawa on North Harris'

"Karma Man"
And so, my good friend, we close the book

on another day. With sundaes in our

stomachs, we march off to Fairyland where

the sugarplum Pixie queen wants to slowly

pull apart our bodies limb from limb. Plea-

sant dreams. Good night. Could you turn the

light off in the bathroom? Is it morning yet?

Shutup o^c there! Oh yeah, I'll tell you where

you can put that thumb...

STEVE KABACK

SUNDAY, AUGUST 7

The day dawned muggy again with threats

of showers, but purposeful cleaning up went
along as usual after Willie Alter and Philip

Schmid had raised "Old Glory."
After a full range of duties and tub, a not

particularly good inspection was won by

North Harris.

The chapel, our first one outside for

several weeks, was made even more mean-
ingful by a number of guests: Jim Schwarz'
family, Ali Climo's family, the Pete Buck
family, the George Freeman family, Scott

Lanzilotta's family, Alex Stuempfig's fami-

ly, the Hartzogs, and the Griersons and their

friends the Russells. The choir led us all in

song; Jamie Kneisel had the sweetest voice

and Tom Fitzgerald the loudest. Tom Fitz-

gerald and Chris Maclnnis read their New
Testament selections very well indeed, but
the highlight of chapel was certainly Jim
Schwarz' sermon. He remarked that many
people had different impressions of Kieve

depending upon their particular experience.

He then played a wonderful tape to illustrate

this point, starting out by tapes of himself

in 1976, 1978, 1986, 1988. After the tape was
over, Schwarz was accorded a "standing O."
Jim Schwarz's sentiments at morning

chapel continued through the afternoon:

Kieve is a home. Actual homes of Kieve
family members were also kept in mind.
Realizing the incredible international

background of the family, and the present

year, the Kieve Olympics were in order. Boys
from England, France, Cuba, and other

countries were here this session: Counselors
also added an international side: David San
Roman from Spain, and Ernest Van Pan-
huys and Mike Geisskins from Holland.
The five cabins in camp were divided into

countries, and after lunch they dressed in

their respective colors. Afternoon activities

consisted of flag painting, water ballet, track

and field, and a skit practice session. The
events went well, especially the beautiful

choreography in the water ballet show. After
dinner evening activity was the presentation

of each country's cultural skit. The vivacious

Ireland won the overall gold medal. The
olympians took a tub and got ready for a
special flag to end the international day. A
ceremony started at Innisfree and preceded
to the firepit. The teams carried their own
flags for the end of the festivities. Andrew
Vivian from England turned 13 years old on
the day, thus carried the torch and lit the fire.

We sang Happy Birthday around the fire and
had a prayer. The teams stared glassy eyed
until the embers glowed no more thinking of
the family Kieve really is.

RCK/BRAD WOLOSON



MONDAY, AUGUST 8

"Woke up. ..got out of bed... dragged a

comb across my head"-Beatles.

We slept an extra half an hour due to

several stressful days in a row, and everyone

was now well rested. At breakfast the men(?)

of Harvard got Bank Duty (Jim Schwarz and

Brad). It was a hot morning and activities

ran well. We all jumped in the lake for swim
and hustled up to a delicious lunch. Land-

sports games and tennis matches filled the

afternoon, and before we knew it, it was time

for swim again. Nancy led us in a chorus of

Kieve songs after a whopping spaghetti meal

by Les and John stuffed us all. After play

practice, we all headed down to the archery

field for a game of Giants, Dwarves and
Wizards. Kids running, screaming, and
laughing at the top of their lungs: fun for

all. We went to bed tired but content to

dream of sunny fields and good times at

Kieve.

RAD ROBERTS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 9

The heat wave continues! After our

breakfast the cabins went out to do their

duties. As usual the people were sweating by
the time their duties were finished.

The morning activities went by and
everyone was excited to go to general swim.

After lunch I went from cabin to cabin to

sign them up for afternoon activities. As
usual the waterfront activities were the most

popular. General swim was a relief since it

was 93 degrees.

During dinner I decided to have an encore

performance of Color Wars. We went to

play practice first then made our way to the

Harriet House field to play Color Wars. The
South was victorious. After flag we all went

down to theLcabins for a well deserved sleep.

DARYL CULLIVAN



WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10

The day dawned quietly enough. One
might not even have suspected that this

would be the beginning of such an eventful,

if not somewhat chaotic, day. As the flag was

raised and breakfast eaten, the camp
prepared for the day. Bank duty was given

by Jack and Barney to the two humans with

the poorest sense of smell, who even had to

be helped by another dog to find their own
keys in the sand. Tobi and Julia, therefore,

immune to any odors, performed the duties.

After morning activities the camp descend-

ed to the warm lake for general swim. What
followed was a body building tournament

which made even strong men envious and
women weak-kneed.

Lunch took the form of a forty foot long

super submarine sandwich. After all but

about eleven feet were heartily consumed, we
began announcements. The men of Allagash

rose to the top of the hill ~ there was much
rejoicing.

Afternoon activities followed including a

spirited game of lacrosse in which Brad

Woloson headbutted the goalpost for the

benefit of the kids. Meanwhile, South

Bunkerhill returned from the White Moun-
tains in time for a general swim around the

rafts.

As the clouds threatened overhead, the

camp gathered for dinner, and the reverent

O.D. negotiated for good evening weather.

Thus, the long awaited council volleyball

game could begin. Each player was announc-

ed in full regalia with a vigorous response

from the crowd. Efforts were made on both

sides to intimidate the enemy. As the first

game progressed, the Orange rose to an ear-

ly lead which they held to the end. The se-

cond game was a fierce exchange until the

end when the Black pulled ahead to win. The
result was a two point tie breaker which was
finally won by the determined Orange team.

Afterwards, the camp assembled for song

practice in Innisfree. Flag and evening prayer

then prepared us for sleep... but not all of us,

for later that night both NBH and Team
Canada returned. Thus all the Kieve cabins

slept that night as a united community.
ANDY DODGE

m

THURSDAY, AUGUST 11

Qualification Thursday. A slight variation

in the camp's routine. Why? With the

welcoming back of the final trips to camp,
NBH and Team Canada, the camper total

swelled to 135. This meant a very full

breakfast and camp. But with all counselors

ready to go, this qualification Thursday was
surely one to remember. Although the

campers had a tough act to follow with last

sessions record of 196 qualifications, they

were not to be denied.

The morning and afternoon activity

periods were inundated with energetic

campers. We only took a one hour break for

swim and lunch. By 4:30 most of camp was
tired and needed a "pick me up." Jim
Schwarz and company wrote the prescription

and provided a great outdoor concert. Great

fun for all. The band members included Jim
Schwazoo on lead guitar, Andy Dodge on
drums, Mellow Dude Max Renier on guitar,

The Canadian Moose Tilson on harmonica,

Rockin Ross on Bongo's, Water on the Knee
Kaback on vocals, The Limping Frank Bar-

bieri on guitar, and my favorite Anne
Richardson on vocals. They called

themselves the Raging Pinheads. The
festivities also include Big "D" and Chris as

bouncers and of course the famous "Pinhead
Roadies." After the show we ate, con-

gratulated the campers who received

qualifications, then joined Nancy for play

practice.
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The final tally on the day for qualifications

was 226!! Another record. Perseverance at

work!

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Swimming
Otter - Robbie Hunt, Morgan Moran, Sam
Atkins, Nash Hurley, Justin Cerilli, Matt

Evans, Jed Leach, Adam Collins, Chris

Lindland (Biff Malibu), Mike de Buffevent

(Popeye) Chris Cini, Adam Schultz, Ace
Davis, Evan Hunt, Tim Evans, John DiOrio,

Graham Dresden, Angus Cole, Fred Win-
throp, Alex Young, Shipley Hall, Luca
Borghese

Seal - Morgan Moran, Sam Atkins, Justin

Cerelli, Sam Freeman, Jed Leach, Adam
Collins, Chris Maclnnis, Evan Hunt,
Graham Dresden, Nelson Bacallao, Ben
Shields, Robbie Hunt, Matthew Evans,

Shipley Hall, Tom Fitzgerald, Ketch Secor,

Shamus Alley

Shark - Adam Collins, Zander Lee, Chris

DiOrio, Chris Block

Adventure
Mt. Whinery - Spencer Mallozzi, Alex

Stuempfig, Evan Hunt, Peter Day, Charles

Vivian, Andrew Vivian, Fred Winthrop, Tom
Hartenstein, Bobby Bohlen, Tom Fitzgerald,

John Tkac, Ketch Secor, Nash Hurley, Chris

Vila, Hugh Cole, Francis Beidler, Chip

Lane, Willie Alter, Trevor Colhoun, Decker

Rolph, Josh Pillion, Ben Bishop, Hunter
Lindley, Peter LaCasse, Ben Barlow, George

Armistead, Christian Denckla

Mt. Mundy - Giff Howland, Cord John-

ston, Jeff Scherer, Topher Viner, John

Nastasi, Andy Wise, Campbell Walker, Kari

Rolph, Evan Hunt, Charles Vivian, Ben
Bishop, Chip Lane, George Armistead, Josh

Pillion

Mt. Sawyer - Andy Gibbons, Geoff Teillon,

Geoff Sanders, Phil Petterutti, John Nastasi,

Jeff Scherer, Andy Wise, Kari Rolph, Camp-
bell Walker, Cord Johnston

Printing

Printer's Devil - Spencer Mallozzi, Ben
Wentling, Ben Shields, Andrew Vivian, John
Brooks, Chris Maclnnis
Journeymen - Fordy Curran, Ryan Gall, Jay

Grandin

Archery
Green Arrow - Peter Rhoads, Adam Collins,

Peter Harrison

Flying Feather - Ben Barlow, Brian Mohr,
Sam Atkins, Chris Lindland

Robin Hood - Nelson Bacallao, Bobby
Sabelhaus, Robbie Hunt, Francis Beidler,

Adam Schultz

William Tell - Jamie Kneisel, Jonathan Scott

Riflery

Pro-Marksman - Sean Bishop, Sam Glidden,

Stan Teillaud, Chay Dilks, Ben Etherington,

Scott Lanzilotta, Chris Vila, Sandy Schmid,

Peter Wood, Pier Bos, Matt Evans, Sam
Freeman, Jeremy Kallen, Hansi Armentrout

Marksman 1st Class - Andrew Vivian

Woodworking
Woodworker - Timothy Evans, Jack Waldo,
Matthew Evans, Andrew Vivian, Ben Went-
ling, Sam Freeman, Ketch Secor, Scott Lan-

zilotta, Sean Bishop

Craftsman - Sandy Schmid, Timothy Evans,

Jack Waldo, John Brooks, Hunter Lindley,

Ketch Secor, Scott Lanzilotta, Scott Wise,

Mills Chapman, Will Alter, Sean Bishop,

Andrew Vivian

Shop Assistant - Luca Borghese

Pottery

Apprentice - Tim Evans, Will Ewing, An-
drew Vivian, Sean Bishop, Tom Fitzgerald,

Tom Hartenstein, Bobby Bohlen

Crafstman - Chris Block, Ryan Gall

Journeyman - Sam Shaw, Hunter Lindley,

Spencer Mallozzi, Will Ewing
Kieve Potter - Mitch Reidel

Tennis

Australian - Justin Cerilli, Peter Rhoads,
Trevor Colhoun
U.S. Open - Peter Harrison, Nelson
Bacallao, John Tkac
French Open - Josh Pillion, Hunter Lindley,

Spencer M ^zzi, Chris DiOrio

Windsurfing

Windjammer - . amus Alley, Brian Mohr,
Stan Teillaud

Mistral - Peyton Lindley, Whit Matthews,
Stan Teillaud

Kieve Windsurfer - Peytor Lindley, Whit
Matthews, Stan Teillaud

Nature

Adopt a Tree - Doug Desmond, Matt Evans,

Scott Wise
Bugger - Hunter Lindley
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Herbivore - Kari Rolph

Kieve Nature Pledge - Kari Rolph

Greenleaf - Sam Atkins

Grazers - Tim Evans

Photography

Snapshot - Cooper Mallozzi, Tom Fit-

zgerald, Brian Mohr
Portrait - Cooper Mallozzi, Will Alter

Photojournalist - Cooper Mallozzi

Double Exposure - Justin Steil, Andrew
Davis

Kieve Photographer - Justin Steil, Andrew
Davis

Sailing

Crew - Robbie Allgyer, Nick Cushmore, Sam
Atkins, Nash Hurley, Fred Winthrop,

Graham Dresden, Jed Leach, Peter Rhoads,

Peter Day, Sandy Schmid, Aaron Lockwood
Mate - Luke Etherington, Nash Hurley,

Chay Dilks, Brian Mohr, Geoff Teillon

Skipper - Luke Etherington, Brian Mohr,
Philip Schmid, Ace Davis

FRIDAY, AUGUST 12

What a crazy day! Too much for

everybody to organize, let alone accomplish.

There were Aqua Attack; activities; special

tournaments in tennis, adventure, and sail-

ing; clean up and inspection; a full play

rehearsal; packing of trunks; picnic dinner

at Harriet House; flag ceremonies and can-

dle light procession to Kistler; council and
camper preparations for Saturday. No pro-

blem ~ everyone was just in two or three

places at once.

A restructured Aqua Attack game took
place in the morning. This time the campers
were given greater firepower ~ more of them
were in canoes and most were armed with

water balloons on land. More than ever

before, fair play reigned the two-hour event,

and no one wanted to end the game. The
Mad River canoes dominated the water and

the Orange team also controlled the land,

leading to a decisive victory that was a blast

for all. Many thanks to Charlie H., Charlie

R., and Steve K. for their efforts to enhance

Aqua Attack.

A swim and lunch preceded afternoon ac-

tivities, where the guys went after final

qualifications of the year. (In the hubbub,

boys, these were not all reported to me —

sorry). Then came the gruesome task of

cabin cleanup and packing. This took a mere

two hours to reach a point of minimal

satisfaction, after which the final play

rehearsal was executed. Not bad; everyone

was interested in doing well because dinner

couldn't be had until the play was set.

Dinner on the Harriet House field was

lovely, as usual. Then I had the opportuni-

ty, at Flag, to read aloud some tripping

reports from the 1941 Kieve Annual. It was

amazing how the boys back then (now grand-

fathers) set and met the same tripping expec-

tations as we do today.

The Gibbons boys, Chip and Andy,
lowered the flag, and the procession began.

The walk to Kistler Point was scary. There

was no moonlight, and the parade inched its

way over stumps, roots, and rocks. Hunter

Lindley's knee paid a price, unfortunately,

but everyone else safely reached the bonfire

arena. There Dick spoke of personal ac-

complishment during the month and asked

the campers to make the right choices dur-

ing off-season, when perhaps at school or at

play there may not be as much guiding and

loving supervision.

With a candle in hand, we proceeded back

to the top of the hill to sing the Kieve song

for the last time as a community. It was a

touching finish to a meaningful day.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM
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Qualifications

Swimming
Otter - Jeremy Kallen, Giff Howland, Trevor

Colhoun
Seal - Tim Evans, Trevor Colhoun
Shark - Luke Etherington; Dan Cox, Sam
Atkins

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13

Watersports opened to clear skies, and the

knowledge of another hot day at Kieve.

Allagash camper, Tom Fitzgerald, raised the

flag to start the day. Charlie Harrington read

a passage from Shel Silverstein.

After a muffin and cornflake breakfast,

the camp was prepared for the arrival of

parents. Duties were plentiful and well done.

Both campers and cabins were inspected for

cleanliness and tidiness.

At 9:30 parents began to arrive to spend

the day at Kieve and learn and see all the

wonderful activities their children had been

doing for four weeks.

The tennis finals were played. In the

Junior Tournament Shipley Hall was the vic-

tor, and in the Senior Tournament Stanislas

Teillaud was the victor. Unfortunately the

wind did not cooperate for the sailing regat-

ta in the morning, so the finals were run late

in the afternoon. Whitney Lee and Peter

Nichol won.
Activities were available for visitors, and

the waterfront was in full use.

Lunch consisted of hot dogs and chips.

The main event of the early afternoon was

watersports. The following were first in their

events:

South Glenayr

25 yd. Free - Raffy Banks

25 yd. Free ~ Will Ewing
50 yd. Free - Phil Schmid
Canoe Pairs - Nicky Cushmore and Jake

Harrington

North Glenayr

25 yd. Free - Hunter Hicks

25 yd. Free - Will Egan
50 yd. Free - Kieve Tie between Chris Block

and Zander Lee

Canoe Pairs - Hunter Lindley and Scott

Wise
South Bunker Hill

25 yd. Free - Nelson Bacallao

50 yd. Free - Robbie Hunt
100 Relay - Nate Ruth and Ketch Secor

Canoe Pairs - Sam Shaw and Adam Collins

South Harris

25 yd. Free - Nick Terrell

50 yd. Free - Chris Maclnnis

100 Relay - Decker Rolph and Ben Willauer

North Harris

50 Free ~ Stewart Macon
100 Relay - Campbell Walker and Ben

Wentling

Canoe Pairs - Francis Beidler and Hugh
Cole

War Canoe Races

OBH defeated Allagash II

Allagash I defeated Team Canada

The waterfront was opened again and I

would like to thank Brad Woloson, Jen

Dean, Keith Linker, Mike Gieskins, Zach

Bensley, Chris Dougherty, Ernest Van
Panhuys, John Ledyard, Max Renier, and

Dave Riddiford for making the waterfront

a safe place.

After cabin meetings the reception at Har-

riet House was next, and as always the buf-

fet offered by Les and John was delicious.
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Dinner consisted of native corn and chicken,

and then it was off to the Grand Finale of

Watersports led by Nancy Kennedy. This

year's production was "Bringing Up Kids

With a Little Help From Annie Get Your
Gun." Special mentions go out to Kari

Rolph, Sam Shaw and Tom Fitzgerald for

their solo singing. Each cabin added humor
and a genuine interest to perform for their

parents.

Dick brought the day to a close with a

prayer and the Kieve Song.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON







June 26 - 27

South Glenayr to Westcott Point

Andy Dodge, Raymond McNeel,

and John Ledyard

Westcott Point. The final frontier. This

was the voyage of the cabin South Glenayr.

Its one night mission, to seek out new
lifestyles, new experiences, to boldly camp
as no camper has camped before.

Captain Andrew Dodge rallied the troops

after their "last" meal in civilization, and

calmly oversaw the loading up of our nine

stalwart vessels, despite the mild hysteria

over just who would get which canoe. Amaz-
ingly, the "putting in" went quite smoothly,

and we were off. Indeed, the odyssey had
begun.

Six months later (o.k., o.k twenty

minutes later), we arrived at our sanctuary,

our haven, our home, Westcott Point.

Cooperation was the order of the day, as our

crew of fifteen adventurers all assisted in the

"take out" and unloading of our canoes.

Those who insisted on not assisting were

"assisted" into assistance.

The first order of business was shelter, and

Captain Dodge rose to meet the challenge.

Little did he suspect that lurking deep

beneath the dead center of an ideal camp-
site, Hellrock awaited. Hellrock, you ask?

Only the nightmare of every single trip leader

in Westcott Point history. Sixty-five pounds
of pure unadulterated arrogance. That it is

the gateway to hell has long been the com-
mon assumption. Yet, did this sway Andrew
in any way? It did not! ! ! After John Ledyard

and Raymond McNeel pulled him down,
kicking and screaming, from the highest tree,

he faced this hurdle like the man he claims

to be. Digging, digging, digging, deeper and
deeper, he soon found to his horror that only

the tip of this granite iceberg had ever been

seen by man. Undaunted, he continued the

excavation, on and on, his fingers worn to

bloody stumps, yet the gleam in his eye

would not dim. Finally, with the full force

of a cork on a finely aged bottle on Dom
Perignon, the rock lept into the air and into

the arms of a triumphant trip leader. Andy
then calmly addressed his followers.

"Let's build a tent."

With lightning speed, grace, agility, and
spit, Mr. Dodge easily turned a pile of poles,

cables, and plastic sheets into a noble domain
for eight. There was a momentary hush
among the onlookers, and yes, one or two
tears were shed as the reality of these feats

sunk in.

"Now you do it."

And with that, Captain Andrew Dodge
took a nap.

The hush continued.

Six months later (O.K.! O.K.! An hour
later), all was in readiness, especially due to

the efforts of Geoff Zimmerman and David
Brown. With the efforts of these resourceful

engineers, among others, there was a roof

over everyone's heads.

Arising from his respite, Dodger made the

first of what would be many proclamations.

"Snack time."

Ears rose in attention.

"Please make a fish face."

The campers looked at each other. They,

thought, he's snapped already! Now who will

we have to lead us? John and Raymond are

but babes in these woods. We'll starve! Hill

McCarty is small, maybe we could eat him
and no one would notice. But who would
paddle his canoe!

Andy continued to munch on his second

fig newton bar while the hysteria continued.

Maybe we should humor him, they con-

sidered. Let him continue in this delusion of

sanity. Yes, they decided. For our own sake,

we all shall make fish faces.

The fig newtons were distributed.

Next on the agenda was "Fun with

Water." Jon Carney skipped rocks, and then

did some fishing. Turney Hall joined Billy

Sherman and others in some swimming. The
afternoon progressed with still more rock

skipping, fishing, and swimming. After

several injuries, Andy suggested they per-

form these activities in separate areas of the

lake.

After frequent trips for "firewood" were

made by both Andy and Raymond (walk

back to camp? Us? No...), preparations for

dinner were begun. Tevi Puloka led a

legitimate firewood expedition and soon a

mighty pile was assembled.

"Bring forth the ravioli!" was the war cry.
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Thus, two identical No. 10 cans were made

ready. Chef Raymond attacked a can with

relish (and a can opener). As he was about

to empty the contents into the pot, Reed

Wilmerding tapped him on the shoulder.

"Uh.. .Raymond..."

Raymond looked up.

"That's the peaches."

Needless to say, a deal was struck. Reed

was the first to be served dinner, and no one

ever discovered how an open can of peaches

made it into a wannagan.

After a gooey dessert of smores, an ex-

citing match of flashlight tag was held, with

campers fleeing deep into the woods to avoid

the deadly beam. Danny Firger was especial-

ly effective at this, and the council promis-

ed to congratulate him on his efforts... if they

ever find him.

An hour later, the exhausted troops

gathered around the campfire to swap a few

ghost stories while the haunting sound of

loons could barely be heard in the distance.

Jay Southgate lifted everyone's spirit, in-

cluding the spirit of a few spirits, with a few

jokes. Andy then decreed that tomorrow

would be officially "lazy." Thus, everyone

should get a good night sleep, and be in no

hurry to wake up in the morning. Nine-thirty

or ten would be a perfectly satisfactory wake-

up time.

Of course, peals of laughter welcomed the

rising sun. Angry counselors were quick to

make note of this, realizing its usefulness the

next time they faced sleepy campers at a 7:30

a.m. wake-up call.

Yawning, the counselors reluctantly began

to prepare a pancake breakfast. In the mean-

time, Grant MacMurray continued to read

the novel in which he was engrossed, and

Chris Miller resumed his interior construc-

tion of the woodpile-turned-fort. Chris Sise

nursed his bumps and bruises, while David

Bailey spent a few quiet moments reflecting

on the beauty of Lake Damariscotta.

Once again, Andy (a.k.a. Simon LeGree)

played "tree line-up" (S.G. Parents: ask

your son to explain this abuse to you). As
the morning wore on, four, count them, four

servings were distributed, and fifteen fatten-

ed campers loaded up and prepared to leave.

Sam Treherne-Thomas found great difficulty

fitting his tent back into its bag, but even-

tually came upon a brilliant solution - he

crawled into the bag and gathered the con-

tents from the inside.

John supervised the "take-out," and
strongly "encouraged" everyone's

assistance. Amazingly, we all arrived safe

and sound, and walked up to Pasquaney just

as lunch was being served. All of South

Glenayr was treated to a rousing welcome,

as soon as the camp was reminded we had
gone in the first place.

RAYMOND McNEEL

July 7 - 9

South Glenayr to Loud's Island

Andy Dodge, John Ledyard,

and Raymond McNeel

The mighty men of South Glenayr loaded

up "Courage" and set out for our trip.

Destination ... Round Pond. Upon arrival

we worked as a team to unload the bus,

transport our gear to the dock, and eventual-

ly load the "Snow Goose," the camp's

beautifully oversized lobster boat.

As Captain Harrington negotiated his way
through the minefield of lobster traps, we
satisfied ourselves with a generous lunch sup-

plied by John Roy and Les. After a while,

we rounded the tip of Loud's Island and set

anchor. We next began new experiments in

weight and buoyancy. Defying the physics

of matter, density and H20, we rowed the

tiny dinghies to the high tide on the island.

There we unloaded the equipment, put-up

the tents, prepared the kitchen area, and set

about the serious job of exploration, fort

building, and general island fun. As the sun

dropped, we gathered our salted bodies

around the fire and prepared for a fine

ravioli dinner.

We then worked off some of our dinner

with an enthusiastic game of flashlight kick

the can. After as many games as we could

take, we retired to the comfort of the camp-
fire and filled whatever space we had left in

our stomachs with roasted marshmallows
and graham crackers. As the food was
digested, we listened to the disturbing tale

of the hermit, Bill Acox. Thus ended the

night.

The next morning we awoke at an hour
which was too late for the campers and too

early for the counselors. What ensued was
a pancake meal of Roman proportions. After
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everyone had had their fill, and more, we
proceeded with the dreaded and inevitable

which always follows... clean up.

Once completed, we walked across the

rocks at low tide to a small island. Here, we
found tent platforms, rotting old chairs and

evidence of a hermit.

The rest of the day followed with the

building of aquariums and forts, lunch, and

a hiking trip to the cemetery. There, we saw

two dubious holes in the ground and a

strange cross with the name Benson on it. On
the return trip we found a batch of wild

blueberries; they did not last long.

Upon our return to camp we relaxed with

some island fun, a snack, some involved

games of Simon , Says, and our eventual

preparation for a spaghetti dinner. Kick the

Can was too fun the first night to be denied

the second. Over smores we looked into the

glare of the fire and listened to a number of

stories, including one which resolved the

mystery of the two holes and the Benson

cross in the cemetery.

We awoke early and worked as a team to

break camp and prepare for our pick up.

After a corned beef hash meal, we carried

all our gear to the water's edge, played some
more Simon Says, and soon heard the clear

sound of the "Snow Goose's" horn.

This sound launched us into action as we
prepared the gear and carefully loaded up
our mother ship. Les, the provider, greeted

us with cool bottles of coke and a friendly

smile. As we chugged our way back to

Round Pond and the van, we looked back

on our island and were grateful for our

eventful if too brief island stay.

July 28 - 29

North Glenayr to Westcott Point

with Ross Cameron, Max Renier,

and Chris Ver Planck

On Tuesday morning, June 28th, the boys

and counsel form North Glenayr packed up
our convoy of canoes and shoved off from
the waterfront to begin our overnight excur-

sion. The weather that morning was ab-

solutely perfect for a day of lake paddling;

there was a slight breeze and the sun's rays

felt warm and comforting. As our team
headed for the piece of land ahead, infor-

mally referred to as Blueberry Island, Chapin

and Philip pulled away from the rest of the

group showing impressive confidence and
skill in landing their canoe. The first island

we came upon seemed uninhabited for the

most part except for a small summer cottage

which was still boarded up from the winter

before. There was another small tract of land

to the right of where we were. It looked
rather interesting, so we decided to go and
check it out. We discovered right away that

the island had a lot of potential for having
fun, and that is just what we all did.

Jacob and Max were having fun catching

frogs along with Cory, Matt and Kevin who
were checking out the various rocks and tiny

fish. After over an hour or so of exploring

and hanging out, the boys were getting a lit-

tle anxious to reach our final destination, so

we shoved off and made our way to Wescott.

Upon arriving at Wescott, the gear was
unloaded and the process of setting up the

campsite was underway. Lunch was ready in

practically no time, much to the liking of the

hungry boys. PB&J sandwiches were con-

sumed along with some hearty chicken a la

king and lemonade to wash it all down.
The afternoon was spent relaxing and just

enjoying the great outdoors. The sun was
shining and there was a very pleasant breeze

passing through the point. The boys had fun

doing everything from swimming, making
clay, building lean-two's to quietly reading

a novel under a big old oak tree. Chapin,

Stuart, Kevin, and Philip found the art of

making clay extremely fun. Tim, Matt, Cory,

Turner, and Jed peacefully went about
discovering the wonders of nature. Later on
in that afternoon when Justin was running

through the woods, he came upon a large

stump obstructing his path. He hit the big

old stump and went crashing to the ground
unable to move his right knee. Chapin
discovered him and came running back to the

campsite shouting that Justin was down and
out. Immediately all 16 of us were headed

in the direction of Justin to see what was go-

ing on. The situation was assessed and the

decision was made to carry him up to the in-

firmary where Charlie and Ann could look

at his knee. After a thorough check, Justin

only walked away with a bruised knee which
was good to see.

Dinner that evening was a zesty feast of

spaghetti and spicy sauce prepared by each
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of the council -- Chris, Max, and Ross. After

all the dishes were cleaned and the last strand

of spaghetti was consumed, I broke out the

graham crackers and marshmallows.

Everyone enjoyed their tasty treats and short-

ly after we all gathered around the glowing

camp fire and shared ghost stories until it was

time to say goodnight.

The next morning we awoke to the morn-

ing dew and a few storm clouds, but that

didn't stop us from enjoying some tasty

camp style pancakes and hot cocoa. The

tents and canoes were taken care of after

breakfast, and by 10:00 a.m. the convoy was

all loaded up and ready to paddle the lake.

The legendary beaver dam was something

that we couldn't have missed, so we all

checked the very intricately made structure.

Moving peacefully through the reeds and li-

ly pads were two loon chicks with their

mother. They were very close to us. From
that point we paddled over to swim island,

made a sharp right and then pushed for the

waterfront back at Kieve. The trip was a

good one all around, especially for the fif-

teen new members of the cabin.

July 4 - 6

North Glenayr to Fort Island

Ross Cameron, Max Renier,

and Chris Ver Planck

We set forth from Mr. Richardson's lovely

home with its luscious lawn and beautiful

view of the water. Our paddle was quick and

easy as the tide and wind were in our favor.

Along the way, Stu and Kevin enjoyed the

brief twirl their canoe took when it was

caught in a small whirlpool. We arrived at

the island and made our landing on a beach

covered with clams, mussels, and barnacles.

We all had a grand time exploring our

small private island. One of the major attrac-

tions discovered by the boys was a small cave

which seemed to have been formed by the

erosion of the waves. There was some
disagreement about whether it was a true

cave. Some boys preferred to call it a tunnel

while others felt it more closely resembled

an uprooted tree. Chris Ver Planck settled

the dispute by declaring the formation "of-

ficially" a cave. Chris Kelley, Stu, Philip and

Chapin enjoyed touring the entire island.

Chris found a whole family of spiders, and
Philip and Chapin were proud of the natural

spring which they were fortunate to discover.

Cory discovered many of the thousand
wonders of nature and kept himself and
some of the others including Matt quite oc-

cupied and enthused. Max Blatt and Justin

had their own adventure. On their way back

from one of their expeditions, Justin slipped

off a "cliff" (it was actually closer to a small

rise). Luckily, he was unharmed except for

getting wet.

At low tide a small island would rise up
in the harbor near us. This large rock was
covered with mussel beds and barnacles. Jed

loved to search for crabs there. Once Stu,

Max, Chapin, and Jay overstayed their visit.

While they were busy studying the tiny sea

creatures who made their home on this

sometime island, the tide was inching over

the land bridge back to our campsite. Lucky
for them, Jay's sneakers were already wet.

He gallantly waded back three times carry-

ing each boy piggy-back style. Way to go,

Jay!

Another feature of our trip was the yum-
my smores we enjoyed around the campfire

each evening. After we licked the last bit of

stickiness from our fingers, it was time for

ghost stories. Tim Paine told a rather involv-

ed story which ended with the line, "...and

when I woke up my Mom was sitting on the

end of the bed." Tim found the story to be

side splittingly hilarious. Somehow the rest

of us missed the humor, but we won't forget

Tim's pleasure in the telling of it.

Another highlight was our side trip back

to civilization in East Boothbay. We were
each allowed to spend one dollar on anything

we wanted!

Alas, the third day arrived before we knew
it, and it was time to depart. We packed up,

bid farewell to the psycho commando crabs,

and shoved off.

Along the way, Jacob saw a sea farm
where shellfish are grown for market. Seth

didn't believe that Phil and Chapin had spot-

ted a seal until the seal popped his head up
right next to Seth's canoe. Unfortunately

Turner Rust got a bit of suntan lotion in his

eye. We stopped at a marine research lab and
contacted Mike Cunningham who sent

Charlie Harrington to Turner's aide.
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Turner and Charlie made a detour to the

emergency room at Miles to get his eye

checked. Afterward, Turner found a Zec-

chino's sub to be very soothing. For dessert

Turner, Charlie and the rest of the cabin en-

joyed their stop at Round Top for ice cream.

June 26 - 27

South Bunker Hill to Nelson's Point

Jim Schwarz, David Riddiford,

and Ernest Van Panhuys

After scrambling to whip the cabin into

tip-top shape (a job commended by Dick

Kennedy), then chapel and lunch, the men
of South Bunker Hill hopped into six Grum-
mans. Many wer"e finally experiencing their

first camping trip. After passing South

Glenayr pitching tents at Westcott Point and

making a few boat changes (thanks Stu and

Wyatt!), a light breeze carried us to

Damariscotta Mills. We would soon discover

that most of the canoeing was behind us.

The weather has never been better on a

camping trip; perhaps the sunny skies make
what could have been a horrible task into a

major accomplishment. The feared portage

was no problem for these guys thanks to

cooperation, perseverance, a good deal of

strength, and great help from campers like

Charlie Betancourt. Jared arrives soon after

with our supplies, and we loaded up and

headed out into the salt water river.

After a few failed searches for the camp-
site, we discovered Nelson's Point on a

peninsula about thirty feet above the water.

With the help of Charles-Henri Casala and
others we all managed to put up tents none
knew how to pitch while Rid prepared the

fire. A great meal of hamburgers and beans,

followed by marshmallows and tootsie rolls

certainly satisfied everyone's hungry
stomach. Jim played guitar to all the happy
campers in their tents to end the long day on
a good note.

We awoke the next morning to more sun-

shine and some scrambled eggs, bacon, and
fruit cocktail. After some card playing, we
took down the tents and loaded the canoes.

Rid and Standish tried Sailing with the big

tarp but to no avail. This paddle was very

relaxing as the tide and wind carried us right

into town. At the end of the trip, the boys

were exhausted and proud, and certainly

deserving of a trip to Round Top.

July 8 - 13

South Bunkerhill to the White Mountains
Jim Schwarz, David Riddiford,

and Ernest Van Panhuys

The following report has been written by
the entire cabin of South Bunkerhill.

At 6:30 a.m. Kevin Cronin came rushing
into our cabin to find out where his bus and
canoes were. After final packing jobs, SBH
was finally on the road. Unfortunately,

thanks to round about directions by Steve

Kaback, we had to stop for information far

south of our destination. Ham and cheese

subs were enhanced by a surprise of 16 ounce
cokes and Bazooka Joe bubble gum. When
we arrived at the White Mountains area, it

took a few trial and error attempts to find

our campsite. The evens had "a really bum
tent" according to Eric, and it was indeed.

The marshmallow angel, so named by Stan-

dish, offered us some of her goods.

Jim introduced us to the game "killer"

which everyone was excited to play. Nate
played the role of killer well, but forgot one
rule after making many yell, "Bloody
Murder!"
Some hamburgers and marshmallows were

followed by a good night's sleep.

July 9: Rid's alarm clock proved faulty,

and thus the bacon and egg breakfast was

somewhat late. Will was the new killer and

was not caught until much later in the day,



though a confused Ernest thought it was
Fred. A rather lengthy ride in the dirty van

and we finally arrived at the base of Mt.

Washington.

At the start of the Tuckerman Ravine, Jim

gave a big pep talk and SBH had a football

cheer to get psyched up. And up we went.

Fred mistakenly cleaned his bandana in his

canteen -- you live and learn!

The hike was incredibly hard. I'm sure

Eric, Buzz, and Charlie can attest to that.

In fact, Charlie "lost It" a few times on the

way up. Yet when we finally got to the top,

everyone was not exhausted, but proud.

An orangina soda, a milky way, and
tunafish got everyone ready for the hike

down. A tired and weary group certainly

deserved the pizza dinner before sleeping

soundly.

July 10: After a late start, Jim faked out

the guys by telling them they would hike

again, but cries of joy filled the air when he

announced the real destination -- Emerald
Pool. After a delicious breakfast of cream
of wheat, we piled into the grey van and set

out.

It turned out to be a wild goose chase, and
when we could not find the path, we had to

return to the campsite. We finally found the

trail and hiked a short distance to the

beautiful natural swimming hole. A great

jump of 15 feet was most enjoyable. Stu and

Brady tried for the jacknife championship.

Creel jumped in his birthday suit.

Charles slipped on a mossy rock and

slammed his head on another. Jim treated

him with an ice pack and first aid, and the

panic died down. The cabin went back to our

"home away from home" as Buzz called it

while Jim and Charles went to the hospital.

Upon their return, the cabin enjoyed some
curly noodles and meat sauce with meatballs,

and roasted marshmallows for smores.

Everyone slept well, except for a few times

in the night when the counselors checked on

Charles.
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July 11: Ernest woke up the cabin and

soon we were munching on bacon and eggs.

The drive today was very long to Franconia

Notch National Park; we had to stop at three

information centers along the way.

When we finally got there, we saw the Old

Man of the Mountain, a naturally carved

profile on Cannon Mountain. Here we had

a stone skipping contest in the pond below.

Next we headed to the Flume, but as entrance

cost money, we climbed the Indian Head
Mountain instead.

While it was nothing big in comparison to

Mt. Washington, the mountain began with

a P (as Will called it) was fairly exhausting.

Standish scratched his face and the bandages

looked silly. Yet, the view at the top was

unbelievable and well "worth it." PB&J's
and a snack filled everyone up, and then we
headed down on a different trail.

This trail ended on the highway, so we
walked back on the side of the road amid
millions of grasshoppers. We saw a 15

minute nature filled movie about the area,

and then walked to the incredible "basin"
-- a series of waterfalls and ditches.

On the car ride back, we saw a female
moose. Dinner of chicken a la king and rice

was the best yet according to Eric. We all

told jokes and ghost stories late into the

night.

July 12: Today was a relaxing day, and we
more than deserved it. We were up at 8:30

and had "the breakfast that lasted until

lunch" as Ernest so named it. The pancakes

and fruit salad were delicious, and almost

everyone had at least four servings.

Jim then announced to the group our

alleged plan to hike up Mt. Huskenagawawa.
Everyone was most excited when the van

pulled into the trail leading up to Emerald
Pool. Jim drove into town for bread and a

cake for Eric while the gang enjoyed the

green waters. When he returned, we had

lunch (PB and fluff) and then had a series

of jumping contests. Stu won the first, but

fell in competition with Jim who had just

been taught how to jacknife by two great

teachers, Stu and Brady.

When we returned to camp, we played

some great charades — the ones ended up

champs, thanks to Charlie. We had a

somewhat unpopular dinner, but smores and

a birthday cake for the new 1 1 year old, Eric,

seemed to make up for it. The counselors

told a scary story about "Old Man Costini,"

and then it was off to bed.

July 13: This morning we had oatmeal

with honey, brown sugar, raisins, and
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nuts...mmmm good. The entire cabin was

great at packing up the tents, et al. The drive

back was significantly cooler and more relax-

ed. The lunch choice was tunafish or all you

can eat at McDonalds. Creel wanted

tunafish.

By the time we returned to camp, everyone

was very pleased with himself. We climbed

the tallest mountain in the Northeast and had

a whole lot of fun. The screams of joy were

louder than the honking of the horn as we
pulled into the parking area, believe you me.

June 27 - 28

North Bunker Hill to the Bald Rock
Mountains

Kevin Cronin, Chris Kelley,

and David Sawyer

The well rested adventurers of NBH
devoured breakfast on a beautiful Maine
morning before they prepared to leave for

the extremely difficult, and sometimes fatal,

Bald Rock Mountains in Camden. With lit-

tle fear in their hearts NBH said good-bye

to their families and friends and headed

north for one long hour.

As soon as we pulled into the ranger sta-

tion to secure reservations and a fire permit,

we knew we were in for a challenge. Not so

much because the height and sheer cliffs of

the Bald Rock Mountain range intimidated

the gods of NBH, but we had no reserva-

tions. And the two female rangerettes, Karen

(a cute blonde with Bermuda blue eyes...

a

target for Chris Kelley) and Martha (not a

nice woman) hasseled us and threatened to

not give us a campsite. However, Chris K.

romanced Karen while I had an argument
with Martha, and I finally got a campsite out

of her. But not without an insult. She called

our beloved tripping director, Chinka
Richardson, crazy because he did not make
reservations.

Dave S. and Chris K. organized the NBH
hikers to unpack and set up camp. Mean-
while Chris R. and I drove to his house to

see Humphey and ask him to get Chris

another strap for his head gear. By the time

we got back, the tents were up and tuna and
PBJ's were prepared. We wolfed down lunch

and hiked to the base of Megunticook Moun-
tain (1300 feet).

Chris R. was appointed Junior Trip

Leader because of his experience with the

treacherous Bald Rock Mountains. Chris K.

forged the trail with Ware, Chris R., Mitch,

Tyler and Cabell on his heels. Save S. hung
out in the middle, and I took up the rear with

Thomas, Pete, Adam and Alex. By 1400

hours we had approached the peak and had
a snack while we peered out over the town
of Camden and the islands off its coast - a

beautiful view!

From where we were on top of that moun-
tain, we had a great view of six hawks
floating effortlessly through the air. We were

inspired to adopt the name "Hawkeye" for

our cabin. We took a group picture to send

into the National Geographic Society.

We descended with relative ease and
returned to base camp. Afternoon slumber

was on my mind, but our cabin played along

the bluffs. Matt caught a starfish and Mike
caught a crab.

At 1700 hours we attended a banquet in

our honor for successfully climbing Mt.

Megunticook which is the highest mountain
in the range which comprises the Camden
Hills. The main entree was 1/4 pounders
with cheese, and that was served with fruit

punch flavored mung. After dinner we
played all-star wrestling and 3 way pickle

(run the bases). Then marshmallows around
the camp fire and ghost stories until 2100

hours. Everyone was sleeping by 2200 hours.

For the next day we planned to scale the

unclimbable Bald Rock Mountain (1200

feet).

We slept in until 0800 hours but one word
was being repeatedly screamed by NBH -
that word was "Mitch!" By the time we
counselors woke up, the tents were packed
and hungry faces demanded to be fed. Chris

K. made the first round of pancakes, which
were great! For their second round, we let

the campers prepare their own which took

a lot of consideration and cooperation.

By 1100 hours we had cleaned up all the

dishes thanks to Matt, Ian, Alex and Mike.
Packed the trailer, and we were off to Bald

Rock Mountain. We had some problems fin-

ding the parking lot and after conferring with

about six natives, we were set right. We hik-

ed the summit of Bald Rock in record time

of one hour. We hung out up top and ate

lunch -- PBJ's, granola bars, and oreos. A
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his way. To his surprise he enjoyed it. Jor-

die was the first one to go down standing up.

Ed Wartels built up the most speed and

moved the most water when he hit.

The rain began to fall and it was time to

leave Abol. When we returned to the site a

few of us played wiffle ball in the rain to pass

the time. At dinner we managed to start a

fire for a hearty amount of ravioli. We were

quite happy with what we had considering

our situation. That night it would continue

to rain and some of the men would wake-up

with wet sleeping bags.

The fourth day we awoke to rain. Lots of

rain, The council were meditating on a

course of action when Beckmann and Walsh

came to wake them. After a minor spot of

unpleasantness involving some parties and a

food wannigan, a hot breakfast was put aside

and granola bars were handed out.

Most of the cabin split into teams with

Brad and D. to play wiffle ball in the rain

while those few who weren't so eager, read

and talked with Pothole. Around two a quick

council meeting evaluated the situation.

Camper moral was low. It was very wet. The
council was not up to struggling with the fire

pit. The answer, of course, was McDonalds!

At McDonalds who should we run into but

Charlie Harrington, Tobi, and Kathy who
were just returning from dropping off the

Allagash 2's. As the kids went for their food,

the counsel got tips from Charlie on how to

cope with all the wet clothes and gear. When
we returned to the campsite, we split into

three teams and played round-robin cham-

pionship wiffle ball. The scouts had their

eyes on Ty Walsh and Andrew Miller, but

from out of nowhere came Gregg Zimmer-
man batting 1,000 and Matt Budd with his

long hits to right field.

The counsel thanked the skies for staying

dry and cooked up some awesome Macaroni

and cheese after only two tries. Thanks to

those who fed the fire. Edward Wartels and

his team always seemed to find dry wood.

The day was finished with D relating the

tale of the crazy murders back in '75 in Bax-

ter State Park. Then it was off to their beds.

Oh, yeah, the ones have on dry tent or bugs.

Let them sleep in the van.

Day 5: Ah, the rain continues. We were

planning to do a hike, but since it was rain-

ing we let the campers decide. They voted for

a return to AboK Despite the foul weather,

we still had a great time. Will Stevenson was
the first to climb up the slide without being

taken out by Chris O., John Mac, or Oliver

B. In the end Oliver even made it to the top

of the slide.

When we returned to camp, it was time for

dinner. The rain had finally let up, so it was
not too difficult to start up a fire. Chili and
spaghetti were on the menu. Everyone had
a good share of food. After dinner the

counselors whipped up a special blend of

food. Although Matt Budd declined, An-
drew Miller put on his meanest face and
began to eat. He was soon to be South Har-
ris' first Kieve Wild Man.
When dinner was finished we all packed

up our things as we would be leaving for

Kieve tomorrow. After we finished packing,

Brad came up with the idea for all star wrestl-

ing. We paired off and let them wrestle for

two minutes. Thomas Stebbins and Will

Stevenson had the most intense match
resulting in a tie. Even the counselors gave
it a whirl. After a long day we went to bed
knowing we would be back in good old Kieve

tomorrow.

June 24 - 25

North Harris to the Pemaquid River

Jared Schott, Chris Dougherty,

and Steve Harrington

We launched off from the lakeside dock
at ten minutes before 10 o'clock in the mor-
ning. We were 15 people strong with the

hopes that Chris, who was out of action with

an ankle injury, would join us after our por-

tage: With a bunch of new kids who hadn't

paddled before, the trip was a test. The
ultimate verdict of the test would not be in

until the trip was complete.

The paddle on the first leg of the trip went
smoothly, but slowly. Masahiro and Peter,

both new to Kieve had problems early with

the canoe but had it mastered by the day's

end. Tiresome and difficult should be the

two words to describe the portage. Although
significantly shorter than the previous Pema-
quid trips, it was difficult for our group.

Zach and Wesley led the charge up the hill

while others were slower starters. After all,

North Harris is the first cabin to have por-

taging on the trips. None of us were
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lot of NICE views and horses too! Dehydra-

tion struck many unprepared campers, so we
descended rapidly and sought water before

the arduous drive home.
All and all, a fun and relaxing trip. NBH

is ready to take on the River they call St.

Croix.

July 8 - 13

North Bunker Hill to the St. Croix River

Kevin Cronin, Chris Kelley,

and David Sawyer

July 8: We woke up at 6 a.m. to get ahead

of a long drive to the Canadian border. As
I reached the top of the hill, I noticed our

orange bus was missing, and one of our

trailer tires was flat. I guess I am getting too

old to laugh at these practical jokes. We
finally left Kieve at 8:30. Regardless of our

late start, we made great time. We arrived

at Forest City by 1:30 p.m. All we had to

do is unload the bus and trailer because we
ate ham and cheese, apples and gorp

prepared by John and Les "My Chef." We
made great time to our first campsite for we
were at Birch Island an hour after we put in.

We set up our tents under the guidance of

Mike. After all our chores we went for a

swim. And then we experienced a weird wind

storm followed by a little rain. Chris and I

prepared Macaroni and cheese while Dave
took some private time to read. Cabell and
Ian helped getting firewood while Pete and
Chris helped cook and organize the clean-

ing crew. Mike, Josh, Mitch and Matt
sterilized the plates and panicans. Mitch
received his Kieve Wild Man for having the

remaining chocolate pudding poured on his

face. A little free time before dusk and mar-

shmallows. So far a great time and hopeful-

ly NBH's positive attitude will provide many
more.

KJC
July 9: We awoke to the distant roar of

thunder and the pitter patter of rain on our

tents at 5 a.m. Although everyone was a lit-

tle wet, the tents were taken down and we
enjoyed a hot bowl of oatmeal with peaches

on the side. On the river around 6:30, we
began our paddle to our second campsite at

Muncy Cove. With a little instruction, Alex
and Chris were able to eliminate their figure

eight canoe pattern.

After three hours of paddling, we arrive

at Lost Lake. The boys ask, "Which way do
we go?" The counselors ask themselves,

"Where the hell is Muncy Cove?" After

deciding that our map was out of control,

we flagged down Big Rel, Noris, and Ralph
in their wooden motor boat and asked them
the eternal question. They informed us that

we had overshot Muncy Cove by a mere four

miles. Thus we decided to camp in Canada
on Todd Island.

After setting up camp, Ian, Ware, Cabell,

Adam, Pete Mason, and Matt went swimm-
ing to relieve the Canadian Heat Wave. With
a tunafish lunch in our bellies, we began an

afternoon of relaxation. Prior to dinner,

Hurricane Harold zoomed through our

campsite knocking down tents. As God's
fireworks approached, rain drops kept fall-

ing on our heads... Spaghetti was served with

passion in the rain.

After dinner we watched people with an

I.Q. of 2 drive around in metal boats in a

tremendous lightening storm. Rain continued

as we prepared for a well deserved sleep.

Chris Kelley

July 10: We woke up at 5 a.m. to begin

another day. This day was the hardest of all.

The fire took some time to light. We had
maypo for breakfast, and we were on the

water by 7 a.m. A gray and cloudy morning
wasn't what we wanted, but it was better

than rain. We paddled until 9:45 a.m. when
we arrived at Vanceboro Dam. A very easy

portage kept everyone in high spirits. Her-

shey bars were handed out and gave all a

boost of energy. We paddled on the St. Croix

River until 2:30 p.m. A lunch of peanut but-

ter and jelly was long awaited. At 3: 15 p.m.

Kevin and Chris tested Little Falls to see how
the rapids were. The water was very low, so

campers were not allowed to canoe down Lit-

tle Falls, but they enjoyed watching the three

counselors shoot the rapids. The last canoe
to shoot the rapids was a Grumman. Chris

and David took it and got caught on a rock

which almost horseshoed the canoe, but they

got it out and drifted down river to the shore.

Dinner was served at 6:15 p.m. Ravioli

and Mung. Matt Drukker, Alex Joerger,

Mike Sharpless, and Adam Looney all built

a dam in the river for water to be sifted

through the rocks and be freshened. Steriliza-

tion was done, then marshmallows were



roasted until 8:45 p.m. when we all retired

for the night. A tough but fun day.

David Sawyer

July 1 1 : Waking up at 5 a.m. with a dense

fog hanging over Little Falls, we took down
our tents and began portaging our gear

before breakfast. After finishing the portage,

we feasted on pancakes.

On the river by 8 a.m., we begin the pro-

cess of paddling and dragging on the very

low St. Croix River. Although we had many
sets of rapids between us and Loon Bay,

many of these sets we could not navigate in

our light Grumman canoes. Because of the

heatwave, nobody minded the cool water.

Arriving at our campsite on Loon Bay,

everybody rushed out of their canoes to pick

an orange from the orange tree decorated by

our "counselor," Mitch! After setting up

camp and eating tunafish sandwiches for

lunch, we jumped in the water to escape the

insane heat.

After an uneventful afternoon, we ate

macaroni and cheese for dinner. We roasted

marshmallows for dessert and went to bed.

Chris Kelley

July 12: Wake up at 6 a.m. Breakfast of

Cream of wheat. On the River by 8 a.m.

Three sets of rapids during the morning. The

Sawyer/Milbank team almost horseshoed

their canoe. Paddled some more and the

Joerger/Rogers team were left far behind.

We waited for them and then a delicious

snack of Hershey bars. We continued pad-

dling and got to our campsite at 11:30 a.m.

A PB&J lunch filled us up. Everyone relax-

ed, explored or went swimming. A rain storm

attacked us at 3:30 p.m. and subsided at 5

p.m. Spaghetti dinner was served and then

marshmallows for dessert. Everyone talked

about their favorite television show until 8

p.m. and then went to bed.

David Sawyer

July 13: We woke up at 6 a.m. Dave and

Chris prepared oatmeal while the kids and

I broke down the camp. We were on the

water by 7:30 when Matt and Tyler spotted

a deer. We saw other natural beauties, like

an eagle and a handful of loons, while we
paddled to our take out point, Kellyland. For

lunch we gorged ourselves at Mickey D's.

Ware summed up the trip perfectly when he

said, "I'm glad to get back to camp, but I'm

also sad it's over."

When one looks back at this trip a lot of

images and reflections come to mind about

each kid. I don't think I will ever forget

Adam's Major league arm, Rogerooonie,

Josh's geometric welt on his back, Milbank's

daily attacks, Peter Lacher's sore throat,

Ian's lost camera at Little Falls, Crudstump,

Ware's illegal questions, Cabell's "Can I

have...?", Peter Mason's powerful stroke,

Alex's ability to endure pain, Mike's smile,

Matt's fishing lure collection, Mitch's

diplomacy.

Certain phrases and memories must be

mentioned to make this trip complete.

Orange trees at Loon Bay, deer and eagles

galore. Council swamping (Dave and Chris),

5 o'clock thunder and lightning storms, "I

Want Your Sex," Muncy Cove?, Mar-
shmallows, Swisher Sweets, Red Man and

Skoal Dave's two best friends, spaghetti

under the tarp, "Get out of the kitchen

area!", sunset at Birch Island, wet sleeping

bags, graphics, GLGC stinks, Andrew
Miller's Council Tent, Kieve 9 naked,

beautiful morning at Spednik Falls, How
'bout that oak at Loon Bay, I gotta back one

out, You're such a G.H., the Cronin-Kelley

Dynasty is officially over and the Cronin-

Sawyer dynasty has just begun. Thanks Chris

and Dave for everything. Overall, the trip

was adventurous and fun, but I always felt

like I was caught in the Catch-22. See ya!

KJC

June 24 - 25

South Harris to John's Bay
Daryl Cullivan, Sam Potter,

and Brad Woloson

After breakfast we loaded up the van and

started on our way for Fort Island. The
weather was beautiful. The first day's pad-

dle consists of a three mile paddle. On the

way we all stopped in South Bristol for some

"D" snacks. A few of us witnessed the film-

ing of a movie. The three mile paddle was

completed in record time.

We arrived at our campsite on Fort Island

in the late afternoon. The site was set in a

cove and the tide was low, so we all had to

pull our gear up to the campsite. The tents

were set up in no time, so the kids had a few

hours to explore the island before dinner.
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We decided to have dinner at 6:00.

Everyone had a hearty appetite. Burgers were

a good solution to their hunger. When we
finished eating, people began to make their

way down to the water. After the kids were

down at the water for a few minutes, we
began to hear a lot of noise. They had engag-

ed in canoe wars. These wars went on until

dusk. There was only one casualty -- was the

water cooold, Andrew M.?
When the wars were finished, we had a

nice campfire and listened to a story about

the old one's narrated by Pothole. After the

story we retired.

We awoke to a cloudy morning, but for-

tunately it didn't rain until we pulled out in-

to Damariscotta. We were facing a nine mile

paddle, but it was quite obvious that the gods

of South Harris would finish this in record

time and without complaint. Overall, the trip

was a complete success and very enjoyable.

June 28 - July 3

South Harris to Mt. Katahdin

Daryl Cullivan, Brad Woloson,
and Sam Potter

Day 1: After breakfast there were but-

terflies in stomachs as we pulled out of camp.
Armed with garbage bags and an on the road

lunch, we drove to Baxter State Park. Our
bus passed Charlie Harrington on his way
back from an Allagash resupply during our

four and a half hour drive to Avalanche
Fields campsite. The troops were restless as

they got out of the bus. So restless that they

ran for over a mile after a van full of girls.

Andrew Currier led the pack of wild

campers. Their jaunt was on the way to San-

dy River Pond, so we picked up the kids to

look for Moose. Our expectations were met;

we saw two Moose on our hike around the

pond. After dinner all enjoyed toasted mar-
shmallows and a campfire story told by Sam.
Everyone went to sleep with determination

and a bit of apprehension for what was
ahead of them the next day. But the council

knew they had courage and would persevere.

Day 2: Katahdin! ! Today was the day. The
weather looked quite nice. After a breakfast

of bacon and eggs, we set out to meet the

ultimate challenge. I asked the ranger for a

guess on how long we would be on Katahdin.

He ventured eight or ten hours. We started

the climb for Chimney Pond (3.3 miles)

which is the longest and least enjoyable part

of the climb. It took an hour and a half to

reach it, and the group was holding up well.

Myself, Jordie, Dan, Ty and Milla led the

way. At Chimney Pond the weather looked

promising even though showers were

predicted. A "D"snack was in order while

we filled the canteens for the big journey to

Baxter Peak. Dudley Trail was chosen after

a talk with Pothole and Brad. Climbing en-

tailed many large and challenging rocks that

formed a 1.3 mile adventure to Pamola
Peak. On arriving at Pamola another group

of climbers told us how well behaved the

cabin was, but then this was South Harris

they were talking about. After lunch we
began the journey through the Devil's

Crotch. It was the most challenging part of

the climb. It entailed a steep descent follow-

ed by a rocky ascent. Immediately after the

Devil's Crotch we found ourselves on the

breathtaking Knife's Edge. It was properly

named for it was only three feet wide and

had a lengthy drop on both sides. Along the

Edge we could see for miles - our destina-

tion was in sight. It took an hour to journey

along Knife's Edge to our goal, Baxter Peak.

While at the top, Brad, Pothole and I realiz-

ed that the group was experiencing a great

accomplishment. After a brief stay we began

our descent down the mountain. The Sad-

dle Trail was our choice for the climb down.

It was a lengthy journey down for Brad and

me, but Pothole and Dan W., Oz, John Mac,

Jordie H., Andrew C, and Thomas S. ran

down the Chimney Pond Trail. In all the

climb lasted ten long hours, but I must say

they handled it like pro's, and a trip to

McDonalds was in order.

Day 3: Today would be the day Mother
Nature would become quite upset with South

Harris and cry all over us. (She would con-

tinue to weep for the rest of the trip).

However, we were lucky to make a trip to

Abol slide without the rain. Abol is a natural

rock slide about 30 feet long and the water

that runs along it is freezing. Andrew Miller

was the first one down the slide since he was

a veteran to Abol. Chris Osgood was soon

to follow along with Oliver, Dave, and Jor-

die. Brad gave Evan Osnos a pep talk and
he slowly climbed on the slide and went on
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V

prepared. Mike, Paula, and Gail picked us

up at the top of the hill, and we were on our

way to put in at Pemaquid Pond.

After Packing up our canoes, we decided

to have lunch. Lunch was interrupted by so-

meone needing the ramp to launch his own
boat. We were forced into a floating lunch.

We reach our campsite at 3:30. Time for a

little nap. It took Simon, Zack, Nick, An-
thony, Jeff, and Michael 27 minutes and 21

seconds to put up their tents. Very typical

of the trip to this point.

A dinner of hamburgers and mar-

shmallows brought out a big discussion of

morals and values. Some were serious others

were not. It was very peaceful going to sleep

that night despite the singing going on in the

tents.

A hearty breakfast of maypo was the

wakeup call the next morning. All the tents

and bags were loaded into the canoes before

we ate. Everyone in the tent mentioned

earlier had similar difficulties getting their

tent down. The tent was collapsed on two
kids. The test continued. After breakfast we
were on our way. Zach and Simon appeared

to be the strongest paddlers while the pack

was spread out by as much as eight minutes.

We paddled on and on through Biscay

Pond and the Pemaquid River, which looks

more like a field with a winding ditch dug
out of it. There were headwinds the whole

way but the test scores improved. There was

enthusiasm, teamwork and some nice pad-

dling on the final day. We pulled out at the

swimming hole and the test was over. I think

we all learned a lot about ourselves and are

now aware of what changes we need to make
for the Moose River trip in two days.

June 28 - July 4

North Harris to the Moose River

Jared Schott, Chris Dougherty,

and Steve Harrington

Two days after our return from a not so

terrific Pemaquid River trip, we were off

again. This time on the Moose River, a seven

day trip with a long portage. No one was sure

whether this cabin was going to make it or

not. The report will tell the story of the trips

progression.

Day 1: It all started very early on Tues-

day the 28th. By 6 a.m. we had already had
problems. Peter Lacher had to stay behind

due to sickness. By 9:30 we had already wat-

ched Zach throw up all over himself and the

bus. By 11:15 we arrived at our put in point

on Attean Pond and hoped that nothing else

could go wrong. We shoved off and very

soon afterward had lunch that John Roy and

Les had prepared for us.

It wasn't supposed to be a long paddle to-

day, but the mean and nasty counselors took

the trip on a longer paddle to "toughen" the

campers up. The reasoning for it was the

below par job done on the Pemaquid. After

two hours of extra paddle and some

ridiculous acting by all of the counselors, we

arrived at the campsite. Nick, especially, was

not impressed with the antics of the

counselors. Edouard, however, thought dif-

ferently, "I think going the extra paddle to-

day helped, it brought everyone in the cabin

closer together." From this day on, the trip

was well done. We treated ourselves to some

good burgers made by Anthony and Wesley.
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25 minutes into eating, a torrential downpour
hit flooding everything, puddles everywhere.

It ended quickly but things were soaking wet.

Jeff Carney salvaged the fire, we ate the rest

of the burgers, then sleep. After all, we had

a hard day. We all fell asleep with the dread-

ed Mud Lake portage in our minds.

Day 2: It was an early morning for us this

morning. The portage lay awaiting. We all

had a little snack before we headed out with

our canoes. The portage took us three trips

each. Canoes went first, followed by tents

and wonegons and, finally, personal gear.

The portage went beautifully. As a reward,

we had a late breakfast of as many eggs and
as much bacon as everyone could eat. Our
paddle after the portage was short. The site

on Holeb Ponds was sensational. Steve H.
led the charge towards a wiffle ball game.
Ryan, Gray, and Nick seemed to get involv-

ed the most. There was extra hot chili for

dinner. Some complained, yet it was all con-

sumed. Jeff and Nick's fishing attempt went
largely unsuccessfully. Some notable names
of the day: Zach - the portage god, Jeff C.
- the firemaster, and Michael F. - the first

leech.

Day 3: Another early morning, but the day

looked promising. There was only a light rain

last night maybe we got lucky. Our luck con-

tinued for on the stream from Holeb Pond
to the Moose River we saw a beautiful mom-
ma moose and two of her little ones. The
word of the morning was "boring." It seem-

ed that every corner led to the same corner.

There were a few beaver dams to drag over

which gave us wet feet and nothing else. Ar-

riving at Holeb Falls in the early afternoon,

the portage gods would have to be tested

again. All went smoothly except for Jeff

Carney tipping his canoe over with Steve H.

in it while racing to a campsite. The
"Brownies" (Boy Scouts) took our spot. At
the site, Simon took a tub. He was feeling

dirty. Edward hung up everyones wet and

dirty laundry. Anthony found a compass and

a whistle.

It was macaroni and cheese (enough to

feed a large number) for dinner and off to

bed.

Day 4: Today was awful. Wake up was

meant to be at 5:15 today because we had

a long paddle ahead. The rain had caught us

again. It was an absolute downpour for three

and one half hours. Jared and Chris and

Steve all woke up in puddles. Thanks goes

to Kevin Cronin and the dinosaur of a tent

he left us. We couldn't eat a hot breakfast;

it was fruit cocktail and apple newtons. 10:30

became our departure time. The Boy Scouts

left after we did. What a bunch of little boys.

Jared and Simon led the way down the river.

Problems were discovered as they went over

an impossible little falls. The canoe was

swamped. Simon's last pair of dry pants was
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wet. Nick and Jeff were following too close

and received the same punishment for

cockiness, a good healthy swamping of their

canoe. Everyone else portaged around.

Spenser Rips were a disappointing 15 feet of

rapids. The bunch of yahoo Boy Scouts

caught up to us there. We had to shoot the

rapids dry. The rest of the paddle today was
wet, long and boring. We won't discuss it

any further. "Just around this corner," Zach
Cappelletti. The Attean Rips campsite was
reached at 5:30. Everyone was so cold and
wet that tents were a welcome site. Jared

threw out his back getting the fire started.

(I'd like to thank the campers for helping me
out as much as they did). Ravioli was on the

dinner menu tonight, followed by hot

chocolate. Anthony was "out of his mind."

Day 5: We woke from a well deserved

sleep and proceeded to waste time in the

tents. Jared and Chris steamrolled all of the

guys in Tent No. 1, while nasty, militaristic

Steve made all those in Tent No. 2 get out

of their sleeping bags. Anthony, the

firemaster, Jeff, and Nick were assigned to

the fire. A hearty breakfast was had and then

we were off. Our only set of rapids were

short and sweet. The rain the night before

helped our cause, the rapids would not have

been navigable without it. We portaged

around Attean Falls. Steve H. took five

campers in the canoes as his bowmen.

Welsey, Nick, Anthony, Zach, and Jeff were

among the brave souls. Wesley was the only

one to have trouble, he was having a tough

day. (Earlier Wesley, while trying to fill up

the pig pot with water for mung, dropped

it in the Moose River. It was never to be seen

again). The rest of our paddle was easily

handled. Fairly decent headwinds were the
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cause of a slower paddling speed. We made
it to the site by noon. It was a beautiful site

and day. One good enough to finally dry

some of our wet clothing. There was a lot

of wiffle ball that afternoon for the kids

while Jared rested his aching lower back.

Dinner was grand.

Day 6: This is our last day of any signifi-

cant paddling. Everyone woke up in good
spirits. We had tailwinds (or so we thought).

A lesson was learned by all when one of the

canoes almost floated completely out of

sight. When we reached wood pond the

winds changed. There were monster head-

winds. We were all thinking, "why us? We
don't deserve this." There was a snack of

granola at the halfway point; then it was a

race to dodge the motorboats and planes.

Push ups for swearing started today and An-
thony Pollner won. He owed 160 push ups.

A brief stop in Jackman to get cokes and

bread for the last night. Then we were back

on the Moose. We had almost forgotten how
monotonous the Moose can be. Thank God
it was a beautiful day. Some joker on the side

of the river told us that it was "just around

the bend." Bull! A mile later we had vicious

tail winds. The tarps were up, the catamarans

assembled, and we flew to our final camp-
site. Wiffle ball and swimming filled the

afternoon hours along with a bizarre game
of gold that Anthony and Chris H. would
have to explain. The moment everyone has

been waiting for... Jared screwed up. Too
much water in the dinner pancakes. I

apologize, but everyone ate the awful things

anyway. Masahiro was the star of the even-

ing with his normal outrageous antics and
downright fantastic humor. How about the

three inch leech that Jeff C. found? Three

Day 7: A late wakeup. Breakfast of a

doughnut in bed. We moved slowly, but it

was a good thing. We paddled for ten

minutes to be greeted by Andy Dodge at

Frank Strasburgs house. The trip was a suc-

cess. We made it through the boredom, rain,

cold and rain (the second rain was put in for

emphasis!)
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June 30 - July 2

Old Bunker Hill to the Belgrade Lakes

Max Tilson, Frank Barbieri,

and Jim Ledyard

We awoke to the chime of the Kieve bells

and began what to any outside observer

would be an average Kieve day. After Les'

incredible country breakfast that all chang-

ed as we piled into Perseverance to begin our

warm-up trip on the Belgrade Lakes. Oiled

by Jason McKinney, the bus drove smoothly

through Augusta, and by 1 1 :30 we were put-

ting into the popular lake, past the girl's

camp and onto our first island site. The

rest of the day was spent fishing, tanning,

and preparing for a night which promised to

be full of surprises. And indeed it was, for

just on the opposite side was the girls camp
with twenty adolescent girls who frothed at

the mouth at the mere mention of men, but

at 1 1:00, the campers went to bed with pure

hearts.

"Your mama's ain't here!" rang through

the camp at 4:30 the next morning. Yes, it

was going to be another winner of a day.

And how better to start than Maypo with all

the fixin's ~ brown sugar and peaches. (See,

guys, the stuff is edible). On the water by 6

a.m. we were one bunch of wide awake and

happy dudes. We even got a double rainbow

as a sign of good fortune. We threw our

canoes over the dam, and by ten had finish-

ed what was meant to be a six hour paddle.

With a chocolate treat to tide us over, we
played and enjoyed gazing about us. We
were all ready for the Cauc, and although

the trip was full of people, we felt like we
had been initiated into the men of the woods
club. Good going, guys.

July 5 - 12

Old Bunkerhill to the Caucomgomoc River

Max Tilson, Frank Barbieri,

and Jim Ledyard

Day 1 : I had stayed up until 3 o'clock the

night before preparing for this eight day trip

to the Caucomgomoc Lake Region near Bax-

ter State Park. From the onset I was excited

about it. It is not often that one gets the op-

portunity to venture into an area where few

people travel, much less live, and I relished

the thought of totally relinquishing my ties

1

with civilization for more than a week. When
my alarm sounded at five o'clock this mor-
ning, I ignored my learned desire for a warm
shower and shampoo and went straight up
the hill to Innisfree where an unloaded Kieve

bus awaited my attention. All of OBH was
up by 5:30, and by 6:30 we had been fed,

loaded our bus and were ready to go. We
even had managed to coax our trusty chef,

Les Harris to join us on our journey through

Augusta to Hannibal's Crossing on the

Golden Pond - our put-in. We got to buggy
Hannibal's unscathed (except for a near loss

of a precious Mad River Canoe, and the ex-

penditure of money at Greenville) and bid

farewell to our final link with Kieve. After

a two hour paddle, a floating lunch and a

slow bunch of Ohio Boyscout yahoos, whose
poor canoeing was the only reason we got

to our site before they did, we arrived at the

campers mecca of Big Island. The site had
everything - good fishing (over five caught),

many moose (over five spotted), and a tarp

support which rivaled any Holiday Inn I've

ever seen. The council napped while campers

stalked moose, fished, and lounged on the

wooden lazy boys underneath the tarp. When
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the council awoke, we split wood and
assembled the masses for a feast not normal
for a woodsman -- hamburger stroganoff . It

would be the first of many delectable, all-

you-can-eat meals on this trip, so with a full

belly both campers and councilors retired to

the tents at 9:30 ready for day two and a

fresh batch of memories.

We lunched on cold cut sandwiches and
mung. In the afternoon Augustine, Robb,
Dave, Andrew, Tim, and Chris Urfer played

canoe tag as Jason Packer with the help of

Eric Grierson, pulled in fish from the fertile

stream.

Night time found the council chef's hard

at work preparing yet another pasta delicacy.

The menu...Fettuchini Al 'Freddo, all you
can eat.

As the sun floated below the horizon, we
prepared for bed. Exhausted bodies found
comfort in an early night's crash. Nothing
left to do but dream under the star filled

ether.

Day 3: We woke up at three snoozes past

6:30 a.m. Breakfast was quickly put on the

fire and the smell of sizzling cornbeef has

sliced through the morning fog off Black

Pond. By 8:15 a.m. we had embarked on
what was believed to be a seven hour battle

with the wind. After the first two hundred
yards we knew this was not going to happen.
It seems that Jose was looking after us

afterall. The temp climbed into the 90's as

we entered the southern end of Black Pond.
Long was our paddle in the bug infested bog

8 feet below the normal water level. Winding
our way through the lake bottom, we certain-

ly soaked up more than our fair share of sun.

After a grueling drag through carnivorous

shoe sucking mud (just ask Colin), and too

many hours of dragging upstream, we arriv-

ed at our campsite at the foot of Horse Races

Rapids.

Renewed by hearty tuna fish sandwiches

and the thrill of floating in the stream most

of us prepared for an afternoon swim. The
depleted water level did not deter us because

the river also served as protection from the

fierce wildlife: horseflies, mosquitos,

deerflies, tics, etc. While we were swimming
a feast for kings was being prepared. Thank
you Frank, Alii, and the others for the clam-

sauce linguini. The bugs were gathering real

bad, so we finished dinner with hotballs, and
Bazooka. All praise Jose, goodnight.

Day 4: Despite the fact that we had already

planned to float down the rapids, and we
knew that the daily paddle could last for

hours, we decided to sleep late. (Actually,

we had slammed the snooze button several

times). All of OBH (except their trusty HBC
who stayed at the site to guard equipment,

break an axe handle, and, oh yes, sleep a lit-

tle longer) walked the portage trail to Cave
Dam and the beautiful view it held. Forty

minutes after they left David Jackson, Robb
Becklegge, Barrett Phelan and Frank came
strolling back into the campground after

their 1 3/4 mile jog to the dam. I was im-

pressed. I mean, I found it difficult to muster

the energy to chip wood, and these folks had

run over two miles. I got the feeling of

laziness I get when I see the ad for marines

who do more before eight than most people

do all day. By the time the last campers had
returned, we had prepared sandwiches for

lunch and very lumpy cream of wheat for

breakfast. The lumps did not affect

Jackson's appetite, of course. The man is

simply a moose. Tents were taken down, the

site was policed and we headed off down
stream - back from where we had just come.

The water level was very low, so what was
supposed to be the apex of the trip (horse

race rapids) turned out instead to be a drag
- literally. Oh well, I suppose that is what
character building is all about. We paddled,

and paddled, and paddled through the

lowered Cauc Stream and Black Pond until
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we had reached our campsite from the

previous night when we feasted on the

aforementioned sandwiches and granola bar

snacks. One hour later we reached our next

site and resting point for the next two days

- the incredible site No. 4 of Gero Island

animal sanctuary. Complete with wild

strawberries, blueberries, raspberries, and
bear, this island was by far the best place for

a rest day, not to mention a jalepeno eating

contest. A Mexican feast of baked potato,

cheese sauce, refried beans, and the for-

midable jalepenos served as good prepara-

tion for the contest whose victory prize was

one to be cherished indeed — an extra two

dollars at McDonalds. After dishes were

cleaned the contest began. As the stakes rose,

people dropped like guillotined heads as their

throats, lips, tongues, and bodies burst into

spicy flame from the green herbal circles.

Even Jason McKinney, Robb Beckerlegge,

Frank and Jim (the favorites) dropped, or

rather sprinted, from the competitive circle

down to the lake to rinse some of the seeds

from betwixt their incisors. In the end it was

Rambo maneuver by Colin Murphy who
chomped sixteen peppers at once ending the

contest for the only other survivor, Tim Mor-
rison. I think Colin still can not use his taste

buds. After Alex's voluntary dip into the lake

while filling his canoe and David Jackson's,

Robb's, and Frank's forced entry all turned

into their tents. The soothing rain rocked us

to sleep, and so ended another perfect day

of a perfect trip.

Day 5: Rest day! We were up at the crack

of noon. First on the agenda was a pancake

feast. Unfortunately a mistake in the mix to

water ratio left us with a very soupy mixture.

Not to worry Thashm Max and Jim paddl-

ed with all speed to "the store" at Cesun-

cook while I stayed with the boys and talk-

ed about some of our favorite foods as if we
could eat the words. Some took advantage

of the abundance of wild strawberries on
Gero Island.

When Max and Tim returned with the

precious flour and a loaf of home cooked
bread, still warm! Dave Jackson started tur-

ning flapjacks as fast as he could flip them.

After all the hair on Dave's arm was synged

from cooking so long, Colin Murphy took

over the Chef's duties. All enjoyed at least

three pan sized cakes, before dark clouds

started rolling in. We ended the repast and
started preparing for the storm. When the

rain came all but three campers retreated to

their tents. Jason Veiulleux, Chris Urfer, and
Colin showered with the trees.

The storm passed in the late afternoon,

and Max and I knew it was time for a walk
to check out the Beautiful State Game
Preserve that we were inhabiting. We went
into the woods with Dave Jackson, Eric

Grierson, and Erik Babcock. We spotted one
quail, one partridge, and one cotton tail hop-

per. When we returned from Shent Lake, it

was dinner time, and we got to work on yet

another all-you-can-eat-feast of mac and
cheese. Most of us retired to tents about an

hour after sunset, but Dave Jackson and
Robb Beckerlegge stayed up late to enjoy the

natural beauty of a freshly rain washed
wilderness.

Day 6: Ich! I hate waking up wet. Most
of the kids got wet too. The sun is out and
forecasts have predicted temps in the 90's.

A short paddle across the lake and we had
breakfast in Chesinacook Village. Corn muf-
fins and homemade rootbeer compliments of

Jack at "the store." Thanks, Jack!

At 9:45 a.m. we finally shove off for our

next campsite. Easily passing a co-ed group,

we glide down Lake Chesinacook under a red

hot beacon.

As we pull into our destination, Colin

states, "I guess I forgot to put on sunscreen

this morning." Looking at the burn on his

legs, arms and shoulders I say, "Yes Colin,

you certainly did."

More suntanning and a little swimming
filled the afternoon until thunder and dismal

clouds drove us to our tents, chicken a la

King a la Max had mixed reviews from the

kids as we ate under the protection of the

tarp. It was the first meal Augustin de Buffe-

vent really liked. Smores were postponed un-

til tomorrow night when we could roast our

marshmallows without the rain turning them
into soggy sugary sponges of fluff.

The evening ended as we all sat in our tents

wondering if the tents would leak again

tonight.

Day 7: "Thanks Frank" were my first

words of the day. The night before Frank
had said, "You know, I'd really like some
headwinds tomorrow. I'll bet they're a

blast." Well someone had been listening.
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While wiping the sleep from my eyes, I had

to squint when looking off Red Brok's Point.

Not from the sun, but rather the gale force

gusts blowing directly at us creating

whitecaps and three foot swells. Thanks
Frank. After delicious Cream of Wheat (not

lumpy), we dug in for the long arduous pad-

dle that lay ahead. Actually, it wasn't too

vicious, but it's fun to play stuff like that up.

I took Jason Veilleux in my bow because of

his injured wrist. By lunch we had reached

our site... which was taken. In fact all of the

sites between us and our take out point were

taken. We had no choice but to paddle

another seven miles and finish the trip a day

early. After lunch of chicken salad and

snacks, and a brief chat with Mr. Ranger,

we pulled our now soaked canoes back into

the treacherous seas (this time, no exaggera-

tion). The swells were way bigger than our

lake craft, and the water was soaking all in-

volved (especially Colin and Jason Veilleux

because their sternmen knew the precise

angle). Actually the misfortune turned sweet

for the lake changed for sid winds to sailing

tailwinds. We finished the six miles in 1 1/2

hours. Jim did not paddle a stroke, but

rather used the natural fan to blow him down
the lake. Sodas at Rip Dam wetted our

gullets, and we pitched our tents in the woods
in a place not yet trodden by man's boot. A
tasty meal of beef ravioli and smores cook-

ed on Frank's white gas stove topped the

evening. Council turned in early, beat from
the trip but happy to be that way. What a

fantastic time that was. You guys were great

- keep the memories and lessons well.

Day 8: Last Day! Although we could have

slept late since our pull out point was 300
yards away, we opted for the early rise to en-

joy the unique pleasures of Ripagenous
Lake. At six, Max, Dave, Robb, Colin, and
myself popped out of bed for an early morn-
ing hike. North of the campsite was "Fat
Man's Woe," a rocky little 400 vertical. A
45 minute scramble up the south face land-

ed us 1400 feet above sea level, and a
beautiful view through the towering pines.

When we returned to camp, we were
hungry indeed. My faithful stove pumped
out a morning meal of Maypo and hot

chocolate. After breakfast we canoed over

to the take out beach and unloaded, but we
were not through yet. Across the lake was

a 40 foot cliff above deep water. This spell-

ed fun. Jim, Colin, Chris, Jason McKinney,
Jason Veilleux, Eric Babcock, and myself

canoed over for the dive. Jim checked out

the water depth while I checked out the cliff.

Everything was OK. Jump! Splash! What a

blast. Jason Veilleux was the first camper to

go and a bad lander left him sidelined. The
dive tallys were as Follows: Colin ~ 5, Eric

Babcock - 4, Frank - 2, Jason McKinney
- 1, Chris Urfer - 1, Jim Ledyard - 1, and
Charlie Harrington - 1. That's right. Charlie

showed up during the diving fun and paddl-

ed over for the plunge. He created some good
waves.

The orange bus was calling us and the 16

dirty, scruffy, weary men answered. All

aboard for a treat of Coca-Cola and the ride

back home. Great trip. Thanks to the men,

thanks to Kieve, and thank God!
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June 24 - July 6

Allagash 1 to the Allagash Waterway
Steve Kaback, David San Roman,

and Zach Bensley

Jay Zeiler puked again. Again, it was over

the bow and a disgusting, Gatorade-colored,

mucousy vomit. Now Jay was not the only

one who puked, no sir. Danny Levine and

Bill Lescure left their marks on the trip up.

Chris Page, Wyatt Wartels, Scott Allen, Col-

in Paul, and even Sam Caliard had or were

about to vomit. But Jay's was as bad as it

got and he was losing it at the moment. Puk-

ing was the common thread that bound us

together down the Allagash Wilderness

Waterway.

On the second night of the trip, we ex-

perienced a minor fiasco. The group pulled

into our site on the right hand side of Um-
bazooksus Stream and tried to set up camp.
The ground was grassy yet it was impossible

to bury our stakes to set up the Moss tents.

David and I jury-rigged some tents to each

other and to the bushes at the end of the site,

but they were far from stable. As darkness

closed in and we retired to our tents, a

tremendous storm moved up from the south.

Heavy winds and unbelievably loud thunder

and lightning created turmoil. Wyatt, Col-

in, and Roger Cameron all lost their tent.

From a distance of no more than twenty

yards, I scarcely could hear their yelling. In

an almost mystical glow, David, Zach, and

I saw their flashlites illuminate the corner of

our tent between the flashes of lightning. The

other tents were remarkably still standing

and the grommets in the tarp holding strong.

The three now stood in the rain, soaking wet

and freezing, standing over their collapsed

shelter pondering a way out of the disaster.

We had tailwinds up from Gero Island and

for the only time on the trip did we have an

opportunity to put up sails. David, Fred,

Jay, and Johnny rigged up a giant sail from

the fly of the counselor tent and called

themselves the Spanish Armada. David got

knocked in the water as they were taking the

sail down; it was not the only time he went

in the water inadvertently, Colin and Wyatt

sang, "These are Ponch Canoes, they're

totally, completely new, if you try and beat

us...you shant." It was a catchy tune. Ozzie

and Chris Page may have felt different,

though.

Driving up from camp, we experienced

some vehicle difficulties. Tires from both the

bus and the canoe trailer exploded out from

underneath us. I am not one to give supersti-

tion much credibility, however, the trouble

started after a black cat crossed in front of

us on Route 27. With Bill and Danny barf-
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ing into plastic garbage bags, we pulled into

Greenville for lunch at the ranger station.

The bus and the trailer were in the shop so

we had plenty of time. An army air-vac

helicopter sat on the bank of Moosehead
Lake and we investigated it. Scott Allan,

whose heart was a bit hesitant about the trip

anyway, took a particular liking to the

machine. He imagined all the possibilities for

using it.

The Allagash trip was divided into two
parts, the first being five days long with a

rest day, a resupply day, and the Mud Pond
portage. We had a bad stomach flu bug
which accounted for the sickness. In one in-

stance, Danny Levine was screaming, "It

came out of my nose!" Wyatt offered Chris

Page some gorp while Chris was convulsing

into a bush. Sam Callard heaved up spaghetti

that looked as appetizing as it did going

down. All in all, by the seventh day, quaran-

tine tents and the M*A*S*H sick boats were

out of action.

Mud Pond portage on the third day was
a beautiful and unique way to spend an after-

noon and take in the Maine wilderness. We
all frolicked down the 1.6 mile trail and
without going into gory detail, got the job

done. Danny broke a wanigan over his back
when it flipped him as he was trying to rest.

At the end of the trail after it was all over,

we ate PB&J and tuna sandwiches. Pushing
on into Mud Pond, we trudged through thick

waste deep mud that left George Hardy
almost permanently implanted. He was stuck

up to his waist unable to move at all. We all

tried to pry him out but he would not budge.

Phil Guthrie figured we could leave him
stranded there until Allagash 2 wandered
through a week later.

George and Sam experienced difficulties

on Chase Rapids as well. Leaving Jaws
campsite early in the morning on the rainy

eighth day, we made Churchill Dam fairly

early and had to wait for the ranger to open
it. We scouted the first set of rapids. We
discussed white water canoeing. We
diagrammed "what if" situations in the dirt.

After we put in, however, it was a free-for-

all. Everyone did well, even Sam and George
who went swimming three times. They kept

smiles on their faces and goose bumps on
their skin.

From Chamberlain Lake we portaged

around Lock Dam and shot a stream that fed

a prehistoric cove before Eagle Lake. The
cove had a strange feeling about it. I imagin-

ed that all of civilization could stop existing

or have never existed and this swampy body
of water, with its dead trees and roots emerg-

ing from underneath, would be unchanged.

At that moment, a teradactyl flew over the

tree line.

The cove preceeding Eagle Lake seemed
prehistoric but the islands before Allagash

Falls were straight from the Bayous of the

south. The prevalent varieties of Maine trees:

pine, birch, aspen, disappeared and we
found ourselves paddling through willows

and lush open fields. The experience was
more appropriate to a Mississippi River trip

than Northern Maine and at any moment,
I was expecting to see ferry boats and
Southern belles. Much to our dismay, none
showed up.

As we pushed on into the last day of the

trip, we connected with the St. John's River

and paddled the last nine miles to Pelletier's

Campground. The water moved very rapid-

ly and as we did the days before, we gunnel-

ed up and floated for much of the way. We
stayed as a caravan through the many sets

of minor rapids even though I pessimistical-

ly predicted the worst for our group. Zach
and Scott found themselves rockbound once

or twice (sorry Zach). We also invented a

semi-new game with a beach ball and three

teams of three canoes. It was called Canoe
Rugby and it was a great topper for the last

canoe. Although Wyatt felt the rules were

biased towards the counsel team (we did

make up the rules) as did Ozzie though
maybe not as much so, the group splashed

and sprinted and slapped canoes until we
finished our last paddle on the twelfth day.

As we paddled down Chase Rapids and
scooped Sam and George out of the water,

it began to rain. Throughout the day, from
10 to 6, it continually rained. Everyone was
prepared for it but eight hours of rain made
even the best protected camper moist. Up
through Umsaskis Lake, the group made for

the Ledges to have lunch. The thin lake was
almost dissected by a large peninsula. The
peninsula was a rock that 30 feet in the air

sloped dramatically downward; thus the

name "The Ledges." We decided to pull
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ashore and have lunch and try to wait out

the rain. The sky was covered by low hang-

ing clouds that quickly moved up from the

south. It turned out to be a system that

stayed with us for awhile. With our tarp up,

we huddled underneath and made PB&J and

tuna sandwiches. It got very cold and very

miserable. Bill led in some calisthenics as we

waited for the rain to stop but it did not.

After a good half hour of torture, we made
a break for it and Jason Ryan quickly got

the tarp down. This was the worst point on

the trip.

Perhaps the more memorable times on the

Allagash did not occur while we were mov-

ing. Things like Colin Paul puking at the

Tramway on Churchill Lake or Phil being

dissatisfied with the amount of peanut but-

ter on his lunch took place in transit, but

most of the laughs and the stories happened

after we got to the sites. Chris and Colin

winging the Ninja Death Panikin at each

other was a camping tradition starting back

with Andy Dodge. We entertained ourselves

with the smallest of props. Who could forget

the famous Freddie Stone or Ozzie's ham-
mock rides or the tent diving or whiffle ball

or Gash ball or the volleyball at Allagash

Falls. Volley ball was actually a very popular

sport at the end of the trip.

Using the ball that Les and Chas H. gave

us on resupply (one I did not think would

last a night), the Polynesian Fart Smellers

squared off against the Heinous Butt Pigs,

who later changed their name to the Fester-

ing Ax Wounds, once at Allagash Falls and

once on a very fancy net at Allagash Village.

Bill Lescure and Wyatt Wartels dominated

the action with John Twiss and Roger

Cameron providing spiritual guidance and

play-by-play. Fights broke out after the

games because it was that much fun. Danny
was forced to say, "I'll bet you thought it

was real funny at the time. Why don't you.

think?!" It was really that fun.

Here are some other famous quotes from

the 'Gash -

Jason: "I love when you whip me."
Roger: "Mucho. Tiff is boss."

David: "Hey Jog."

The entire cabin: "Wyatt, blow your

nose!"

Scott: "I'm having these pains in my
chest."

"Beans, beans, good for your heart,

Beans, beans. ..great for your heart."

Roger was responsible for a bizarre Ti-

FAN-ny adoration society. She and Debbie

Gibson were hot items on the trip. I must

say, however, that Wyatt was the creative

director of the group. He sang, imper-

sonated, and entertained the whole time ex-

cept when he barfed tuna surprise at Gravel

Beach. His send up of the Allagash 2's trip

report of Mud Pond portage was hysterical.

His Fred Rogers imitation at Priestly Point

amused all for hours. Although he will not

sing "Cat Stevens" or "I am not a Bimbo,"

his upcoming album Wyatt Wartels Sings

Christmas Carols should be a hot item.

The sites, from Big Island to Pelletiers, all

hold innumerable stories and antics. Our

three day stay at Gravel Beach provided

many. George Hardy picked up the

nickname Mooselips after Jay Zeiler follow-

ed through on a pitch into George's mouth.

"I thought I hit a tree." Having left the

counsel tent at the beginning of the portage

trail (David and Ozzie rescued it), we cramm-

ed six people into a three man Moss tent

because we still needed to quarantine a few

sick guys. We had a Guth Bust by special

agent yours truly and a crack team of men.

Among the confiscated loot was a can of

Raid that Phil was using as bug dope. And
most memorable of all - dinner on the fifth

night: Gash Stew.

At Allagash Village, we fended off a bat

then David fended off the entire cabin dur-

ing a blood-lusting chase around the

grounds. "I've been under this 'A' too

long." Wartels. At Priestly Point, we took

a wrestling clinic from Coach Kaback and

later argues with Phil about politics.

Sometimes it is tough arguing with a

Deadhead conservative, let me tell you. At

Allagash Falls, we spent the afternoon tor-

turing horseflies and floating through a set

of rips beneath where John almost lost it on

one of the runs. "Feeling alright John?" A
ranger terrorized us with midday chainsaw-

ing at Outlet and Colin left Jaws treasureless.

I could go on and into more detail but it is

time to wrap things up.

All in all, we did dumb things and dumber
things. Ozzie stepped out of his canoe at Um-
bazooksus Dam where he thought there was

a ledge to stand on and Colin stood up in
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rapids without a lifevest on. We ate great

food, spaghetti alfreddo, and interesting

food, twice cooked Jiffy Popcorn, and spicy

food, chili without tabasco. We saw many
moose and bald eagles over Round Pond and

several rod kill on the way up and back. We
relaxed doing the Allagash paddle and work-

ed paddling canoe tag. We panicked and

stayed cool. We laughed and hurt. David

even tied up Danny at Pelletiers and Danny
tied up David as well. And every night as the

clouds gathered and the lightning drew up

its muster, as Bill snored and Roger and

Jason sang Beach Boy tunes, things

somehow seemed so perfect and simple.

1 recall on just about the last night of the

trip, actually July 4th, a brief storm dren-

ched our spaghetti dinner and we looked out

from under the "A" and saw a double rain-

bow dimly glowing over the horizon. As it

faded and the world got darker, we ignited

a fire cracker, our only one, in celebration

and then went to our tents. I remember stay-

ing up and watching the incandescent flashes

of the next storm approaching and being the

only one in the world on that beautiful night.

P.S. To Danny, George, and John - and you
thought I'd forget the ranger's nudie pen on
resupply day.

The Allagash '88 l's were: Tuna Surprise

- Wyatt; Dry Heave - Jay; Channel 4 - Jason;

Air Vac - Scott; Sting - Colin; Rasta Mon
- Chris; Yoda - Sam; Squirts - Roger; Kim-
wipes - Danny; Helpful - Phil; Twiggs -

Johnny; Boy - Billy; Oz - Oz; Mooselips/

Engine Choking Sludge - George; Bambam
- Fred; Dumb Dumby - David; Legomaniac
- Zach; Playboy Underwear - Steve.
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July 26 - 27

North Glenayr to Westcott Point

Steve Kaback, Keith Linker,

and Raymond McNeel

The fourteen boys and three counselors of

North Glenayr set out on a sunny afternoon

for Westcott Point. Our fleet of nine canoes

took a long detour to tiny Baked Bean Island

where the kids found blueberries and went

for a quick dip to cool off. We reached our

campground an hour after departure and im-

mediately pitched camp. Wood was then col-

lected, and a blazing fire was soon the center

of attention. While the skies promised rain,

the hamburgers cooked. After all the food

was eagerly consumed, everyone gathered

around to hear ghost stories. After the

counselors were through, Morgan Moran
and Will Egan told a few of their own. As
the rain began to fall, we all headed for

cover. Bedtime was an unusually late 10:30,

and our wake up time was to be late as well.

Such was not the case; however, at 6:30

Hunter Hicks, Robby Allgyer, and Jack

Waldo decided it was time to get up, and they

were followed by the rest. Breakfast, on the

other hand, was started at the more
reasonable hour of nine. Oatmeal filled our

stomachs for the short paddle ahead. As we
were packing, a downpour forced us to leave

the tents and paddle madly for camp. All of

the haste did not prevent us from getting

soaked. Hunter Lindley and Scott Wise did

not mind the rain, and together they pro-

bably carried half of the gear back to the

cabin. We dryed off and warmed up in the

cabin while the rain continued to fall outside.

August 1 - 3

North Glenayr to Fort Island

Steve Kaback, Ray McNeel,
and Keith Linker

A grey, misty shroud clung below the tree

line of Fort Island in the distance. We
coasted towards the cloud, canoes appear-

ing and disappearing in the heavy air. A quiet

anxiety creeped through the group. In the

days before, a lot of energy was spent in

eager anticipation of our trip. We spoke of

the hermit, food, Frank de Philly, canoeing,

and all the like - but now we were on the

brink of making it the present. From the

point where we put in, a noticing eye could

watch us fade into the grey horizon.

Zander Lee and Zach McDonald led the

exploration of the island and Jaimie Kneisel

and Chris Block immediately began claim-

ing land to build forts on. Doug Desmond
designed some ingenious mosquito and ant

traps and Scott Wise built a miniature ver-

sion of the Eureka 8-man tent by the camp-
fire. All the afternoon we kept busy doing
this and that. Keith Linker and Willie Alter

reported back that there were no foreign

visitors on the island. And the evening came.

Around a smokey campfire, we ate

spaghetti and pears and laughed a lot. Later,

in the pitch darkness, we played Comman-
dant then retired for the day.

The second morning was beautiful. We ate

a hearty breakfast then walked out to a rock

off the point in low tide. Jay Kelsey enter-

tained us with his zanny antics and we all

swam as the tide came in.

We also held a back rub competition after

lunch which felt great to the judges. Both
Scott Wise and Willie Alter won first prize

from Ray and Will Egan and Hunter Lindley

won from Keith and I.

And it was hot as we hung around until

the evening happened by.

The gourmet meal by Raymond and Keith

was greatly anticipated: Chicken A la King
over rice. It was mighty fine! Again, we sat

around the campfire in darkness and told

stories while eating S'mores. Everyone laugh-

ed and some went to bed, but all were sated

by the end of the day.

In the morning, we broke camp and head-

ed 10 miles up towards Damariscotta; Ray,
Keith, myself, and the future trippers and
leaders of Camp Kieve.

July 25 - 26

South Bunkerhill to Nelson's Point

Brian Johnson, Steve Harrington,

and Chris Kelley

Rain postponed our Sunday departure to

Monday, but did not dampen our expecta-

tions. Our confidence was rewarded the next

day with sun and tailwinds, allowing us to

coast down beautiful Damariscotta River in

ease and style. Lunch on a tiny island just

before the Mills fortified us for the portage

to come. It turned out to be a breeze ~
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canoes were hoisted in the air, tents slung

over shoulders.

At the campsite, the counselors were

amazed to see the tents spring up without any

of their help. Veterans Brooks, Davis, Gall,

Hunt, Lockwood, Secor and Wissinger were

showing themselves to be experts, and the

new recruits were catching on. There were

marshmallows and M&M's for all around

the campfire to celebrate the day's

performance.

We had been told by Charlie Richardson

that we had to reach our destination by 8:30

a.m. the next day so that North Harris could

take our canoes. We rose at 5:45 a.m. with

the birds and other animal life, and dis-

covered what is meant when the current runs

against you. But fighting the tide, the

whirlpools, and dragging canoes along the

bank, we managed to land all eight canoes

by 8:15 to everyone's wonder and delight.

August 5 - 10

South Bunkerhill to the White Mountains

Brian Johnson, Steve Harrington,

and Chris Kelley

With temperatures soaring, and the van a

crazy rumbling steamy box with 36 elbows

and legs, it was no surprise to see SBH after

a three hour drive to New Hampshire, head

for the stream by our campsite with zest and

glee. There was a good deal of frolicking in

the brook, and many thanks to the water god

of the White Mountains. The tents went up

in record time — the heat made fooling

around unthinkable ~ and we celebrated our

arrival with marshmallows. Ben Wissinger

nearly ate an enormous beetle for his Kieve

wildman, but decided against it in the end,

saying Chris Vila had "burnt it too much"
in his attempt to roast it over the fire.

It was slow going at first, trudging up

through the thickly wooded Tuckerman's

Ravine, through the sultry air. After two

hours we made it past the tree line and the

sights became more spectacular: the water

fall at one side, the purply green mountains

ranging all about us, the steep sheer rock

looming just ahead. Chris Vila, Ryan Gall,

Nelson Bacallao, John Tkac, and Bobby
Bohlen, with Steve Harrington before them,

led the group up the demanding trail. Nate

Ruth showed great courage, and
perseverance I might add, in struggling on
with a sore knee, always pushing on, never

complaining. A true Kieve trooper!

It was cool at the top but refreshingly so.

We enjoyed Hershey Bars and PB&J's as

well as the feeling of triumph and
achievement.

Day 3: We spent the morning making pan-

cakes, just like everyone at Kieve for it was
a Sunday. We thought about our resident

minister Dick Kennedy and all the good
things going on at camp.
We had consolation, however, in nearby

Emerald Pool. Everyone loved diving into

the clean deep water. Lots of wild dives to

wow our fellow swimmers.

In the evening Steve told the story of

laughing clown to SBH's delighted terror.

We were some of the great ghost story en-

thusiasts of all time.

Day 4: Another hot beautiful day took us

to Basin Pond: Beach Day! Running bases,

won by Ryan Gall, swimming, tuna fish

sandwiches, and a free for all keep away
game in the water with counselors, kids and
basketball all over the place at once.

Later we hiked up Royce Trail along the

stream. We came to a pool and waterfall and
bathed in this hidden paradise for the rest

of the afternoon. We were in New Hamp-
shire, but we might as well have been in the

jungle in Africa or South America.

Steve followed up his spine tingling per-

formance of the night before with an equal-

ly chilling version of The Old South Church
SBH went to bed quickly and quietly.

Day 5: Our last full day in the woods was
spent doing what we did best swimming in

the water. By popular demand, we hit the

trail for Emerald Pool one more time. We
were now experienced Cliff divers, fit for

coverage by ABC TV crews. There was a

great assortment of twists, flips, jacknifes,

and pain dives. In the afternoon more ex-

ploration of the Royce hiking trail, and more
"awesome" pools found along the stream.

We went to bed water-logged but happy.

Day 6: We break camp as speedily as we'd

put it up, for the image of Wendys glowed

in our imagination. With Ryan's magic card

we ordered up burgers in style and munch-
ed away at a hearty meal. Everyone ate to

his fill - thanks, Mr. Gall!
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Owing to the sunny weather, and the

wonderful spots in the White Mountains

Park, we not only gained experience from

our challenging hikes, but also found out

that camping out can simply be fun. (Brian

Johnson).

July 25 - 28

North Bunker Hill to the Camden Hills

Ross Cameron, Sam Potter,

and David Riddiford

I awoke at seven and headed to Pasquaney

for coffee and a bagel, and then it was off

to the trip shack. The gear was all loaded on

the "Courageous" Kieve bus before the bell

for flag and NBH was ready to go. After

breakfast all of NBH headed out for

Camden Hills State Park. The weather that

day was a mix of sun and clouds, but for-

tunately for us the threatening rain held off.

After a couple of quick stops, we arrived at

our tentsite and began to set up. After several

attempts at getting the fire going, Rid came

along with some really dry driftwood which

caught immediately. We all enjoyed PB&J
sandwiches, hot beef and barley soup and

lemonade to wash it all down. After a quick

counsel meeting the decision was made to

take an adventurous walk along the

shoreline. It was a real good nature walk. We
discovered a beautiful waterfall cascading

down from the top of a ridge which even-

tually trickled down into the Atlantic. Angus
got a little wet when he tried to scale the slip-

pery rocks. Jeremy was grooving on all of

the various types of moss that were scattered

about in the forest and on the rocks. He in-

sisted that he had discovered a new species

of fungus never known to man before.

Jonathan, Shipley, Justin, and Ace were

having a great time looking for starfish and

sea urchins. While some of the boys were

playing on the rocks. I was leading a bunch

of boys through the woods and along a steep

ridge. The problem was getting down them
safely. Sam A., Oliver B., Sam S. got down
but dirty in the descent. After we all gathered

together again, Rid took half of the group

further on to collect mussels and firewood

and Pothole and myself took the rest back

to camp with lots of driftwood in hand. The
afternoon activities consisted of a tent clinic,

a game of predator/prey and kick the can.

By the time I realized it, it was time to get

the fire going again for supper. We all en-

joyed ziti and sauce, lemonade, and pineap-

ple chunks and of course the fresh Maine
mussels. After all the pots and cups were

cleaned, we all made our way back to the

shoreline for smores around a beautifully

glowing campfire. Everyone shared some
laughs while we all munched on our tasty

snacks. Pothole entertained the boys with

war stories for awhile until the fire slowly

smoldered out. After that it was back up the

steep hill that led us back to our tents. The
boys were asleep in no time and so was the

council. The day was a really great one.

Tuesday.

I awoke to the soft raindrops hitting the

tent. Luckily it didn't rain on us too hard.

In fact, it quickly ended. Breakfast was cor-

ned beef hash, English muffins, and hot

cocoa. Everyone was feeling pretty filled up
which was both good and bad. By ten, we
had managed to pack all of our gear onto

the orange bus, and by ten-thirty we were all

headed up the Megunticook Trail. The path

led steeply upward over well beaten ground
to Ocean Point Lookout. This was 1300 feet

above sea level. Due to the thick fog and
haze, the spectacular view that can usually

be seen from that point was not possible.

After a quick snack and some group photos,

we headed back down.
Traveling down the trail was a little more

tricky because of the steepness and wetness

of the ground. Rid, along with Jonathan,

Shipley, Ace, Justin, Matthew, Timothy,
Sam S. and Sam A. started down first while

Adam, Luca, Angus, Jeremy, and myself

followed shortly after. Adam's right ankle,

which was badly sprained before the trip,

started to cause him some pain which in turn

slowed our pace down a little.

Eventually we all made it safely to the bot-

tom where a sweet and delicious watermelon
was awaiting our consumption. The drive

home was a happy one for all because

everyone sensed that the trip was a success.

The boys were rewarded for their fine effort

with a popsicle and a huge compliment from
the three counselors.
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August 5 - 10

North Bunker Hill to The St. Croix River

Ross Cameron, Sam Potter,

and David Riddiford

Day 1: We all awoke early this morning

to the sound of birds singing -- today marks
the beginning of our St. Croix trip. By 5:30

we were in Pasquaney eating Cherrios and
drinking O.J. Shortly after breakfast we
loaded up "Courage," said good-bye to

Kieve, and drove off with John Roy.

The bus ride went smoothly with only a

few quick stops for gas and the bathroom.

By 1 1 :00 a.m. we had come to the end of the

Castle Road, our drop off point. After the

gear was unloaded, we took a break for

lunch. The ham and cheese sandwiches,

potato chips, and apple newtons went down
o.k., but very dry. We all said goodbye to

our dear friend John and then shoved off.

We were now on our own for real. After a

slight miscalculation by the trip leader, we
headed around the jutting strip of land with

strong tailwinds at our backs. Our final

destination for the day was Birch Island.

After our arrival, swimming, fishing, explor-

ing the island, and relaxing made up the

afternoon activities. Rid, Jeremy, and Oliver

tried out a homemade sail in a michi craft

canoe while the others tried to catch frogs.

Supper that evening was cheeseburgers, car-

rots, and grape juice. After the dishes were

cleaned it was off to bed for a good nights

sleep. Our first day went very well.

Day 2: We awoke to a fiery reddish orange

sun beaming low in the sky. It was going to

be a hot day. While the bacon, eggs and

cocoa were being prepared, the tents and
gear were packed. By 7:30 we were on Lake
Spednik. Despite the hot sun, we all made
good time to Todd's Island. Matt E. and
Sam S. were pulling hard the whole way.

When we reached the island at 10:30 a most

perfect site was awaiting us. The big pine,

fir and hemlock trees provided us with some
comforting shade and lots of dry firewood.

The tents were set up rather slowly because

the boys were still feeling a little wiped out

from the paddle.

Lunch consisted of beef and barley soup,

crackers and mung with pineapple for

dessert. After cleaning up, the boys headed

for their tents to catch a nap. Oliver B. con-

structed a sail again and gave it a whirl out

on the windy water. Matt E. and Adam C.

constructed a table and chair out of drift-

wood. The island felt heavenly due to the

beautiful breeze and comforting shade of the

trees. The afternoon was definitely a wonder-

ful relaxing one. Supper was prepared by the

counsel while the boys told jokes and talked

about home. Chile con came, rice pilaf,

bread, and lemonade were heartily consum-
ed. Afterwards the dishes were washed and
then sterilized in boiling water. Day two was
slowly coming to an end; tomorrow would
come soon enough.

Day 3: I woke to the cry of a loon and

shortly after heard the buzz of Sam's alarm

clock. The skies were grey, but luckily, the

rain had not hit us yet. Breakfast was
prepared in a flash while the boys packed up
their gear and carried it down to the water's

edge. Today would be a big day; we would
be covering a great distance, so the pace

needed to be quick and efficient. Not more
than ten minutes into our journey, Sam P.

spotted the most majestic and marvelous

bald eagle flying quite low across the lake.

Everyone watched the enormous bird fly in-

to the distance.

As time went on, we had reached the end

of Spednik Lake and the beginning of the

much awaited St. Croix River. The portage

took less than a half hour, and before we
knew it we had all successfully made it

through the "Kill me quick rips." Everyone

was feeling the thrill of maneuvering through

white water, a great break from the tough

lake paddling. The river winded left then

right with several sets of challenging rips. All

of which the boys handled rather well,

especially the mofow of Ace, Justin, and

Luca. Just as the raindrops started falling,

we stopped for a granola break which was

a big hit with all. Shortly after this we en-

countered our first major hang-up, the

"Tunnel Rips." The canoe lead by Timothy

E. and Jeremy K. got pinned against a rock

sideways and began to fill with water. The
boys, tent poles, gear, paddles, and canoe

were successfully rescued. As the rain con-

tinued to fall, we approached our campsite,

Little Falls. Luckily no one was staying at

the first campsite, so we quickly unloaded

the canoes and claimed the site. A big event
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was taking place at the falls. Kayaks and

canoes were running an obstacle course in

and about the rapids; it was very exciting to

watch. Lunch was prepared by the counsel

while the tents were set.

The afternoon was spent relaxing, reading,

swimming, and, of course, trying to stay dry.

The rain continued into the evening. After

a few attempts the counsel finally got a flame

to stay lit. Before we knew it, we were all

eating a nice hot plate of beef ravioli. Dessert

was pears and more grape juice. After

everything was cleaned, the boys retreated

to their tents while the council enjoyed some

hot tea and coffee with a man named Mike

and his three children. After exchanging

stories, we said good night. It had been a wet

but successful day.

Day 4: We awoke this morning quite ear-

ly after a rough night. It was cold and wet

outside, so we all had to move fast. Breakfast

was corned beef hash and hot cocoa. After

everything was cleaned and put away, the

boys and council began portaging their gear

down to the end of Little Falls. The canoes

were sterned by Rid, Pothole and myself.

Ace, John, Adam, Sam S., Sam A., Shipley

and Justin got a chance to feel what it was

like to fly through the set of class III rapids.

Every canoe made it successfully through

without tipping. The gear was then loaded

into the canoes, and we all headed

downstream through several sets of challeng-

ing Whitewater. Ace, Luca, and Justin had

a few problems on the rocks as well as Matt

and Sam A. As we broke through the

Whitewater, the sun broke through the

clouds. It felt very comforting to feel the

warm rays of the sun beaming down upon
us. After about three and a half hours of

paddling, we entered lovely Loon Bay. The
bay fit its description well when Angus and

I spotted two mature loons swimming
peacefully through the water. Shortly after

we also spotted another American bald eagle

taking off from an adjacent pine tree.

The campsite at Loon Bay was dynamite.

The tents were set up and clothes lines were

strung to air out our damp, soggy clothing.

Lunch was peaches, mung, and fig newtons.

Afterwards, the boys hung out and entertain-

ed themselves for awhile. Rid, Oliver and
Adam went fishing but had no luck. As time

went on a huge dark thunderhead loomed

towards us. Seeing what was about to hit us,

we quickly prepared for the rain. Suddenly

it hit us. It rained hard for forty minutes,

but we all made it through. The heavy rain

stopped just in time to start supper. In no

time at all, we all were enjoying a steaming

hot plate of beef stew. After the plates and
panakins were cleaned, the council steriliz-

ed the forks, spoons, and cups. After sitting

around the campfire for awhile, we headed

off to bed to end another great day.

Day 5: Wake up this morning was around

six to a beautiful sunrise. The fire was started

without much difficulty and in no time we
were all enjoying some cream of wheat with

raisins and brown sugar, and some hot

cocoa. The gear was then loaded into the

canoes, and we were off by 7:30. As we head-

ed towards Canoose Rips, two curious

beavers surfaced next to my canoe to say

hello and then quickly submerged. The rips

were quite tricky; in fact, I had to get out

of my canoe to scout the situation. In the

end, we all made it through the rapids

without too much difficulty. From there we
continued paddling downstream on the long

river. We spotted many hawks and ducks

along the way. After roughly four hours of

paddling, we finally made it out to Grand
Falls Flowage. The Spednik Falls campsite

was not occupied, so we unloaded our canoes

and set up camp. Lunch was beef and barley

soup with mung. Rid rigged up a rope swing

for all to enjoy. We all had lots of fun swing-

ing out into the water, especially Angus,

Oliver, Sam S. and Adam. Another popular

afternoon activity with Matt, Tim, Sam A.

and Ace was charades. Later, Rid, Tim, Jon,

Ace, Jeremy, Jed and myself canoed across

the lake to collect some driftwood to cook

the evening meal.

Supper was a delicious spaghetti with

sauce and mung to drink. After supper, while

Rid and I sterilized the pots and utensils,

Pothole was unfortunately scalded by a cup

of boiling water. Within a split second,

Pothole bounced off a tree and a Grumman
canoe and leaped into the lake. Luckily he

escaped with only a few minor burns.

After that excitement the moment the boys

had all been waiting for was upon them.

Smores were enjoyed by all. As we sat

around the campfire, Pothole told stories un-

til we were drowsy. The day was topped with
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an evening prayer and the Kieve song. Short-

ly after, the boys retreated to their tents to

go to sleep.

Day 6: Everyone knew today was our last

day, so the excitement level was high at 6:30

a.m. While some of the boys chose to get up,

the counsel got some extra sleep. Breakfast

was golden pancakes with strawberry jam
and syrup and hot cocoa. I prepared the first

batch of griddle cakes much to the campers
pleasure. After the last flapjack was eaten

the boys began doing their final stages of

packing. By 10:30 a.m. the canoes were load-

ed, and we were off for the Grand Falls

Dam. There were some wicked head winds,

I decided to pull in at the dam instead of the

other take out point. The gear and canoes

were carried a short distance to a dirt park-

ing area where we waited for the bus.

After several hours of waiting and waiting

in the hot sun, the "Courageous" orange bus

came rolling down the dirt road with "radi-

cal" Rad Roberts behind the wheel. The ex-

citement level was very high as we quickly

loaded the gear. In no time at all, we were
rolling along and headed for Kieve. The on-

ly hang-up on the trip home was that the

canoe trailer did not want to stay on its hitch.

Thanks to lots of duct tape and 28 watchful

eyes, we made it safely back to Kieve.

Overall, the trip was a very big success and
a lot of fun for all seventeen of us. It feels

so healthy and wholesome to be living out

in the wild, but it also is so good to be back
home with all of our friends at Kieve. Thank
you, Lord, for all the blessings you bestowed

upon us.

D. Ross Cameron

July 26-31
South Harris to Mt. Katahdin
Rad Roberts, Jim Ledyard

and Chris Ver Planck

Day 1 : Good morning, kids. Time to leave

on our trip! Well, we have to pack first, then

we can leave. After breaking one wanagan
and juggling several tents with mismatched
poles, we climb into the van and start our
journey to Mt. Katahdin in Baxter State

Park. One, two, three... fourteen? Didn't we
have fifteen earlier? Where's Ivan?

All accounted for we set off again for the

park. I brought my bucket and Rad brought

extra Dramamine. Within an hour most of

the kids were asleep. Ahhh! Peace at last.

Time, distance and food questions are

illegal.

"When do we get there?"

"I can't tell you, that's a time question?"

"What's for lunch?"

"I can't tell you that either, that is a food
question."

"Can I go to the bathroom?"
"Josh, you just went ten minutes ago."
"How much farther?"

"DISTANCE QUESTION!"
As we arrive in Baxter State Park, the

ranger informs us that the weather report is

not promising. More clouds and more rain

are expected. Tents were slowly put up, but

as soon as everyone pitched in the job was
finished much quicker. Dinner went well -
where did everybody go when it was time to

do the dishes?

Cooperation will be the theme for tomor-
row. Watch out for the bears, guys. I hope
nobody hid their Hershey bars in the tents!

!

Day 2: Today the campers and counselors

awoke to their first full day in the Maine
north woods. Luckily, our tents were
assembled well enough to withstand any
form of precipitation. Unfortunately, we
were unable to climb Mr. Katahdin today

because of the inclement weather.

Instead, we arose from our sleep around
9:30 or 10:00 and proceeded to gather wood
and commence the preparation of a fine

breakfast consisting of eggs and bacon. Ivan

Hopkinson and Chris Maclnnis joined the

counselors in dousing their eggs with the ever

essential tobasco sauce.

Since we had no hikes planned for the day,

the campers began to explore the nearby sur-

roundings. Webb Thompson, Alex Stuemp-
fig, Ben Willauer, George Greenough, Nick

Terrell, Decker Rolph and Ivan Hopkinson
walked down to the stream and fabricated

a stone dam to create an enclosed pool for

swimming. Meanwhile before lunch Quint

Friesell, Tom Hartenstein, Pete Post and
others played ultimate frisbee around the

campsite.

We had PB&J for lunch. Many emotions

went through the minds of the campers. Ben
Bishop and Dan Cox expressed curiosity

about Katahdin. Jay Grandin and Josh

Pillion expressed their excited anticipation of
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the climb to come. In the traditional Kieve

fashion we cooked hamburgers for supper

underneath darkening skies and rustling

aspen trees.

Day 3: We woke up around six to the

campers' rousing voices and ate a breakfast

of oatmeal and bacon. As Chris and Jim

cooked breakfast, I drove to the ranger's sta-

tion to check on the weather report. Since

thundershowers were expected in the after-

noon, we decided to climb South Turner

Mountain. A shorter hike, but still a good

warm-up for Katahdin the next day.

We started out around eight and stopped

along the way at a lake to see South Turner

and catch a spectacular view of the Katahdin

rock faces. We pushed on, and up, the

mountain with stops to rest and encourage

those who lacked the motivation to continue.

Eventually we all reached the peak and en-

joyed granola and PB&J's. Council pixs and

a few close calls as we all enjoyed the view.

Around ten we started back down again,

cruising along much faster this time. We
stopped at the lake again and then headed

on down the trail. We were awed by the

preserved state of the forest. By noon we
reached our campsite and chowed more

food. Everyone was tired, so we all rested

for a while.

Later in the afternoon Jim, Pete, Tom,
Quint, and others got wrapped up in a great

D&D adventure. Meanwhile, I decided to

take an expedition out to Katahdin Lake.

Ben Bishop, Webb, Decker, Dan and I made
it about a mile before we met a grizzled old

man who informed us we were only halfway

there. We decided to swim in the stream we'd

just crossed instead, and set our clothes in-

side a large empty section of water pipe. We
swam in the chilly waters and joked around

for awhile until it started to rain. We were

wet already, so we didn't really care and

climbed into the pipe section to wait it out.

Many jokes later the rain did let up some,

and we made a dash for camp.

Dinner was an incredible gourmet concoc-

tion of chicken stew and spaghetti, and, of

course, tobasco sauce. We washed dishes and

went to bed early in preparation for a long

day of hiking to conquer Katahdin the next

day.

Day 4: The sunshine and rowdy campers

woke us in anticipation of a long day climb-

ing Katahdin. We chowed more oatmeal and

decided to just leave the dirty dishes so that

we could be on the mountain by seven. We
packed extra safety gear, food, and a few

other necessities and set out for Roaring

Brook.

We took off up the Helon Taylor Trail

with George and Ivan in the lead. The forest

was filled with life although we didn't see any

bears or moose. We rested along the way and

stopped at Bear Brook to refill our canteens.

As we started up the ridge, we got a spec-

tacular view of South Turner Mountain and

all the surrounding lakes. We stopped to

motivate people, but everyone was feeling

good. It was really bright and sunny. Webb,
Ben, Decker and others were feeling so con-

fident they were telling jokes up the trail.

Everyone grunted and sweated about the last

mile of steep rock climbing to Pamola Peak.

At Pamola we stopped for a snack and to

catch our breath. A family of yuppy yahoos

told us how someone had fallen off Knife's

Edge the year before and died immediately.

George, Nick, and Chris Ver Planck attach-

ed themselves to the rocks with a wild look

in their eyes and said they would be o.k. after

the edge. After a short pep talk and team pic-

ture, we set out for Devil's Crotch and

Knife's Edge. We climbed hand over hand

and spotted each other all the way. Ben

Willauer, Quint, Webb and Ivan talked

about the excitement of leaping to their

deaths, but we talked them out of it. Going

over the edge was fantastic. Great views of

cliffs, rivers and forest as our hearts pound-

ed loudly next to the 1000 foot drop-off.

Nick led us all and before we knew it we had

reached Baxter Peak. A mile high and we ran

into an old friend of ours named Duke. We
chowed some sammies and snacks and took

a lot of pictures. Everyone basked in the sun

to enjoy our moment of glory, and then we
were off again.

Coming down the mountain, we cruised

all the way. Hopping from rock to rock and
swinging on the trees. Decker face planted

once but was o.k. We stopped to drink at

an icy spring and then again at Chimney
Pond. We got to the campsite just before

seven very tied and hungry. Jim, Chris and

I cooked an incredible meal of beef stew,
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noodles, and baked potatoes with bacon and

cheese. Yum! Soon afterwards everyone

went to bed feeling very tired and sore. Great

job, guys. I know it wasn't easy, but we all

made it.

Day 5: We slept in very late today. It is

always a pleasure waking up to the sound of

tent poles crashing in mock battles against

dragons, ogres, and other mythic creatures.

Today we are going to emphasize self-

sufficiency. Cook your own breakfast!!!

This morning's meal was an unlimited pan-

cake feast. We all soon found out that cook-

ing's not glamorous; everybody needs help,

or nobody gets to eat. Slowly but surely the

pancakes scraped off the griddle.

Pancake, after pancake, after pancake

disappeared before the fierce appetites of

these ravenous rug rats were satisfied. Only

by bribing them with a trip to Abols Slide

were we able to leave breakfast. Finally at

2 p.m. we were finished the cleaning of pots,

pans, dishes, and cooking spoons. Off to the

water slide. Although the water was cold as

a mountain stream (which it was), everyone

soon was enjoying this natural phenomenon.
Uh-oh. Watch out, guys. Here comes a

bunch of yahoo-bozo's. We all managed to

read the warning signs posted all along the

trail leading to the slide, but three times we
had to save these freaks from crashing into

the rocks. Webb won our wet Mickey Mouse
look alike contest, and Dan got the biggest

splash award. Good job, guys! ! Dinner went

well and soon the boys were in bed. We had
a big day coming up, and an extra hour of

sleep was precious.

The drive back: Our last day began late

as the counselors decided to sleep until ten.

After brunch which consisted of tuna rolls

and other exciting fare, the campers and
counselors broke camp and packed the

trailer. We left Avalanche Fields campsite at

12:30; we were headed home. The weather

was sunny and the temperatures were steadily

increasing. It was above 85 F.

We drove on Interstate 95. The council

decided to stop at the Pizza Hut in Bangor.

We sat in a big group and enjoyed coloring

the cave bear place mats until our meal ar-

rived. Pizza from the "Hut" does not ap-

proach that of Brooklyn, but it wasn't bad.

Everybody enjoyed themselves. After

Bangor we drove south through Augusta to

arrive at Kieve exactly in time for supper.

August 10-11
South Harris to Louds Island

Charlie Harrington, Jim Ledyard,

and Chris VerPlanck

Not having a Head Bunkhouse Counselor

and not packing for the trip until an hour
before departure might have dampened the

spirits of some cabins, but not South Har-

ris. Chirs VerPlanck supervised the kids

preparation while I got our tents and gear

together in record time. Thanks to Les Har-

ris and Charlie Harrington for a super job

of packing the food.

There is no better way to play hooky from
play practice than leaving on an impromptu
trip. Rad Roberts still hadn't shown up yet,

but we would just have to have fun without

him.

A short drive to Round Pond brought us

to the Snowgoose where we loaded our gear

aboard and motored out into the bay.

Charlie gave us the ok, and everyone paired

up with fishing lines and deep sea tackle.

Mackerel were abundant in this area, and
soon the boys were shouting with excitement

as the fish fought for their freedom at the

ends of campers' lines.

It was getting late and a storm was gather-

ing. Captain Charlie revved up the engines,

and we were quickly off to our campsite on
the southern end of Louds' Island.

Once there, we began the laborious task

of unloading the big lobster boat with little

rowboats. Chris VerPlanck showed us all a

new way of paddling a rowboat. Eventually

everything was unloaded, and soon after the

tents were erected.

Dinner followed soon after that. Hot dogs,

beef ravioli and cranberry juice made for

quite a filling meal that evening. Almost im-

mediately following dessert, we headed off

to bed, so that we could get an early start

back home for qualification Thursday.

Good Morning! Everybody, wake up!!

6:15 a.m. I think that helping to disassem-

ble the tents would speed up lazy campers

still snoozing in their sleeping bags. We were

packed and waiting for our ride on the beach

in record time. And waiting. . .and

waiting...and waiting... Yeah, here comes
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Charlie with fresh fruit, milk, cereal, and a

dash of orange juice. This got us started back

to the bay for more mackerel fishing. Jay

Grandin got the biggest fish award and Nick

Terrell caught his first fish ever. Yeah!!!

Returning to camp seemed awful strange

considering we left less than 24 hours ago.

Rad was there to greet us. He was a little

disappointed we left without him, but we had

fun anyway. Right, guys?!!

July 22 - 23

North Harris to the Pemaquid River

Daryl Cullivan, Max Renier,

and David San Roman
North Harris woke with the anticipation

of taking their first trip of Kieve '88. Unfor-

tunately, the weather was not promising; it

appeared that our trip was going to be

postponed. Things took a turn for the bet-

ter, and after lunch North Harris was told

their trip was on again. We packed our things

and were off for the Pemaquid River. The
paddle to our campsite was a short one and

took under an hour and a half.

The site wasn't flat, so the tents were dif-

ficult to set up, especially since one of the

eight man tent poles broke! However, we
managed to set up all three tents. It was near-

ing dinner, so we decided to find firewood.

Most of the wood was damp, but we still

managed to keep the fire going long enough

to cook some hamburgers and roast mar-

shmallows. After this we went to our tents

and retired.

We woke up at 6:30 a.m. on Saturday and

cooked pancakes and bacon. This was a long

process, and we didn't begin our paddle un-

til ten. There was a bright sun, and the wind

was nowhere to be felt. A perfect day to pad-

dle! Along the way we came to an island with

a little cliff that looked like a perfect place

to take a swim. Everyone took turns jump-
ing off the cliff. After our swim, we put back

in the water and began our paddle. It took

2 1/2 more hours to reach our final destina-

tion and along the way we had a little mishap

that we won't mention. David! Overall, the

trip was a nice one to prepare ourselves for

the Moose River!

July 26 - August 1

North Harris to the Moose River

Daryl Cullivan, Max Renier,

and David San Roman

Monday -- first day of trip. 2 1/2 hour

paddle. We made a great portage in good
time before supper. Everyone did their part

and cooperated as a group so that everything

worked out smoothly. After supper it rain-

ed for awhile. After the portage everyone

was quite jovial. We all told jokes and laugh-

ed quite a bit. The campers were divided in-

to groups of four. One group was responsi-

ble for wood. Another helped organize gear

and wanagans. Another group set up the

tents. Everyone had fun when the work was
done, and we slept well.

Day 2: When we woke, we all anticipated

finishing the portage and doing a 2 1/2 hour

paddle. We began the portage at 10:00, and
it was a tough one because the wanagans
were quite heavy. We finished the portage

by two thanks to aid of Brock, Andy, Camp-
bell, Peter N. Scott, and Francis.

Once the portage was finished, we began

our paddle. While in the Lake we found

ourselves caught in a downpour like I have

never witnessed before. The weather was
warm; however, so we had a good time! We
arrived at our campsite and to our surprise

it was loaded with firewood. David and D
started a fire and, we had a delicious spaghet-

ti dinner. After dinner we had some mar-

shmallows and retired for bed.

Day 3: Since our campsite was very close

to the Moose River, we knew we would reach

our destination soon. The beginning of the

river is quite slow and we only hit a couple

of little rips. After a 6 1/2 hour paddle, we
reached Holed Falls. We had yet one more
small portage, and the men handled it very

nicely. After camp was set up, we decided

to put on our preservers and swim down the

rapids. Hugh C. was last one to brave the

"rips," and everyone had a good time. We
had a lot of trouble starting our fire and
found ourselves eating a late dinner.

Day 4: Today was a potential nightmare,

but things ended up working out fine. We
put in the river at 9:30. Within ten minutes

North Harris was facing a short rapid. Chip
and I went down first - it took all of three

seconds. Andy and Campbell followed only
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to swamp their canoe. David and I went to

pull it out, but to our dismay it wouldn't

budge. We tried every angle, but the result

was always the same. Finally we tied a rope

to it and had everyone pull with all their

might. The canoe finally came out after 45

minutes of work. Mitch and Brock went as

did Stewart and Hugh. Next was Andrew V.

and Ben; however, they would meet the same
fate as Andy and Campbell. This time we
realized much sooner how difficult our job

faced us. This canoe did not want to leave

these rapids. Looking at it, David and I

realized that it was badly ripped apart and
dented quite badly. David and I almost gave

up on it until David came up with one last

idea -- two trees to pry it loose. It worked!

It took over 1 1/2 hours, and it was mangl-

ed. Masking tape saved the day. It was quite

an experience, but everyone did an excellent

job. We continued our long paddle so that

we could have a rest day the following day.

It took five hours to reach Attean Falls.

There were two sets of rapids about 20

seconds long. Everyone made it through the

first set, but on the second set the rips would
take in another canoe. The victims were

David and Peter. We all pitched in to recover

their gear. It took little time, and we were

soon on our day 5 campsite on day 4. After

dinner we retired for a good night sleep

knowing we wouldn't have any work the next

day.

Day 5: This was our well deserved rest day.

David and 1 paddled into town while Max
cooked pancakes. When David and I return-

ed, we brought along soda and Doritos for

everyone.

By mid-afternoon many of us took to the

water for some water wrestling. We ate a

hearty mac 'n cheese meal. That night the

two tents would be quite loud thanks to Max,
David and me. We created a fake scare that

put a chill into most of Max's tent except for

the brave Peter Lacasse and Scott L. We
went on to have some tent wars and we final-

ly settled down.
Day 6: This was our final long paddle since

Monday's paddle would only be ten minutes

in length. Today Peter W. Steward, Chip,

David and myself would be paddling in a

catamaran made by David and some of the

campers. We would be the last canoe all day

but we had fun. We reached our last camp-
site located on a beach surrounded by moun-
tains. It was breath taking at dusk. We ate

our ravioli and then let everyone raid the

wanagans. Then most of us went down to

the beach to skip rocks. As the moon made
its way up into the clear sky, we decided to

retire for the night and dream of whopper,

cokes and fries. As Burger King would be our

lunch for day 7.

Day 7: Charlie Richardson picked us up
and helped us load the van which would soon

be stopping off at B.K. After a very filling

lunch, we all anxiously awaited our return

to Camp Kieve. We pulled into Kieve at

three. It was great to be back home. Great

job guys!

August 2 - 9

Old Bunkerhill to Seboomook, West Branch

of Penobscot and the Chesuncook
Jared Schott, Chris Dougherty,

and Ernest Van Panhuys

This is the second draft of the trip report.

The reason for it being my lengthy stay with

Cooper Mallozzi. The original plan for this

trip report was that it be a group effort. Each

camper would have a chance to write

something in the report. Both "group" and

"effort" have been key words on this trip.

The extra free time spent here at the Green-

ville hospital allows for me to reflect upon
all that has happened in the past six day.

We woke up at 5:15 to leave by means of

Perseverance. The group hit Pasquaney for

some much needed food. Every person was

excited about the trip itself but not about the

four and a half hour bus ride it would take

to get there. The bus ride went perfectly ex-

cept for Shamus throwing up at a gas sta-

tion. Originally there was to be no portage.

Soon however, we learned that due to the ex-

tremely low water level, we would have to

portage. Shamus was still not feeling very

well when we put in on what was supposed

to be Seboomook Lake. We paddled what

seemed to be a maze for an hour and a half.

At one point it appeared that we could go

no further. Chris D. and Jared went by foot

on the bottom of the lake to try to find a way

to get through. The lake looked more like
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a desert. Water had not graced some of the

land for months. Giant cracks were found
as well as anchors and chains from the old

logging days. Our first campsite was 60 feet

from the water line, so we moved onto what
proved to be a fantastic beach site. Tents
were pitched, gear was moved, and a fire pit

was made.
Swimming or rather diving off cliffs was

a major event once everything was arrang-

ed. There was a seven foot drop off which
amused and cooled everyone for some time.

Cooper made the fire with a little help from
his friends, and a dinner of cheeseburgers

was on the way. A point of notice of the day
-- many boys were homesick, but for the

most part the others in the cabin were able

to put them at ease. The counselors were not

needed.

Day two started out very smoothly. The
fire was roaring and soon enough Maypo
was ready. Whitney Lee, who forgot that he
was allergic to cheese, suffered with a bad
stomach ache. We hit the lake with slight

tailwinds, but dark, dark clouds were behind
us. Halfway across the lake -- downpour.
Giff couldn't get his poncho out of his bag.

He was wet! Seboomook dam was not easi-

ly noticeable due to the low water, but once

reached. Not taking any chances, we handled

our gear around it. We were down to four

Everyone did a great job of getting all of our

gear; what teamwork. Our day should be

over within an hour...we thought.

In five minutes a rolling waterfall was
reached. Not taking any chances, we handl-

ed our gear around it. We were down to four

wanagans after this little carry. (One shat-

tered oft the rocks). The food was saved, but

had to be redistributed. Our first obstacle

was overcome. The next would be in about

two minutes. The next set looked impassable.

Or so I thought until Phil P. and Whitney
Lee got sucked down. The current was too

strong. They made it, so the rest of us tried.

Adam and Sam were the first casualties.

Everyone worked together to retrieve all of

their gear. They were all right. The next set

provided even more spills. Jared and Topher
were the first to lose a wanagan. What fun.

This was very much a team effort.

Everyone helped each other. A few more
very tricky rapids were passed, and then the

excitement started. Shamus stepped in a hole
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in the rocks and appeared to have hurt his

ankle very badly. While Jared and Ernest

tended to Shamus, the whole crew was
undertaking the task of portaging around
another section. Tuna fish was had for a late

lunch. Our campsite was "right around the

corner." It would take three hours to get

"right around the corner." I would take far

too long to explain the happenings of those

three hours, so here are a few thoughts: eight

swamped canoes, swimming after lost

canoes, racing yahoo boyscouts to the camp-
site, Bobby S' overstuffed bag soaked,

Whitney and Phil; not dumping, Jared

rescues Peyton's leech, carnival ride maze,

Peyton and Cooper to the rescue of a left

canoe, and to top it all off, even if you hit

the last set perfectly, the canoe would have

at least five inches of water in it. Everyone
was wet and tired. The chili for dinner was
unbelievable good. "The best meal of the

trip" as one camper said. A heavy
thunderstorm ended one very long day.

Nobody seemed to mind the storm too much;
we were all very tired.

We slept a little later on the third day. We
really needed the rest. The unexpected

thunderstorm had soaked everything all

night. The fire was too slow in getting

started. Fruit cocktail was had instead, so

that we could get moving on to our day's

paddle. It was the general consensus to pad-

dle an extra long distance. We only had one

set of those nasty rapids. This time it took

everyones help to pass the canoes from the

land around the rocks. Everything went
smoothly. The rest of the paddle was most-

ly dead water. It took no time, however,

because this group was made up of good
strong paddlers. Lunch was had at the junc-

tion of Penobscot and Lobster streams.

Gilligan was having wars with the bees, and
Shamus was able to sprint on that bad ankle.

Another ten minutes after this and we pass-

ed Hanibals Crossing, the original start of

the OBH trip. We were on a new mission.

We stopped at the next good campsite. As
a group, we were intellectuals, (we had
Ernest), so we stopped at Thoreaus Island.

We had time to dry things out and play in

the water. Spaghetti was the dinner for

tonight. We had a long discussion about
everything and then it was off to bed. A
thought for the day — How's the vinegar in

the pencil, Giff?

Day four started out pretty quickly. Cream
of Wheat and a lot of honey was on the menu
for breakfast this morning. Our destination

for today was Big Island, our planned fourth

day campsite. The paddle would not take

long today. Soon after heading out, the rain

came. It made life almost lifeless. Gray, gray,

gray. We arrived at our site early. It was
definitely the best site of the trip so far. It

was basically a house. The tarp was set up
as were the tents. Trivia questions were ar-

ranged for extra sandwiches. After some tru-

ly ridiculous answers, Gilligan was chased in-

to the woods by Topher and Whitney Lee.

Gilligan both lost and "attacked" by a

snake. The afternoon provided time for

naps, exploring (Whit Matthews was very big

on exploring) and basic tomfoolery. Geoff
Teillon was in charge of the ravioli tonight,

but he didn't cook it enough. There were

many compliments of it being too cold. Mar-

shmallows and naked dancing girls rounded

off a very relaxing slow moving day.

Day five started out very differently then

the others. The counselors were awakened
by a gigantic bull moose tromping around

our canoes. It was the largest moose that this

writer has ever seen. A hearty breakfast of

Cream of Wheat turned out to be insufficient

for some. A long paddle awaiting, we soon

found that the low level of the water would
effect us once again. Dragging became a ma-
jor portion of the day. Gilligan and Bobby
benefited, along with Shamus and Ernest for

they ended up within five feet of a moose.

The water level was even more noticeable as

we approached Chesuncook Lake. It was 12

feet lower than normal and Chris, who had
traveled that section five times before,

recognized it too well. A brief snack stop was

had at one of the old log jams, and then it

was off to "The Store." We pulled up on

to a beach and the hormones of all were ex-

cited by a beautiful girl clad in a very sexy

blue bathing suit wiggling her butt inten-

tionally at us. We bought homemade bread

at "The Store" and were off to our fifth day

campsite, Gero Island. The winds had pick-

ed up a bit and it wasn't smooth paddling;

neverless, we made it. Blueberries and
raspberries were abounding, as well as a

good toilet. The game of killer was resumed

after our bags were unpacked. The killer,

Jared, was doing a superb job, if he does say



so himself. Swimming led to naps. Naps led

to exploration (headed by Whit, again), and

exploration led to a great dinner of corned

beef hash, prepared by Cooper and Whitney

Lee. Being a game refuge, we had the

privilege of having a rabbit join us after din-

ner. Ernest tried explaining some of his

"Astro-Nuclear relativity physics." It had

something to do with acute angles or some-
thing. Basically gibberish. We were all rudely

awakened by a monster thunderstorm that

soaked the "twos" tent. Tim Newton had
the privilege of a self-made water bed; he

slept in a puddle.

Day six was meant to be our rest day. Rest

days are meant to be sunny and warm, and
fun is meant to be had by all. We all slept

in for as long as possible. Around 9:45 the

fire was started for some hot chocolate

because it was cold and wet outside. After

some of the best pancakes in the world made
by Jared, the rain started up again. It was
declared that it was time for undisturbed

naps. This was very well respected until it

happened. Cooper slipped on a wet rock and
sliced his hand. The adventure had now
begun. Whitney Lee, Cooper and Jared
npHdled over to Chesuncook Village leaving

the others to simply pray that Coop will be

o.k. Our friend, Maggie, called Folsom's Air

Service which picked us up off the lake and
flew us to Greenville, a 20 minute plane ride.

Arriving at the hospital, it became apparent

that three very unsanitary beings were now
in one of the most sanitary places; it was
odd. Cooper had to stay in the hospital for

two more nights. Jared left the trip in the

able hands of Chris and Ernest while he

stayed with Cooper. Soon enough Whitney
had returned to the campsite where everyone

was very concerned about Cooper until the

macaroni and cheese hit their plates. It was
off to bed early for both sections of the

troops, the hospital duo and the Chesuncook
front runners.

August 8: Up at 4:30, but a very quick

council meeting decided that it was too dark

out to function. Another half-hour gave us

the light and strength to move. Our plan had
been to wake early to beat head winds, but

God played a little joke on us and handed
us a small challenge. Peanut butter and jel-

ly were not wholly satisfying, but provided

us with enough energy for our day's journey.

Chris and Jeff towed the extra canoe with

perseverance; they were loval to the task, and
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believe it or not, faced the head winds with

courage. Our day got better as we progress-

ed, although we had to wait for Gilligan to

make a quick pit stop. An H-bar break gave

us the energy for our last kick as the winds

turned in our favor. Storm clouds threaten-

ed to rain on our parade. Perseverance again

helped us in our journey. Ernest excitedly put

up the tarp as the storm approached. More
PB&J for lunch, this time on better bread.

The expected downpour forced us all brief-

ly under the tarp. We encouraged Shamus
to further his talents as he drew interesting

pictures. In the midst of an extended

counselor nap, the kids secretly fingered the

peanut butter to nothingness.

Toward the afternoon the sky cleared, and

we were all drawn to the water for some cool-

ing off. We found a great five foot cliff to

jump off. Chris decided this excitement

wasn't enough, and so took it upon himself

to dive in naked.

In anticipation of once again having to

join civilization, we discovered that our

language had gone mildly astray. The ruling

was ten push ups for each swear. Tim
Newton started right off the bat with no less

than seventy.

Andy got the fire started as we prepared

for some noodles and spaghetti sauce. It was

approximately at this point that the council

decided it was our duty - as a group - to

finish the seven bags of marshmallows, four

bags of M&M's, and boxes upon boxes of

graham crackers, and other miscellaneous

food before the trip was over. We got right

on it.

Before going to sleep, Chris broke out the

Book of Questions (for the second time). Our
philosophical discussions continued deep in-

to the night.

August 9: The alarm went off at 5:30.

Despite warnings from some of the campers,

the council offered to add M&M's to the

Maypo. We had some mixed results. Chris

for one wasn't thrilled.

Our paddle on this day of our trip was

pleasant. We had a magnificent view of

Katahdin to our left. Thoughts of McD's
pushed us onward; however, we slowed our

pace when we realized we would reach the

take out point two hours early. After a mild

rain storm we reached the dam with the ex-

ception of Shamus and Ernest who had dis-

covered an echo on the middle of the lake.

As we arrived, the ranger greeted us and was
surprised that she hadn't seen us on the lake.

We were pretty happy that she hadn't come
to check our papers because our trip leader

wasn't in attendance. We waited a couple of

hours for Charlie, Jake, Cooper, and Jared

to pick us up, and we were all greatly relieved

to find Coop's hand was okay.

The trip went incredibly well; we all pull-

ed together and helped each other through
the rough spots. Thanks to everyone for a

terrific time.

July 22 - August 3

Allagash 1 to the Allagash Waterway
Andy Dodge, Brad Woloson,

and John Ledyard
The following trip report is co-written by

twelve campers, each camper documenting
his memories of a specific day.

Wake up at 5 o'clock but at Camp Kieve!

After a little breakfast, we started out with

our driver - Charlie the fastman. On our

way we saw one deer run across our way. We
arrived at our destination at 13 o'clock. We
had awesome sandwiches for lunch. After a

long goodbye to civilization, we were on the

Allagash River. Everybody was elated. Two
canoes paddled by George and Sam and Ben
and Christian started off very fast. After ten

minutes they were 100 yards ahead of the

rest. After five hours of paddling, we arriv-

ed at our first campsite, Big Island. We turn-

ed our canoes upside down and carried our

gear up a little hill. After the tents were set,

we had a show of card tricks, card games and
mushroom picking. Then we went swimm-
ing with a big moose. Stan, the Frenchman,
went a bit too close to the moose, so Andy
called him back. At the same moment that

the counselors went to take pictures of it, a

mother moose with her baby calf came to

drink and be photographed, too.

After another game of cards we started

dinner. It was to be one of our best of the

trip. Brad was our cook this time; we each

got two burgers. One hour after dinner, the

sun was down behind the river and the trees.

Then all the mosquitoes of the world started

to bite us. So we retired to our tents early.
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Tom and Stan couldn't sleep, so they went

down to the water. They heard a lot of noises

like some splashes, cries or shouts. After half

an hour, no noise at all. Now the day is

finished, and I pass the pencil on to the se-

cond day.

Day 2: We woke up at 5:30 and left by

7:15. While on the river we encountered mini

rapids caused by low water. Sometimes the

Grummans hit bottom, but the Mad Rivers

were fine. We saw seven moose; two of

which were males. At 10:15 we reached the

lake and had a bag of gorp. It was hot. By
12:00 we were tired, hot and hungry. We ask-

ed if we could go for a swim. Andy recheck-

ed the maps, and he found that we had over-

shot the turn off point. We turned around

and had lunch on a sandy beach. After lunch

and a swim, we saw some bear tracks but no

bears. We kept paddling to our site only to

find it had been taken, but we found another

across the lake. We all had gotten a bit too

much sun on day two. We went to bed early

because we faced Mud Pond Portage on the

morrow.
Day 3: We woke at 4:00, got dressed, ate,

and packed by 5:30. Although the sky was

a bit overcast, it didn't dampen our spirits.

We were ready to conquer the Mud Pond
Portage. We started off across the lake and
soon found that there was a stream that we
would have to paddle against the current.

Sam and Christian were soon aggravated and
ran their canoes up the rapids. They then

broke into hysterics. The river was soon con-

quered, and we were on another lake.

In another half hour we reached the Mud
Pond Portage. Our spirits were high; we were

ready. Brad went ahead to scout out the trail.

Fifteen minutes later everyone grabbed some
equipment and took off. Although the trail

was long and plenty muddy, it wasn't hard

on the first trip. Sam was having a little more
trouble because he was carrying a wannagan
and his asthma was acting up, but he made
it. The thing that surprised me the most was
that Sam ran the whole way back to get more
luggage.

Everyone was taking their share of work
and everything was going smoothly until the

bees hit. Someone had uncovered a bees'

nest; just about everyone got stung at least

once. Finally, after five hours of portaging

(which was quite fast), we were done.

We put in on a lake which was only about
five feet deep to its muddy bottom at the

deepest spots. After 30 minutes of paddling,

we hit a little shoot. It was about four feet

wide but fast. This was really fun, and
everyone was psyched afterward. We paddl-

ed across the lake, and a half hour later we
reached our campsite. We had two one slice

peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. We all

swam after that and sort of bummed around,

had an early dinner, and went off to bed.

Day 4: Today was the day after "Mud
Pond." It was a rest day. We got up any time

we wanted which for most people was very

late. We stayed at "Gravel Beach." As I got

to the breakfast table, I was psyched to find

a whole plate of pancakes and all the mung
we could drink. It was a little difficult to wait

an hour and a half for my turn. The rest of

the day we played cards or kick the can while

some people read. At night we cooked hot

dogs over an open fire. (My hot dog fell in).

The last things that I remember were John
losing his hacky-sack and the search party

to find it. Finally we had a mean game of

spoons which I probably won. Then
everyone went to sleep.

Day 5 (resupply): Andy woke up the four

kids who were eager to go. It was 7 a.m. and
the weather was overcast. We also noticed

that we had some slight headwinds. We had
a quick PB&J breakfast and headed out. The
four campers who went were Christian,

Nash, Andrew and Kari. We got to the

ranger station at about 10:15. After about

a 1 1/2 hour wait, Charlie and Wendy Har-
rington pulled up. We greeted them and then

had a quick lunch. After we looked at our

mail, we said our goodbyes and shoved off.

During the paddle back we happened to pass

a topless female canoer. We returned to

gravel beach, had a swim, played kick the

can, and then had a great meal of ham-
burgers. We went to sleep early. It was a dose

of another good day.

Day 6: We woke up around five and
quickly got ready for one of our longest

days. We packed our tents and luggage and
then sat down to a quick breakfast of

Maypo. By 6:30 we were on our way to our
next camp site, Priestly Point. As we paddl-

ed onto the lake, the winds really picked up.

Our first destination was lock dam. It was
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supposed to be a two and a half hour pad-

dle, but we made it in an hour and a half.

What a relief. We immediately started our

portage around the dam and into a little

stream. Seven minutes later we realized that

we had carried everything without waking up
the people camping at the lack dam camp-
site. While we were waiting for the caretaker

to open the dam so the water level could

come up a little, we munched on our Her-

shey Bars that some of us had still saved

from our morning Maypo. We headed down
the stream through some little rapids and
then into Eagle Lake. Looking across the en-

trance to Eagle Lake, we noticed another

Moose.
Our final destination for the day ended up

being Pumphandle instead of Priestly Point

which was already taken. Brad and Stan had

to go ahead. They had to race two people

to the Pumphandle site in their canoes. The
people were quite mad that they didn't win;

we all laughed.

When we beached up on Pumphandle, we
imm< diately unpacked and pitched our tents.

After settling in our campsite, the counselors

made us fantastic tuna sandwiches for lunch.

Throughout the rest of the day we played

cards, kick the can, skipped rocks, went

swimming or just relaxed. Towards the late

afternoon the storm clouds moved in with

heavy rains following. We all quickly mov-
ed our bags under the tarp and made sure

our tents were covered. The rain continued

for about two hours. All we did was sit under

the tarp and talk to each other about the trip

and the days to follow. When the rain let up,

we started dinner, beef stew. After dinner we
went down to the water and took a little bath

which felt great. Following our bath we went

to bed.

Day 7: Getting up at around 5:30, we
packed up our soaked tents and slowly got

ready to eat breakfast. This was to be our

last /day of lake paddling. We ate our Maypo
and finished loading the canoes. Trying to

pass the time away as they paddled, Ben
Barlow, George, Christian, and Sam sang

songs ranging from top 40 to John Denver.

After about four hours of paddling which

seemed like an eternity, the first few canoes

paused to watch an immature bald eagle soar

above the pine trees along the left bank of

Churchill Lake. With our campsite in view,

we continued on for another fifteen minutes.

When we reached the site (Jaws), we set up
our tents to let them dry out. Then the

counselors told us to scrub out the inside of

our canoes. After this we ate open face

peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Look-
ing forward to tomorrow's paddle through

nine miles of rapids, we rested and waited,

some more patiently than others, for dinner.

When dinner time rolled around, the

counselors decided to let the kids cook their

own hot dogs (three each). For some reason

we suspected smores for dessert, so we sav-

ed our sticks under the table. When the

counselors told us what was for dessert, they

were amazed when we reached down and
pulled out our already prepared sticks. After

washing our dishes, we were pleased to go
to bed in our nice dry tents.

Day 8: We woke up at Jaws at quarter to

five and paddled into a very misty fog. You
couldn't see the shore, so we were a little

scared about finding the ranger station.

We were all psyched for "Chases Rips."

When we got to the ranger station, Andy
gave us a pep talk and some instructions on
what to do if we swamped or horseshoed. We
shot the nine miles of "Chases" in a little

over an hour picking up our luggage and

food from the ranger at an old bridge.

We kept paddling for a distance, all of us

thinking of lunch but not daring to ask the

counselors because the question was "il-

legal." We got to a campsite called "Ledges"

and snacked on PB&J sandwiches and
peanut butter granola bars. We kept paddl-

ing with a little food in our stomachs. We
got to our next campsite, "Jalbert," and
relaxed, swam, and waited around for the

next meal.

Day 9: We awoke to the sound of thunder

a ways off at a little after 4 o'clock. Even-

tually, we got used to it and tried to sleep.

Then at about five it started to rain. Lucki-

ly Kari and I were under the tarp ~ that made
it very noisy, but we didn't get wet. Soon
most of the other guys were under the tarp

at the picnic table. Around six the rain stop-

ped. We got a fire going and had Maypo for

breakfast. We packed and were out of

Jalbert by 7:30.

That morning we finished up all the real

lake paddling - the end of Long Lake. The
river went slow, but we saw a lot. We saw
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a moose cow urinating in the river with her

calf nearby. We also saw two other moose
and a deer. At Long Lakes Dam, John

caught a snake. We saw an osprey diving for

fish, and a ranger and his girlfriend came as

we were finishing the portage. John let the

snake go just before we left. After a while

we got to Round Pond which was actually

a small lake. We had tail winds and some of

us wanted to continue. We wanted to go

down the rapids in our life vests and also take

advantage of the tail winds. But because it

was a nice campsite and we were tired, we
spent the night at Inlet which was at the river

entrance to Round Pond.

We unloaded the canoes and flipped them

on the beach. Then we set up our tents and

the tarp. We collected firewood and started

a fire. For lunch we each got a hot dog, a

Hershey bar and a tuna melt. That afternoon

we had a mandatory tub, played cards, talk-

ed and rested. We got into a fight later, and

Brad W. told a couple of the kids a story

about looking for the good points in people.

Later, we tried to tarp Ben S. in his sleeping

bag. After what seemed ages, we started a

fire for dinner. We had mac and cheese. We
made too much and had to throw some
away. (Mainly because the cheese wasn't that

great). Then we talked a little before going

to bed. After some talking in our tents we
went to bed.

Day 10: We all awoke at about five in the

morning in order to beat a group of about

fifteen canoes which seemed to be competing

with us for campsites. That morning we had

Maypo for breakfast. After all the pots were

clean, we pushed off from Inlet. After fif-

teen minutes we passed the other group.

They were all asleep, and we were especially

careful not to wake them up. As we paddl-

ed on, a few of the lead canoes glimpsed a

deer. We ran into several stretches of rapids

along the way. At a fork in the river we were

told to take a right and look for a ranger sta-

tion. About a half hour later we saw a small

town on the left bank of the river. We all

were looking hopefully for the ranger sta-

tion, but we saw none. About fifteen minutes

after we left the small town, we saw the

ranger's station. We met a church group
from Maryland. They had left Inlet three

days before. While Andy got directions to

Allagash Falls, we ate fig newtons. After a

five minute rest period, we left for the falls.

It was hard to find the right river towards

the falls. Finally, we arrived at the falls. We
saw the church group again. They were hav-

ing three people carry a canoe. All of us

grabbed a load and headed for the portage

trail. Halfway down the trail, we decided to

camp at a different campsite which was a few

hours away from the falls. After we got all

the canoes and luggage to the water, we
decided to have lunch. We ate PB&J's as we
watched the falls. After several snapshots of

the cabin next to the falls, we finally shoved

off. After a few minutes of paddling I saw
a turtle. Encouraged by the cabin, I grabb-

ed it. It was a box turtle. After a few

minutes, Andy put it back in and, we con-

tinued paddling. About twenty minutes after

that we saw the campsite. At the campsite

we carried the canoe and luggage and then

started to put up our tents. Once all the tents

were put up, we all went swimming. At this

particular campsite it was fun to walk up the

stream and float on your back all the way
down because the current was very strong.

We did this until dinner. That night we all

had chicken a la king with mashed potatoes.

It was great ~ we all ate as much as we could.

We all went to bed fairly early so that we
could get up early the next morning.

Day 11:1 awoke to a chilly morning. But

soon we had hot Maypo in our stomachs and
were ready for our paddle. On the way to

our next campsite, my sternman (Chris

Denckla) talked about rock groups, food,

horror movies, etc. with the sun shining on
us. We arrived at an A-frame metal shelter.

We unloaded our gear and continued with

our day. Card playing for some while others

went on hikes or rested. I found a TV Guide
by the outhouse. Weird! By five we collected

wood and prepared beef stew ourselves. It

really hit the spot. Afterward we all went

swimming and then had dessert. When we
were all through we turned in. "Good
night," said my tent mate, Kari. About ten

minutes later I heard him say, "No, no,

ahhh! What happened?"
"You were talking in your sleep," I

answered. Then I discovered that the zipper

on my sleeping bag was busted. I had it fix-

ed and finally went to sleep.
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Day 12: We awoke early on our magnifi-

cent last day. We went to sleep at the A-
frame in disappointment after being told that

the day would be full of dragging. However,

that proved to be wrong as there was always

a path around the shallow areas. Brad was

hoping to take some pictures, and warned

us of his intentions after the best rapids of

the day. The only capsize of the trip happen-

ed on this day giving us an almost perfect

record. After our capsize we were all on the

road in no time. Our party arrived at the last

campsite before lunch. The last portage took

place as we hacked our way through the

brush. About halfway through we found the

path and took all of our equipment up the

hill. We all rested until hunger took over.

And just as we were at the point of starva-

tion, the counselors surprised us with $1.50

to spend at the only store in the town. After

our shopping spree we were granted a PB&J
each. We all just relaxed for a while and then

everyone headed for the water for our last

bath on the river. We were kept down by the

water for some unknown reason. But when
we were finally allowed to return, we realiz-

ed it was well worth it. There was a table set

with appetizers and three waiters waiting on

us. After our four course meal of fig

newtons, pudding, linguini with clam sauce,

and smores, the counselor/waiters cleaned

our dishes. After these luxuries we played run

the bases and kill the kid with the ball. The
men of Allagash went to bed that night feel-

ing very content.

Day 13: We awoke at about eight o'clock

to mist and a drizzle of rain. Andy received

the message that we would be picked up at

about 11:30. As breakfast was started and

camp broken, we then were given the

message from Norm that we would be pick-

ed up in only half an hour. Sure enough, with

breakfast and cleaning in progress, we receiv-

ed the beautiful Brown van and cargo cart.

(The canoes would have to be left behind for

the moment). We endured the ride home
easily, helped by a MacDonald's lunch, and
returned to camp just after dinner. As we
embraced our friends and tried to describe

our trip, we soon learned that although we
had eager listeners, we could never relate all

that we had experienced, and we would
somehow have to be content with our own
reflections of an unforgettable trip.

July 1 - 13

Allagash 2

Rad Roberts, Nick Lawrence
and Keith Linker

Day 1: We awoke around 5:30 and had a

quick breakfast in Pasquaney before climb-

ing in the bus to drive to the Allagash. As
we approached the ranger station it started

raining and everyones spirits sank a little.

Another hour on dirt roads and we reached

our put in point on the West Branch of the

Penobscot River. We ate a few sandwiches,

loaded our canoes in the driving rain, said

goodbye to Cathy, Tobi, and Charlie and set

off down the river. The water was incredibly

low, rocks sticking out everywhere. Jay and
Keith spotted a moose in the river. Everyone

paddled hard, and despite the rain we reach-

ed the campsite at Big Island by three.

John Lawrence, Gavin, John Menzies,

Rad, Keith and others gathered firewood

which burned beautifully. Everyone chow-
ed on deliciously charred burgers with all the

fixins, and the rain let up for a while. Bud,
Duane, Andrew and few others discovered

that the zippers on their Moss tents were
shot. Through the night the rain held off, but

the bugs didn't. Everyone slept soundly in

anticipation of the first full day of paddling.

Day 2: We awoke to the same grey skies

and drizzle that we had when we retired. We
decided mother nature was definitely out to

challenge us. We began the fire and the

bacon and eggs at 5:30 and departed at 7:30.

The river was low so the rapids didn't speed

us along as fast as we'd hoped, but we still

made the lake in good time. I was dispatch-

ed to Chesuncook village to attempt to con-

tact camp to firm up some details for the

resupply and observed some maneuvers from
afar as the other seven canoes tried to find

Umbazookus Lake. Canoe partners were

shuffled around until we got combinations

that worked, and we conquered our first

serious day of paddling pretty well.

The guys erected our little tent city quick-

ly so as to gorge on PB and J. We spent the

rest of the day relaxing. Dinner rolled around

to a feast of spaghetti after which Bud was

instructed to "Put this pot of water in the

fire." He followed the instructions to the let-

ter. We were shocked as he upended the pot
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effectively dousing the still needed fires. All

we could do was laugh.

We enjoyed a good sunset with some spec-

tacular cloud formations, and we prayed

hard for some nice weather for that portage.

After Hershey's finest and marshmallows

and a rousing pre-portage pep talk, we all

turned in early.

Nick

Day 3: We woke around five and were

delighted to find the skies clear. After a quick

breakfast of maypo and bacon we embark-

ed on the hardest day of our trip. We dragg-

ed up Umbazooksas Stream. We were all

rather wet by the time we reached the dam
and were very glad to find it open, so we

could paddle right straight through. Um-
basooksas Lake was pretty calm, and we

found the portage trail in record time. By

8:30 we were on the trial tumpling canoes

and loading kids up.

We took canoes over the first trip. It must

be noted that John Menzies took a canoe by

himself all the way over. Since it had rained

a lot in the previous two days the trail was

a rushing stream full of deep mud and ankle-

breaking stones. Nick got us all psyched. I

tumped the canoes, and we were off.

Everyone deserves a lot of credit for pulling

so hard on Mud Pond Portage. After a cou-

ple of hours of relentless bugs and shoulders,

we finished. Mud Pond was grotesque. We
waded through the putrid bog and loaded

our canoes. I led us across the pond towards

the stream racing a raging thunderstorm.

Fortunately it passed right by us, and we got

a great view of Katahdin in the distance. We
found the small stream and dragged our way
down. In Mud Brook Pond heavy headwinds

and three foot waves made life a little

tougher, but everyone squeezed a little more
juice from aching muscles. We surfed on the

huge waves to Gravel Beach. We ate a great

meal and crashed hard in utter exhaustion.

A great job, guys ~ something for everyone

to be proud of.

Day 4: A late awakening for campers and

counselors alike was most welcome on our

rest day. Pancake making started around

ten, and the last bite was eaten around noon.

The pace of the rest of the day was much like

the morning. A leisurely paddle to a nearby

rock ledge was followed by a thorough tub

to remove all of Mud Pond that we had

brought with us. In the process of washing

up Gavin discovered just how slippery the

rocks in the water can be. We caught a few

rays after our dip and got back to Gravel

Beach around three and slept until dinner.

The cooks (John Menzies, John Lawrence,

Gavin, and Duane) prepared a fine meal of

chicken a la king and spaghetti. We all chew-

ed the fat and ate smores until 9:30, and then

we went to our tents to continue our recovery

from Mud Pond.
Day 5: After an 8:15 wake up, the men of

Allagash divided for the resupply. We had

a breakfast of Maypo. As Keith played

shepherd over 9 men, Rad, John, Alex,

Gavin, and I departed for the Chamberlain

ranger station. While the home base crew

swam and slept, we paddled an hour and 3/4

each way to meet Charlie and our welcome
surprise visitor, Les. While we swam and

relaxed, we enjoyed looking at man-made
dwellings and trucks. After hearing the news

of the world, we loaded up, took a final swim

and headed back. The paddle on the glass

smooth lake was scenic and we managed to

catch a few rays. Upon our return our sur-

prise coca cola from Charlie was consumed,

and we enjoyed a good dinner of burgers.

Jay earned his wildman by consuming a

small insect declaring his compliments to the

cooks who fried it up in a pan. We talked

a bit, and then turned in to prepare mental-

ly and physically for our long lake paddle the

next day. After two days of gravel beach, all

were ready for a change of surroundings. In

all, another good day capped off by a great

sunset.

Nick

Day 6: The alarm went off around quarter

to five, and by five we had the first men stir-

ring. Keith and I cranked maypo and mung
while the guys finished packing and loading

the canoes. By six-thirty we were on
Chamberlain under clear skies with calm

waters. Everyone paddled hard, and we
reached Lock Dam in just over an hour. The
ranger opened the dam for us a little, and

we shot the stream to Eagle Lake. We paddl-

ed hard under hazy skies and reached the

abandoned tram way before ten. After an

hour of clamboring over rusted gears and ex-

ploring the skeletons of old steam engines,

we enjoyed an h-bar and headed off for

Farm Island. Unfortunately, a bunch of
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yahoos were already settled there, so we
pushed on to Priestly Point under great pro-

test from many aching shoulders.

An improvised lunch of eggs and peanut

butter (?!!) satisfied us for a while. An in-

ventory of our food caused great despair, but

Avery volunteered to go without food for a

couple of days. Thanks anyway, Avery. Card
games and wrestling matches passed the

time. Later John Lawrence, Jay, Avery, An-
drew, Gavin, Nick and I paddled out to a

rocky island to read and sun. After a little

encouraging, Andrew, Avery, Gavin and I

jumped off a twenty foot cliff into a deep

pool.

Around six we had hot dogs and fruit

cocktail, and all manners were laid asunder

when the last fruit disappeared into Keith.

A doe wandered up into the campsite at

dusk, we stared at each other for a moment
before she departed. We shared stories

around the fire until late and crashed to

dream of pizza and sunny skies.

Day 7: Expecting a short day, Rad, Nick
and I ignored the 6:00 alarm until 7:30. We
skipped breakfast and said goodbye to

Priestly Point. The paddle that we expected

to take an hour turned out to be three hours.

We finally arrived at our next campsite call-

ed the Jows around eleven. We started cook-

ing our brunch of scrambled pancakes right

away. During our meal a group of six set up
camp at the next site down. Also a husky pup
came scampering out of the woods eager to

lick each of our faces. After it had ac-

complished this, its owners retrieved their

wayward child.

After we polished off the pancakes, the

counselors along with Alex, John, Gavin,

Avery, Adam, Jay, Oscar and a few others

swam over to inspect the opposite shore. We
all returned relaxed and prepared for a big

spaghetti dinner. Everyone filled up and then

went down to the beach for a little rock skip-

ping. Later around the fire, the counselors

filled the kids in on some of the finer points

of negotiating rapids. Then we were off the

bed psyched for the big day ahead.

Day 8: We finally got to tackle the famous
Chase Rapids today getting up at seven to

be the first through. We ate a quick breakfast

and mobilized. We began our descent at a

little past eight. All sternmen were given final

instructions as we scouted the first set, and

every face looked a bit tense. Soon, however,

the men of Gash 2 realized they were doing

the best paddling of the trip. They loosened

up and enjoyed it. Some loosened up a bit

too much. As we rounded a bend, we found
John Menzies and Adam Fagin staring at a

pinned, completely submerged canoe. A lit-

tle effort released it, but not before the canoe

caved halfway in causing rips and popped
rivets. Nothing critical but not helpful. A
trade gave them my Mad River Canoe; R.T.

and I did our best to get the wounded craft

down. Things were proceeding very well until

we rounded another bend to see a Mad River

wrapped around a rock. To our horror we
realized it was our own cherished Mad River,

a.k.a. "Yo Mama". Unlike the Grummans
though our baby's wounds pooped right

back out with no damage. Greatly relieved,

we picked up our trucked gear, and headed
for our last two real lake paddles and our

campsite at Jalbert. Once again the weather

came through when we needed it. After a

tuna lunch we finished up with a bath at

Jalbert. We then amused ourselves by wat-

ching Rad stalk poor wood chickens. We ate

a chili-macaroni miasma for dinner enhanc-

ed as always with that supreme condiments,

tabasco. We were blessed with a great sunset

and turned in early. Though we were harras-

ed by thundershowers during the night, in

all, another great day.

Nick
Day 9: We awoke at 6:30 to clear skies

after a night of driving rain. We quickly

loaded the canoes, policed for trash, and
wolfed down some delicious oatmeal and
bacon. Avery washed the big pot, and we
were off. Thanks to hard paddling and calm
waters, we reached Long Lake Dam in just

over an hour. The men carried the gear

around while Keith, Nick and I ran the empty
canoes down the chute.

The sun beat down on us as we shot the

rapids below the dam. Rad and Duane surg-

ed out ahead followed by John Menzies and
Adam. Much fun was had by all in the

rapids. Fortunately there were no major ac-

cidents; in fact, John Menzies torn canoe

didn't even leak thanks to duct tape. (Duct

tape is like Force, the wood elves used to say;

it has got a dark side and a light side, and
it holds the universe together). At an old log-

ging bridge we stopped to swim and made
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our own reeses out of H-bars and peanut

butter. Yum! Everyone jumped off the top

rail of the bridge into the cool waters. Gavin

and Andrew did some daring leaps, and then

we shoved off again expecting just a short

paddle.

As we arrived at Round Pond, we saw six

bikini clad city slickers had just arrived at

our site! We were peeved, but paused to say

hi before pushing on. Though we were tired

the other campsites on the lake were unap-

pealing, so we decided to paddle to Five

Finger Brook. We were just jamming on

some fun rapids when the skies opened up.

At the next eddy we pulled over and watch-

ed as our gear was drenched in a very heavy

downpour.
We finally arrived at our site around four

and set up camp. Robbie attacked a wan-

nigan with his head, but it was not damag-

ed. Wood gathering with John Lawrence,

Gavin, Bud, Jay, John Menzies and Duane
was hellish. Most of the trees were rotten,

the whole forest was a big bog, and the no-

see-ums were out in large squadrons. We did

bag a few prize pieces.

Gavin, Avery, Andrew, Adam, Bud,

Duane and I explored Five Finger Brook

after which our campsite was named. We
floated in the rapids as the sun burned down
again. Soon afterwards we whipped up

spaghetti and King sauce dinner with lots of

veggies. It rained on and off while we
wallowed through dinner after a hard day's

work. Snacks and stories, then bedtime

knowing we had done a lot of the next day's

work already.

Day 10: We arose on our tenth day look-

ing forward to an easy day of paddling due

to our extended trip the day before. We
prepared some hot cereal, packed up the

canoes and headed off to Allagash falls.

John Menzies and Adam Fagin had to do
some up river paddling because John left his

ammo box on the beach. As soon as they

caught up, we shot some rapids, stopped at

a ranger station, and arrived at Allagash

Falls by 11:00. We portaged all of our sup-

plies and canoes, and then we went down to

see what the falls had to offer. We spotted

some haystackes, below the falls and so after

some P B and J's the kids strapped on their

life jackets and swam down the rapids.

Avery, Jay and Gavin were the first three

down followed by the rest of the cabin. After

the kids tired of the white water rides, we all

collected back at the campsite. Sterilization

proceeded smoothly with the help of Gavin,

Oscar, Alex, and Robbie. A hugh mac and

cheese dinner followed of which only half

was eaten. Avery volunteered to finish the

rest for his Kieve Wildman, but a heaping

panikin of the stuff was a little too much for

him to handle. Bedtime came sharply at nine

and with a thunderstorm threatening we fell

asleep with little difficulty.

Day 1 1 : We woke up at eight at the falls

following a sleepless night of very loud

thunder, very bright lightening, very heavy

rain, very tenacious no-see-ums. However,

we were ready for the day's work after a

breakfast of creme of wheat and bacon. The
water was fast and the rapids were fun,

though, as always we were shocked to see a

Chewonki group heading up stream.

Something wrong with the logic there.

At the end of the waterway we ate lunch

and digested our food with a good bout of

campers vs. the counselors. Gavin played the

hidden threat and Oscar the Barnacle. There

was jubilation at the sight of houses and cars

at Allagash Village. (We had a bit of delay,

though, because Rad had left his glasses at

the lunch spot.) We finally ended up at

Evelyn's "camp site" (more a grubby field

with a bomb shelter), though it looked as if

Rad or Avery's canoe wouldn't survive their

running battle. For dinner we ate strange red

hot dogs and whatever was kicking around

the wannigans, and stayed up late eating H-
bars and marshmallows around the camp-

fire. A very satisfying day filled with an-

ticipation of our impending conclusion with

the St. John River several hundred yards

away.

Nick

Day 12: We woke up around 8 a.m. and
wolfed down enough oatmeal to choke an

elephant. We loaded our canoes and were on

the water with a special treat of bubble gum
to motivate us. Avery and Alex tried to joust

canoes with the best (Nick and myself), but

they floundered badly. We reached the St.

John River to find wonderfully high water.

The St. John River rapids were really mov-
ing, and we raced down at breakneck speed.

After a couple of hours we stopped on a

giant rock for H-bars and granola. Adam
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wowed us all with a Killer Pain Dive. The
rest of us jumped and dived off the eight foot

drop-off. The skies grew darker, and we
decided to get back on the river before the

rain came.

A B-52 cruised overhead and straight on

into the thunderstorm just before the skies

opened on us. Wave after wave, the rain

pelted us so hard that no one could even see

his bowman. We soaked it up and paddled

on singing at the top of our lungs. I decided

to pull over and not try to shoot the rapids

until the storm blew over. As quickly as it

came, the storm passed over us.

A few miles and a couple sets of good
rapids later, we reached Pelletier's Cam-
pground. After setting up camp, we gorged

ourselves on junk food at the store and

shared pops, stories, and other things around

the campfire. Our last night on the trip. Dick

drove us back the next day. Congratulations

to everyone for a trip we will always

remember and cherish.

Rad

July 24 - 25

South Glenayr to Westcott Point

Jim Schwarz, Zach Bensley,

and Mike Gieskins

We started portaging our gear at 9 o'clock

Sunday morning, down the hill to our

canoes. Everyone hustled intensely so that

we were on the water by 9:30. A quick canoe

clinic and we steamed forward. Destination:

Blueberry Island. After a relaxing paddle to

the island, we spent three hours picking

blueberries, playing hide and seek, and
eating. Spence and Nick ate the most
blueberries while Josh tried to eat a bee (un-

fortunately, the bee stung him on the lip.)

After a grueling rock throwing contest, we
were off to Westcott Point. We raced each

other to the campsite. After a while all of

the canoes were empty and Schwazoo had
begun tent clinic. The rest of the afternoon

was spent swimming (led by Able who swam
without his life jacket), throwing rocks, and
building forts. "Hey, Schwazoo, who won
the fort building contest anyway?" Everyone

collected wood for the fire around 5:30, so

by 6:30 we had cheeseburgers frying on the

grill. Mike "The Burger Flipper" cooked up

some mean food which felt good in our emp-
ty stomachs. Right, guys? After dinner, and
continued fort building, we had smores for

dessert. They were so gooey and chocolatey
that Schwazoo made everyone (except Jon
who forgot his toothbrush) brush their teeth

in the darkness. Schwazoo played the guitar

while Zach read The 21 Balloons, and so-

meone left a surprise in the 8-man tent. We
were quick to bed on our first night in the

woods together.

Monday, July 25: Everyone was up by
7:30, and eating scrambled eggs, bacon and
fruit cocktail by 8:00. We were pressed for

time, so we sprang into action around 8:30
taking down tents, picking up trash, and
loading gear into the canoes for our return
trip to camp. We were so fast that we made
it to camp, unloaded our gear and tubbed
all by 10:00. Although it was a short trip,

it was an excellent learning experience for

everyone.

August 4 - 6

South Glenayr to Loud's Island

Jim Schwarz, Zach Bensley,

and Mike Gieskins

Day 1: On Thursday morning, August 4,

5:30 a.m., South Glenayr's sweet dreams
were disturbed by the sounds of Dire Straits

coming from Zach's stereo. One and a half

hours later, after a quick breakfast, prepared

by Les, and having packed and checked and
double-checked everything, we were in the

Kieve van on our way to the Snowgoose,
which would bring us to Loud's Island.

Charlie Richardson and Lindsey were
already at the boat, to help us handle our
baggage and to bring us to the island. With
the Snowgoose and two dinghies we were
transported to Loud's where we hung out in

the sun doing our own thing all day. Jim and
Zach both did some exploring; Mike was
reading; Chris Diorio, Justin Ben, Nick, and
Josh found a lobster trap which they set

again; others were throwing rocks into the

water; making a pier and yet others were just

lazying around.

When the light started fading, Jim called

all the campers together for a game of

"Simon Says". After this we had
cheeseburgers (even better than on Westcott
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Point) made by the counselors and smores

made by the campers. Finally, we played a

game of flashlight tag.

Then it was too dark and too late to do

anything more, so South Glenayr went into

their tents to start dreaming again.

Day 2: The cabin woke rather early but at

a reasonable hour. Preparations for

breakfast began immediately with everyone

picking raspberries for our delicious brown
sugar and fruit pancakes. Raffy certainly col-

lected a few.

After breakfast, which lasted nearly until

lunch, the entire group went on an adven-

ture. First, we ran to the nearby island just

as the tide was rising over the trail. Next, we
walked on the rocks and Rambo-styled it up

a steep bank into the woods. We came upon

a trail and followed it all the way to the

cemetery while Jared played the game killer

very well. On the way back we stopped at

Pee Rock and the boys continued the old

tradition. We jumped off of an eight foot

cliff into the ocean-lots of fun, eh, Will?

When we returned we ate a light but en-

joyable lunch of sandwiches and fruit. More
work on the lobster trap as well as another

round of Simon Says followed. Then we en-

joyed perhaps the finest cuisine ever prepared

on a camping trip: steamed mussels in garlic

butter, self-toasted garlic bread, beef ravioli

with oregano, and French style green beans.

After dinner, Schwazoo told a ghost story

around the camp fire. "Benson, the Hun-
chback". After a long but productive day,

South Glenayr fell fast asleep.

Day 3: Today we got up relatively early

because we knew the Snoose would arrive at

10 a.m. to pick us up. Of course, it arrived

at 9:30 in the middle of breakfast. However,
with the help of guys like Spenser, Phil, and
Justin, loading up the rowboats was fast and
easy thanks to the rock pier the boys had
made. We loaded up the bus when we hit the

mainland, but unfortunately, Jim's guitar

was left behind. (Yes, I got it back!) The
boys had many stories to tell and had grown
in their understanding of "roughing it".

Thanks for a great trip, guys!

July 28 - 30

Old Bunker Hill to the Belgrade Lakes
Jared Schott, Chris Dougherty,

and Ernest Van Panhuys

Day 1: We cruised with a little Zep and
some Dire Straits to our put in point on
Belgrade Lake. Shoving off around noon, a

floating lunch was in order. Jeff "Gilligan"

Sanders stole the show, demonstrating his in-

ability to catch (his Hershey Bar) or throw
(his trash). After lunch we paddled almost

to our destination. The young, growing men
of OBH saw a... girls camp. We paddled over

to the camp to give them a good look at us.

They seemed so interested. I could go on
forever about the girls jumping up and
down, yelling for us to come back and visit,

but this is the wrong type of publication for

all of that.

Reaching our campsite, it was observed

that our tents were most incomplete. The
Van Schotterly combination was able to rig

the poles together with vine, birch bark and
sticks (maybe some string). After everything

was set up, it was time for council naps. Din-

ner was hamburgers which would have been
better without the distraction of that girls

camp.

I won't incriminate anyone, but I will say

that only Whitney Lee, Sam F., Topher V,

and Andy had the girls camp. We all prayed

for sunny skies for tomorrow as we timed

our sleep with the coming of darkness. Un-
til tomorrow, night-night.

Day 2: After a fairly peaceful night, we
arose at 6:00 to bacon and eggs. The fog was
unbelievable this morning. We could barely

see the water-much too thick to go canoe-

ing right away. We took our time with

breakfast and headed out later than we
would have hoped. We didn't have a long

paddle and soon enough we were at our carry

over spot. A few highlights: Whitney Lee
dropping the canoe on the bridge, the jelly

jar breaking, the catching of crayfish, and
the long waiting at the put in point. We pad-

dle on through culverts and then snacked.

We reached our campsite close to noon after

a casual day of paddling. Swimming was of

the greatest enjoyment for all. It was tres hot.

Rocks near a buoy led us to believe we could

walk on water. The gods of OBH! Jared and
Chris slept while Ernest kept busy with the
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guys. Dinner of Spaghetti preceded smores.

Cooper was the king of marshmallows. After

dinner, Ernest told the story of Tom Green

and his feud with his brother. Darkness set

in and Whitney, Cooper and few others

followed Adam Schultz's lead to sleep out-

side. I hope they sleep all right. Tomorrow
is an early day, so once again we say

goodnight.

Day 3: Wake up was a 5:15 today, we had

to get an early start. Cooper and Adam were

the only ones to last the entire night outside.

The breakfast of maypo was a little watery.

The council apologizes, but you guys ate it

anyway. We were ready for our long pad-

dle. We had a little carry over where two

boys were fishing. Gilligan was convinced

that he was going to get hookworms. It took

hours for him to calm down. The rest of the

day was hard, fast paddling. We arrived at

the take out place 45 minutes ahead of

schedule. It was a great job by all. Mike C.

picked us up and as a reward for all our hard

work, took us to McDonalds. We are now
ready for Team Canada or the

Caucomgomoc which ever one they let us do.

July 29 - August 10

Allagash 2 to the

Allagash Waterway
Kevin Cronin, Frank Barbieri,

and David Sawyer

Day 1: We woke up at 5:15 a.m. and pro-

ceeded to Pasquaney where John served us

Smurfberry Crunch cereal. We were on the

rode by 6:25 a.m. Stopped in Greenville to

buy a can opener and a vomit bucket for

Evan. We arrived at Hannibles Crossing by

1 1 :30 a.m. where we portaged onto the West
Branch of the Penobscot and had ham and

cheese sammies. We were on the water by

noon and arrived at our site, Big Island, by

2:30. On the way we saw a couple of Moose
and caught a lot of ultra-violet rays.

Peter D., Evan, Luke, Jeff, Hansi, Nilsi,

Graham and Sean wallowed in the water all

afternoon. Peter H. and Charles fished all

afternoon and caught a few chubbs. For din-

ner we had Mondo Ravioli and mung.
Sterilized as an evening activity. Overall, our

first day on the Gash was a great success-

good weather and positive attitudes. Where's
Herman?

K.J.C.

Day 2: We woke at 5 to an approaching

thunderstorm. Waiting for the rain to sub-

side, we tried to fill the pots with rain water

from the tarp. Breakfast was served, Quaker
Oats, and we were on the water by 7:30. A
long paddle led to a Hershey break, then a

wrong turn gave us an extra 45 minutes on
the water. Finally, on to the campsite, but

it was taken so we found the East Campsite
and set up tents. Most of the guys swam in

the water. Then they began talking until din-

ner. Dinner was beef stew and rice. After

dinner we talked about Mud Pond Portage

and what to expect. Then to bed. Well Her-

man didn't follow us to the campsite.

David Sawyer
Day 3: Portage Day! Yeeeeeeee

Haaaaaa!!! At 5:00 we started shaking the

cobwebs out of our heads. The breakfast of

Maypo was accompanied by casual conver-

sation and scattered laughter. Either we were

avoiding the topic of Mud Pond, or we
didn't know what to expect and didn't care.

Everyone was in peak spirits.

Blue skies and still air graced our paddle

to Umbazooksus Stream where we met our

first obstacle of the day-low water. The long

stream went slowly-paddle 20 yards, drag

20 yards, paddle, drag, etc...When we got

through a short paddle across Umbazooksus
Lake fate confronted us with a small sign.

A sign that reflected our tears and hopes. A
sign that read simply, "Mud Pond Portage

Trail".

To relate with mere pen and paper what
happened on that trail would be a fool's task,

for to know one must experience. To try and
single out outstanding persons would be a

gross mistake, for it can only be done by a

team. Suffice it to say that we finished the

portage in 3 1/2 hours, only two trips. The
men of Allagash 2 sucked it up!

A short paddle into Chamberlain Lake
brought us to our campsite at Gravel Beach.

Hysterical from exhaustion, we went for a

mud splash in the lake screaming of victory

and celebrating success. After dinner the

strong sun filled the horizon with at-

mospheric fire as we prepared ourselves for
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a well deserved slumber. Everyone slept with

a smile on their face.

F.B.

Day 4: I woke up at 8 a.m. the day after

Mud Pond Portage, but I had to lay in bed

for a while because my sore neck, back and

arms would not respond to by brain's order

to wake up. It was really nice to sleep in, but

I have to admit I did not get a great night's

sleep because my tent site was where a rock

family happily lived. Chamberlain Lake was

calm and glassy at 8 a.m.; it promised to be

a sunny and wonderful day. At 9 a.m. Chay

had sparked up a nice fire for our morning

breakfast of pancakes and mung. Hansi and

Pete H. cooked raspberry pancakes for over

two hours. Everyone agreed they were great!

Everyone went to Big Rock for a morning

swim where Chay received an unsuspecting

rock to his forehead. Charlie Harrington will

check it out tomorrow at resupply, John and

Charlie made PB and J's and mung for

lunch. Pete R. and Pete D., Nilsi, Alex,

Luke, and John all played King of the Rock

for an afternoon activity. Hansi and Sean

built a miniature campsite out of stones while

Chay fished from shore. At 5:30 p.m. Luke,

the manager, sent Charles, Jeff, and Mills

out for wood. By 6:00 p.m. the fire was boil-

ing HO for spaghetti prepared by council and

Evan. For dessert we had smores to end this

great and relaxing day. After dinner Luke,

Graham, Hansi, Nilsi, and three Peters,

Alex, Charles, Evan and Jeff all went swim-

ming. They kept running to the lake to make
weird dives and then retreated to do it again.

Another perfect sunset...

Day 5: We woke at 8 a.m. and had a

breakfast of Cream of Wheat. At 9 a.m.

those going to the resupply left, and we said

a mournful goodby to them as they canoed

away. Then the kids played cards and went

swimming until lunch. Lunch at 12 p.m. of

fluff, peanut butter and Hershey bars. Then

a little R and R and swimming. At 2 p.m.

we began chopping wood for dinner and

tomorrow's breakfast. More swimming cool-

ed us off, and then we waited for those on

the resupply to return. They arrived at 5:15

p.m., and we immediately began our dinner

of fettucini Alfredo (Thanks, Frank!).

Sterilized and went to bed between 7 and 8

p.m. Goodby Gravel Beach.

Post Script: The Resupply Trip

Made great time on the way down to our

resupply spot, and we saw a moose. We im-

mediately ate lunch of PB and F (Mar-

shmallow Fluff), and then we waited for

three hours for Charlie Harrington and Les.

Charlie checked out the cut on Chay's

forehead and said, "Chay will have a fine

story to tell about the gash he received on
the 'Gash." Everyone went swimming, and
then Frank hustled all the resuppliers in. We
spent some of the time talking to Camp
Chewonki counselors while Frank attempted

to seduce two gorgeous blonds (who were

campers!!). Frank kind of struck out when
the two blonds admitted that they had been

canoeing for seven weeks. All Frank had to

say is that we had seven days to go until we
were done. He lost a little face, but we still

love him. We finally shoved off at 3 p.m.

after we devoured our Zecchino subs which

Charlie and Les brought us. We were greeted

with steady headwinds for 2 1/2 hours until

we were greeted by the rest of our comrades.

Thanks again to Frank, Mills, Sean, Hansi,

Nilsi, Peter R. and D., and Chay!

Day 6: Up at five and we reaped the

benefits of our resupply -fresh eggs for

breakfast. We quickly loaded and launched

our boats, ready to attack the 14 mile pad-

dle ahead. We reached Lock Dam at about

6:30 where we portaged 50 yards into the

flow on the other side. Down the flow on the

way to Eagle Lake we spied yet another

moose; the cow was lazily dunking her head

as she watched another canoe group go by.

Her calf was about 50 yards down stream

chasing some ducks for afternoon fun-what

a life! We also spotted a cotton tail deer tak-

ing a refreshing drink from Eagle Lake.

After a Hershey Bar break on the lake, we
paddled to the Tramway over in a far cor-

ner. There we checked out train locomotives,

relics from the logging days of yesteryear.

Farm Island, our site for the night, was

only a short paddle away. The day's paddle

went quickly thanks to favorable winds

(thank you, Jose), and we had lunch on the

Island. After lunch council rapped, and
campers played. A dinner of fresh ham-
burgers left us full and ready for a good
night's sleep. Another great day.

Day 7: We woke up at 6 a.m. because I

do not have an alarm clock. But, we got the

fire roaring thanks to Luke and Graham. We
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had hot oatmeal and brown sugar. We were
off the Farm Island and headed towards our

next campsite, Jaws, by 7:30. We were bless-

ed by tailwinds and took our first break at

9 a.m. for Hershey Bars on the water. As we
waded in the water another boat passed us,

and they ended up getting our site. So we
took the one across the water at "High
Banks". Everyone took a swim before lunch

because the weather is really balmy. There

are a lot of verdant hills around us, but the

haze is blocking our vision. Nilsi and Luke
made PB and J's for lunch. The men of the

Gash all played a variety of poker games to

kill the afternoon hours away. The Gash men
also went swimming which turned into a mud
fight until Evan and Luke got mud in their

eyes. This fascination with mud did not end
for Pete D. and Hansi as they proceeded to

cover their pale bodies with it. They must
have felt that mud would enhance their ap-

pearance; they were wrong! Pete R. built a

killer fire as Frank cooks franks over the

open flames. We had enough hot dogs for

everyone to eat at least four. Dave, Charles,

Pete R., Jeff, Evan all had fifths. Mills,

John, Pete H., Sean, Pete R., Jeff, Luke,

Hansi and Nilsi all went for a post-dinner

swim. We heard that this hot, humid, and
hazy weather is to stay with us until Sunday.

But none of us can remember what day of

the week it is! Everyone is psyched but anx-

ious about tomorrow's Chase Rapids.

Zzzzzzzzz.

Day 8: 1 woke at 5:30 a.m. just as the ear-

ly morning shower ended. A Maypo
breakfast with brown sugar and jelly fills us

up for the long day ahead. Today is Peter

Day's birthday, and we all wish him a hap-

py one. We begin the journey at 7 and pad-

dle to Churchill Dam where a ranger meets

us and takes all our packs and wanagans. We
then wait for Chase Rapids to fill with water

because they closed the dam last night. Dur-

ing the hour wait most of us get butterflies

in our stomachs because of the stories (Dave
horseshoed his canoe in '85). At 8 a.m. we
begin the tough but fun paddle down Chase
Rapids. In the beginning Frank flipped his

canoe and got frustrated with his bowman.
Then Evan and Orange Man (Pete H.) flip-

ped their canoe. Evan and Orange Man con-

tinue this process three more times while

Dave and Mills dump their canoe and lose

a paddle downstream. Finally the end where
we pick up our packs and wanagans. But it

is still not really over, we still have little

rapids to conquer with our packs. Luckily,

nobody gets stuck in this part. Lunch stop

after rapids. We paddle to Umseskis Lake
(Um-sas-kis) which is long and hard with

head winds. At the end of this lake we meet
a ranger who has been informed that Farm
Island's fire pit was destroyed and he blam-
ed it on us, but we leave each site more
beautiful than we find it. Oh, well. We hit

Long Lake and most of the kids were bum-
min' because of the name. We hit our site,

Jalbert, and everyone was happy. We un-

packed the canoes and bathed before dinner.

A special dinner for Pete D.'s birthday was
prepared by Frank-Linguini in clam sauce

and mung. Delicious! After dinner we all

watched the sun set and sang the Kieve song
as we took off our life vests. Good night all!

Good night, Johnboy.

D.G.S.
Day 9: It started out as a normal day, up

at 5, Maypo, and on the water by 6:30. The
day turned out, however to be one of our

hardest. We paddled the remainder of the

Long Lake which brought us to the south

end of Allagash River. The river welcomed
us with fast moving water, beautiful sights,

and occasional sets of blood pumping rapids.

Our plan was to end the day at Round
Pond at about noon, but when we arrived

at the site it was already taken. We then

made plans to paddle an extra leg of the river

to a site called Hosed-B. The river accepted

us again, and we made our way down her

winding path. After four miles of paddling,

we stopped for lunch at a small site, and
readied ourselves for the remaining paddle.

The paddle was discouraging to our tired

bunch--all dead water. Even more
disheartening was the fact that Hosed B. was
almost big enough for four pygmy children,

if they all stood up. So we jumped back in-

to the river's gracious arms and made our

way to yet another site. Success was found
twenty minutes later at Five Fingers Brook
where our weary men ended an eight hour

paddle down 23 miles of river. After a repast

of spaghetti, 18 exhausted men turned into

bed. A good hard day.

F.B.
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Day 10: Boy did it rain last night! It

thundered and lightened, too. So when we
got up this morning, everything was soaked

from the clothes that we had left on the line

overnight to dry to our tents and sleeping

bags. We had a tough time with the fire, but

Pete R. and Frank finally got it going for our

morning meal of corned beef hash. We
gobbled it down and were on the water by

7:30 a.m. We stopped off at Michaud Farms

to unload the River Rats' (Pete H. and

Evan), Yo Mama's (Pete R. and Jeff) and

the Green Lightning's (John and Alex) trash.

Also, to put an APB out on our med kit that

we had left behind at Long Lake Dam. We
were at our site by 11 a.m. which is the

beautiful Allagash Falls. Everyone at some
point in the day went for a swim. For lunch

Chay made tuna. It sprinkled a little in the

afternoon, but not enough to discourage

these men from the Gash to portage a

father/son team's canoe and gear around the

falls. Jeff started the fire, and Charles made
ravioli for dinner. We held a moment of

silence for those people who died in the bom-
bing of Hiroshima 43 years ago... Wood was

collected for sterilization. Tomorrow's our

last day on the Allagash River. Frank and

I stayed up until 9:30 to talk about the Jen's

in our lives.

KJC
Day 1 1 : We woke up at five and cooked

Maypo over Frank's Coleman stove because

last night's wood detail failed to find decent

wood. We got on the river by 6:30 a.m. Dur-

ing our two hour paddle Dave's canoe

bumped Jeff's canoe causing him to swallow

the only piece of gum he had on the trip. Jeff

claimed that he would sue the pants off

David if he didn't buy Jeff another pack of

gum. David refused. At 10:00 a.m. the court

case came to order with Evan H. as the

judge, Nilsi A. as the bailiff, Jeff as the

plaintiff, and David as the Defendant. Peter

H. represented David while John N.

represented Jeff. After an hour of examin-
ing and cross-examining the jury came up
with the decision that the defendant was in-

nocent. David won! Well, that was over;

although Jeff complained that he should

have won. Then some went swimming,
others napped and others talked about the

case until lunch at 12:15. Peanut butter and
Fluff with granola bars. More napping,

reading and swimming until dinner. Chay
built the fire. We had beef stew and rice with

mung and a granola bar for dessert. Very fill-

ing. Sterilization was done immediately after

dinner. Swimming as an evening activity.

Most go to bed around 7:30 p.m., and Dave
finally finishes his book.
Day 12: Day twelve seems to have been

unremarkable. (Sorry, Kevin.)

Day 13: At any moment Dick will be
honking into Pellitiers and another successful

Allagash trip will be completed. This

Allagash trip was for me my most special and
memorable. We conquered the Mud Pond
Portage in only three hours. If I had to at-

tach one quality to this Gash group the word
solid comes to mind. In one way or another,

each individual pushed himself daily and in

essence, gave his personal best. The weather
this year was rather wet which added a new
dimension to the Allagash challenge. (Last

year's trip was dry with a total of four hours
of rain.)

Tripping with Frank was an education for

the kids and for me and Dave. His low-

impact philosophy concerning the environ-

ment is an alternative I feel Kieve should in-

vest in and adopt in the years to come. At
the end of a 13 day trip there are always im-

ages of each caper and counselor which one
will never forget. I do not think I will ever

forget Hansi's rad stories, Nilsi's bug bites

all over his shins, Chay's minimal eating

habits, Pete H.'s orange wardrobe, Alex's

mouth, Evan's swamping ability, Pete R.'s

naked chest, Pete D.'s interesting humor,
Sean's sudden outbursts, Graham's yo-yo,

Luke's illegal questions, Mill's mastery of
sterilization, John's supply of gums and
Kool-aid, Charles' accent and appetite, Jeff's

loss in court, Dave's endless supply of tobac-

co, and Frank's Yeee Haaaa every morning
as we launched and, I'll never forget how I

rocketed out of the canoe like a space cap-

sule. It is safe to say that everyone had a

wonderful experience, but we are all anxious

to wash our hair and clothes and be reunited

with our Kieve family. Here comes Dick...

K.J.C.
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July 21 - August 11

Team Canada to Algonquin Park

Max Tilson and Nick Lawrence

Days 1 and 2: I've decided to consolidate

the thoughts and activities of these two days

since they were times spent en route in our

trusty vehicle to Canada, and we all know
how long road trips are.

It was raining and I guess that's just

something I'd deal with, so I slid from the

warmth of my sleeping bag and out of the

dryness of my Moss tent on Westcott Point.

Fortunately, all eight of the younger team

Canada members were not as hesitant about

their rolling from bed. We went up to Pas-

quaney eating a fine pancake, eggs, and

cereal breakfast. Even Dick had stirred from

slumber to see us off, and by 6:30 the wheels

of Rolling Thunder (our big blue van) were

spinning, and we were on our way. By 6:50,

I was the only one left awake (thanks, guys),

and we "sped" through Maine, through the

White Mountains, and on to our lunch break

in Vermont. While Nick and Peter de Haven
(our compass and map reader) sauntered to

the local general store to pick up some classic

Vermont cheddar and chips, the rest of us

enjoyed the sandwiches, gorp and juice with

which we were equipped. When we were in

upstate N.Y., I saw a sign for "Funland"

at a campsite. I deemed it would be a good
place to arrest our forward movement and

stay for the night. As it turned out, that call

was a good one indeed. For a low price we
had a spot near to some authentic reindeer

in their natural habitat, a hangar like struc-

ture which housed games, pool, and hockey,

and even a cafe which must have been the

local hot spot for the nearby inhabitants ...

just ask Jay.

We ate dinner at the only restaurant in

town which doubled as a singles' bar for 13

year olds. Phil (or Dirk Maverick as we call-

ed him) almost fell prey to the luring stares

of two of the indigenous females. Luckily,

he restrained his hormonal instinct, and we
escaped with all of our morals unscathed.

Upon our return we had a hockey tour-

nament, brushed our teeth and retired-some

to the safety of Rolling Thunder, the rest to

the ground cover and tarp. It was an exciting

beginning to our month away.

On our second day we slept until the more
humane hour of 7:30. It was painful to say

goodbye to the deer, Funland and Cini's

sunglasses, but we managed to pull through

with the aid of War's song "Lowrider" -
the tune of the trip. By the time we decided

to stop for breakfast, traffic had picked up
and the rest of the world had moved into

drive. Fresh doughnuts, milk, OJ, coffee and

an army magazine for Cini gave us all the

daily supplement of whatever it is we need

to survive. Twenty minutes later we crossed

the St. Lawrence Seaway (named for Nick's

great, great uncle on his father's side,

Phillippe Lawrence) into Canada. After con-

vincing the border patrol that the 8

youngsters were with us by the goodwill and

wishes of their parents, we moved on
through to Ottawa. Peter was not impress-

ed, but I felt it worthwhile enough to make
a U-turn to make sure we didn't miss any of

the spectacular inner-city scenery. Lunch at

McDonalds (home of the McPoisson,

McPommes Fretes ... Canada may take some
getting used to) and then on to Algonquin

Park-six hours later. Our bath at Whitefish

was much needed and enjoyed, then we mov-
ed on to Steph and the Portage Store in

whose hands we placed our fate for the next

18 days. The place was full of interesting
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things (including some really hip hats) and

workers. After the $100 dinner (oops) (how

about that monster amount of cole slaw,

Bif?) we checked out our future transport.

Those Kevlar canoes were lighter than air-

they would be our modes of movement for

sure ... well maybe. We'd be back in the

morning to stake our claim, so we piled back

into Rolling Thunder to Whitefish Cam-
pgrounds where our tarp was already set up.

We all went to sleep that night with different

expectations-some were anxious, some not;

all knew there was no turning back. Team
Canada '88 was about to commence.
The following is a day by day account in

the words of the kids themselves. After all,

this trip is theirs.

Day 3: A man is only human, but it takes

a certain mental toughness to survive the hell

that we are being put through. Just joking.

This morning we cruised down to the por-

tage store to the sounds of Lowrider. We
were supplied with everything except the grill

which we discovered at dinner time, but we'll

talk about that later. After a lazy two hour

trip, we camped on Joe Lake. The counselors

headed back to the portage store for the tent

poles they had forgot. It turns out that they

brought them the first trip. Chris, Chris, Jay

and Chip went on a cliff diving expedition

while the others hung around the camp. At
dinner we discovered that we were missing

a grill. This time two campers, Chris L. and

Chip were sent to retrieve the missing item.

We had a late dinner then discovered the

other grill.

Chris Lindland, aka Biff Malibu

Day 4: We got up to overcast skies and
spent four hours on breakfast. Chipmunk ate

some bread. When we finally left, the

heavens opened. After a 435 M. portage, we
find that someone pirated my paddle. On the

22 M. we got one from another group. We
camped on Burnt Island Lake. After hot

dogs, we rest or swim. Dinner of ham steaks.

Mike falls in the drink.

Peter de Haven
Day 5: We woke up at 7:30 and packed

our stuff while cooking a breakfast of

oatmeal.

The sky clearing, we set out on Burnt

Island Lake and head towards the portage

trail. Once there, we tied our stuff to our

packs and set off on the 790 M. portage. It

went well; it seems the Canadian machine is

beginning to run like a well oiled machine.

We found a killer campsite and had corned

beef sandwiches and soup for lunch.

After lunch most people took a much
needed bath in the lake. Then for the fifth

day in a row we had some rain. No matter,

this machine will survive. The remainder of

the afternoon was spent by either napping
or spear fishing. As the sun began to set, the

wind calmed, and the sky cleared, we cook-

ed a dinner of peas, chili con came, and
oreos. Afterwards Biff (Chris) and Chip
sterilized. The remainder of the evening was
spent reading and mellowing by the fire.

Philip "Dirk" Maverick
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Day 6: It was our first rest day, and we
were hoping it would be sunny but it wasn't.

It soon cleared and we had a pancake
breakfast. We got a late start making them
because we couldn't find the hatchet to cut

the wood. A little later when we were about
to make the pancakes, we couldn't find the

spatula. Andy Greenough found it by the

toilet paper. After pancakes, we all got
drawn to the shore by a loud thundering
noise. We found out it was a huge rainstorm.

So we all quickly departed to our tents. After

it stopped raining, I was drawn out of my
tent by someone screaming raccoon. I came
down and saw people throwing rocks at it.

Before dinner Biff, Jay, Mike, and Chip
went to look for moose because we saw some
last night. When we got down to the trail,

we saw two hugh moose eating plants. We
were thinking of following them, but we
would miss dinner. When we got back to

camp, we found dinner wasn't ready, and
some people wanted to go see the moose. We
walked through the woods for a little bit

when we heard them. A couple of people had
cameras and wanted shots, so we got close

to them, but not too close because they were

big moose. After watching the moose for a

little while, we came back to camp to find

that dinner was about ready. During dinner

it started to rain, and we saw a beautiful pic-

ture perfect rainbow. Soon the rain stopped

and some people went swimming while some
rested. This will probably be the most active

rest day of the trip.

Chip Gibbons
Day 7: This morning we awoke to a nice

oatmeal breakfast cooked by Chris and
Chip. Then we cleaned up and left. We had
six portages ahead of us. On our first I car-

ried my own canoe. It was hard, very hard.

The rest were hard, too. Chris, Cini, Max,
Peter and myself got held up, but we got to

the campsite. For lunch we had mac and
cheese. Then it rained. After that we had
potatoes and beef stew. It was ok. Right now
we are all just sitting around the fire.

Andrew Greenough
Day 8: 7:30 a.m. New start for a new day

and a very hard day. Today Canada gives us

sun, blue sky, good breakfast and a few

toasted leeches-this is the best morning to

the trip. Just before the first portage, we saw

a mother moose and her baby having a bath.

The portage, the biggest one since we started

the trip is 1840 meters long; it is a real adven-

ture. At last, the end. Nick and I have a bath.

The sweetest bath I have ever had. After

lunch, we go on canoeing. A few minutes

later we reach the second portage a real

game~430 meters. We find a good camp and

after unloading the canoes, we have a second

bath. The sun is always shining and after cut-

ting wood, Chris and Andrew start cooking.
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A good dinner, but we eat a Greek thing that

tastes awful. We play with a tennis ball and
go to sleep at nine o'clock.

Mike deBuffevent or Papave

Day 9: 7:15 a.m. This morning we awoke
at 6:30 to find that the wood Cini got had

disappeared. After we got new wood and had

our oatmeal, myself and the amazing one

trip, around the back, suck it up, Dirk

Maverick (Adventurer extraordinary) load-

ed up our canoe and left earlier than the rest

of the group to get a good campsite. The
weather was as nice as the day before. Dirk

and I were misled by Max and his directions,

so we had to come back to the campsite to

get our bearings straight. We then continued

in the opposite direction. The portage was
our longest yet, 2180. Nick and Popaye went

ahead and got separated from the group, but

found a super campsite on an island. The rest

of the group continued to where Nick was

supposed to be only to find that Nick was

not there. After an hour and a half, Nick

found us, and we set up camp and had lunch.

Soon afterwards, we all had a swim and
rested until dinner. It was a huge meal that

stuffed all of us, even Cini. We are looking

forward to our rest day tomorrow.

Jay

Day 10: Rest Day. Well today was pro-

bably the most boring day of the trip, so

don't expect to hear about anything exciting.

We ate a very dull and unexciting bannock
for breakfast. We cooked it on sticks. It was
fun to watch the people who were really

roughing it on this lake. (Because this is a

three day weekend for Canadians, the lake

was filled with people on windsurfers and
powerboats.) That night we ate a disgusting

dinner-potatoes and cheese. That meal

almost topped the orzo that we had a few

days before. Our buddy Max entertained us

that night by swamping a canoe. A great

photo opportunity. This was followed by a

rock throwing contest that I won. We all miss

McDonalds, and we all look forward to

lunch at the portage store.

Chris Lindland

Day 1 1: A rather uneventful rest day, but

we did play water football and threes up.

Resupply arrived at 4:45 but no "Double A"
batteries! On, well Cest la vie.

Day 12: We got up to overcast skies and
worried that our sunny weather was ending.

After a tasty breakfast of bacon, eggs, and
hashed browns, we loaded up and started

again. We saw some more rough n' tough

"voyageus" who had their canoes taxied by
motorboat. After a 1390 meter carry, Nick,

Mike, Phil, Jason, Chris L., and Chip went

ahead to get a campsite while Max and I

waited for Cini and Andy to finish their trip.

Unfortunately they took a different site than

planned. The four of us had to tear up Big

Crow Lake to find them. When we reunited,

we decided to stay at a cabin where we could

stay for free. It was rustic with some tables,

3 beds, mattresses and a stove. It was nice

to know we had shelter for the night..

After a dinner of ham steaks, corn and

rice, we relaxed as we got mentally prepared

for the 3750 meter portage tomorrow.

Peter de Haven
Day 13: Rest day, or a 3750 meter por-

tage? Since it was sunny, the choice was
clear-we tackled the portage. It was a short,

pleasant paddle across a glass like lake. Our
pleasure would soon end, for it was B-day.

The pain of an oppressive weight bearing

down from above was a sensation experienc-

ed by all. The portage trail was level for the

first few hundred meters, but that ended

when the trail forked, and we had to head

up a steep hill full of rocks and roots. The
exertion from climbing this trail made many
feel like vomiting. The trail was endless; its

tortuous route took us up and down small

hills, through a short patch of mud, and
across a small section of swamp. Still the

main obstacle was the sheer length of our

trek. Then at last the glimmering of the lake

could be seen through the trees; then it was
over. We had conquered it.
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We then had a short paddle to our camp-
site. Biff and Chip, however, went on a lit-

:le detour and wound up doing about an ex-

tra half hour of paddling.

We spent the afternoon eating a filling

meal of hot dogs and swimming in the

refreshing water. We enjoyed doing "Biff's

Power Slide" off the edge of a sandbar. We
could run easily in the three inches of water
on the sand and then plunge off the end of

the bar which was almost a sheer drop.

Our dinner consisted of lasagna and green

beans. For dessert we had popcorn.

Philip "Dirk Maverick" Mundy

Day 14: We leisurely woke up to an easy

day. We were all a little happier today

because we knew the worst portage was
behind us. We had oatmeal for breakfast

which was good, not filling, but good all the

same.

After a short paddle, we got to a 700 m.
portage which wasn't too bad. After that

Chris, Chip, Phil, and Jay went to find a

good campsite because there is a rest day

tomorrow. We all battled some tough head-

winds, but got to the campsite all right. We
had lunch soon after everyone arrived. Then
we went our own ways. We found that swim-

ming was particularly fun because of the high

waves. Some people found it more relaxing

to read. We had dinner of chili con carne and

thought about the rest day to come.

Chip Gibbons
Day 15: Today was a rest day and not

much happened. We swam, read and carv-

ed. We had two storms pass on either side

of us in the afternoon. We were really lucky,

but that night we got hit hard. We've only

got four and a half more days left. It was
fun today. I'm enjoying the trip a lot.

Andrew Greenough

Day 16: After the storms of the night

before, the morning is foggy. A good
breakfast (granola and milk) and we leave.

Today we have hardly no paddling but a long

portage: 2580 m. During this portage the

boys make me crazy. We wait for one

camper for an hour and half. Nick is furious.

A good campsite has been found and now
we are eating mac and cheese that's really

good, but as usual there is not enough. After

the lunch we are going to dive. Then I am
teaching chess to Cini. For dinner we have

potatoes and beef stew. Two counselors from

another camp come by and we speak and
laugh with them. We eat marshmallows

before it starts to rain, and we go to bed.

Day 17: Rest day. Boring like all rest days.

We swam a little, but mostly we sun bathe.

We got our hearty helping of food, but starv-

ed until dinner which was our favorite food,

orzo.

J.
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Day 18: The longest day of the trip

awaited those hardened woodsman known
to most as team Canada. The Mcintosh

Creek paddle had been a great mystery to

them since they first looked at the map. Their

outfitter, Steph, had labeled the area, 'This

sucks", and it did. Most of the day was spent

paddling through twisty swamps and mar-

shes. If not for the rains, they would have

had to drag though about a mile of noisome

muck. One of the many obstacles that faced

them was a very professional beaver dam,
but this couldn't stop them. They merely

pushed it aside and headed for the portages.

After putting many portages under their belts

they ate the 510 and the 745 up, except for

one canoe pair, no names will be mention-

ed. The group flew through the trails adap-

ting a new nickname, Machine Canada.

After the portages they had a short pad-

dle to a campsite. The guys enjoyed a lunch

of gorp. The sun finally broke out, and a

sunny afternoon was enjoyed by the group.

Dinner was beef stroganoff and corn. One
of the most filling meals on the trip. A great

cliff diving contest took place after dinner

that featured such dives as the Banana, the

Fruitcake, Sailor, and the now famous
Popeye dive. Yet, the one dive that attracted

the most attention was the White Whale per-

formed by Chris Lindland. After drying off,

the guys sat around talking and throwing

rocks while some dorks on the other side of

the lake screamed to hear their echoes. This

is a sign that we are nearing civilization and
LUNCH AT THE PORTAGE STORE.

Chris Lindland

Day 19: Well we're almost home free. The
2320 m. portage was rather dilapidated but

usable. After finding a "usable" site, we
dove off a nearby 20 foot cliff. After we just

hung out and talked dreading the forthcom-

ing meal - potato and cheese casserole, but

knowing that tomorrow we CHOW.
Day 20: We woke to the grim knowledge

that it had rained all night; however, it let

up at nine. We got up and Phil came through

for us by building a fire from wet wood. We
slowly made hash browns, eggs, and hot

chocolate. Shortly after, we took off and

back tracked our first day's paddle. We
finished Joe Lake, breezed a 295 m. carry,

then traveled Canoe Lake in light rain.

Lo and behold, we saw the Portage Store.

It was hard to believe we had put in 17 days

since we saw it last. Nick had gone ahead to

get things rolling with the equipment return.

We saw Stephanie, our trip packer. She told

us that eight people in the park were struck

by lightning, and one was killed in the

thunderstorm that we got on Lake La Muir

a few nights ago.

We went upstairs and savored a ready

made meal of burgers, fries, and drinks. I

was glad I didn't have to take my plate to

the lake to clean it.

After Max got the maps Dick wanted, we
blasted "Lowrider" and tore out of the park

in Rolling Thunder.

We assaulted Ottawa with one thing in

mind: we wanted lots of food. After three

wild goose chases we ate at McDonald's. The

next issue was where to stay. We didn't want

to camp on wet ground. After much tearing

around, we bargained and got a deal for a

motel room. We stayed up late watching a

strange multi-colored-light-emitting ap-

pliance called a television that we hadn't seen
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in quite some time. We must have caught

about twenty reports about the trade that

sent Wayne Gretzky to L.A. Too bad Mrs.

Gretzky didn't want to have a family in Pitts-

burgh. On, Well. At 1 a.m. we crashed.

Peter de Haven
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Allan, Scott

Arnold, R.T.

Babcock, Erik

Bailey, David

Beckerlegge, Robb
Beckmann, Oliver

Bent, Seth

Betancourt, Charlie

Blatt, Max
Borden, Fred

Bradford, Standish

Brown, David

Brown, Creel

Brown, Cabell

Budd, Matt
Burton, Fred

Callard, Sam
Cameron, Roger

Cappelletti, Zach
Carney, Jon

Carney, Jeff

Casala, Charles-Henri

Casala, Edouard
Cook, Avery
Courtney, Wyatt
Crabtree, Tyler

Cunningham, Kevin

Currier, Andrew
De Buffevent, Augustin

Donn, Alex

Drukker, Matt

Fagin, Adam
Firger, Danny
Freeman, Michael

Frost, Simon
Garrett, Nathaniel

perard, Robbie
Grierson, Ian

Grierson, Eric

Guthrie, Phil

Hall, Turney
Hall, Chris

Hannum, Jordie

Hardy, George
Harris, Jed

Hooker, Brady
Jackson, David
Joerger, Alex

Special Mentions: 1st Session

Tennis, Tripping

Tennis, Printing, Tripping

Archery, Tripping, Tennis

Woodworking, Swimming, Riflery

Tennis, Tripping

Swimming, Adventure, Archery, Printing, Inspection

Tennis, Woodworking
Windsurfing, Archery, Tripping, Inspection

Potter, Nature, Archery, Tripping, Inspection

Printing, Swimming
Landsports, Printing, Inspection

Printing, Riflery, Photography, Swimming, Kieve

Tripper

Tennis, Riflery, Nature, Adventure, Woodworking,
Inspection

Riflery, Printing, Adventure

Woodworking, Tennis

Tripping

Adventure, Tripping

Windsurfing, Tennis, Adventure, Tripping

Swimming, Adventure, Archery

Tennis, Pottery, Tripping

Adventure, Kieve Tripper

Nature, Photography, Pottery, Kieve Tripper

Printing, Nature, Pottery, Tennis, Tripping

Windsurfing, Printing, Tripping

Printing, Swimming, Tripping

Archery, Riflery, Woodworking
Printing, Riflery

Swimming, Landsports

Inspection, Woodworking, Swimming, Tripping

Tennis, Tripping

Nature, Riflery, Woodworking, Tripping

Windsurfing, Tripping

Riflery, Photography, Inspection

Swimming, Printing

Archery, Swimming
Printing, Inspection, Tripping

Tennis, Tripping

Tennis, Archery

Riflery, Tripping

Archery, Tripping

Archery, Swimming
Archery, Printing

Adventure, Tennis, Tripping

Tennis, Adventure, Tripping

Archery, Tennis, Kieve Tripper

Woodworking, Tripping, Nature

Tennis, Swimming, Printing, Inspection, Kieve Tripper

Woodworking, Swimming
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Sloterback, Oscar Landsports, Tripping

Southgate, Jay Windsurfing, Tennis, Photography
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Stebbins, Thomas
Stevenson, Will

Swanson, Eric

Sykes, Eraw
Thouron, Gray
Tooke, Wesley

Treherne-Thomas, Sam
Twiss, Johnny
Urfer, Chris

Van Ness, Chapin
Veilleux, Jason

Viner, Ry
Wallace, Dan
Walsh, Ty
Wartels, Edward

Wartels, Wyatt
Whitney, Stef

Wilmerding, Reed
Wintsch, Bud
Wister, Will

Zeiler, Jay

Zimmerman, Geoff

Zimmerman, Gregg

Pottery, Archery, Swimming
Printing, Photography, Woodworking
Riflery, Sailing

Riflery, Archery, Landsports

Tennis, Photography, Swimming
Swimming, Photography, Tennis, Riflery

Archery, Printing, Photography, Nature, Swimming
Tennis, Woodworking, Swimming, Inspection, Tripping

Archery, Windsurfing, Tripping

Woodworking, Tennis

Archery, Nature, Tennis, Swimming, Tripping

Printing, Landsports, Tennis, Riflery

Tennis, Woodworking, Kieve Tripper

Tennis, Archery

Swimming, Photography, Woodworking, Inspection,

Kieve Tripper, Riflery, Pottery

Adventure, Inspection, Tripping

Photography, Printing, Sailing

Printing, Swimming
Swimming, Archery, Tripping

Woodworking, Tennis, Swimming
Tennis, Tripping

Tennis, Woodworking
Riflery, Woodworking

Special Mentions: 2nd Session

Alley, Shamus
Allyger, Robbie

Alter, Willie

Armentrout, Hansi

Armentrout, Nilsi

Armistead, George

Atkins, Sam
Bacallao, Nelson

Banks, Raffy

Barlow, Ben
Beckmann, Oliver

Beidler, Francis

Bishop, Ben
Bishop, Sean

Block, Chris

Bohlen, Bobby
Borghese, Luca
Bos, Pier

Brooks, John
Cerilli, Justin

Chapman, Mills

Cole, Angus
Cole, Hugh
Colhoun, Trevor

Collins, Adam
Cox, Danny

Sailing, Swimming, Riflery, Landsports

Tennis, Swimming, Riflery

Riflery, Photography, Woodworking, Swimming,
Adventure

Archery, Riflery, Sailing, Photography
Photography, Sailing, Riflery

Nature, Tennis, Swimming, Adventure, Riflery, Tripping

Swimming, Woodworking
Tennis, Landsports, Printing, Riflery, Archery

Tennis, Sailing, Pottery

Swimming, Tripping

Sailing, Inspection

Tennis, Sailing, Adventure, Riflery, Kieve Tripper

Swimming, Riflery, Adventure, Inspection

Photography, Riflery, Pottery, Inspection

Tennis, Pottery, Adventure, Swimming, Tripping

Sailing, Swimming, Adventure

Printing, Woodworking
Swimming, Pottery, Landsports, Inspection

Sailing, Woodworking, Printing, Kieve Tripper

Sailing, Tennis, Swimming, Landsports, Tripping

Swimming, Tennis, Nature, Woodworking, Tripping

Sailing, Woodworking, Swimming
Archery, Riflery, Adventure
Swimming, Adventure
Swimming, Woodworking, Landsports, Inspection

Woodworking, Tennis, Swimming
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Hartpnstpin Tnmllttl IVllolVlll, X Vlll Printing Sailinp Swimminp WnnHwnr lei t\qx lulling, kjciiniig, juiiiuniiig, yy uuuvvuiMiig

Hipks HimtprXXlVIvO, 1 1U1UV1 Swimming Advpntnrpv > 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lg , / \C1 V V11CC11 V

Hnnkinsnn Tvan1 IVJJJIMlljUU, X V Clll Tpnnis T andsnnrtsX Villlld) 1— CellUj \J 1 L J

Howland GiffIIVVTIUHUj VJ111 Advpntnrp Printing Swimmin? Sailingiiuv viiiuiv, x iiiiiiiig, u vv iiiiiiiiiig , ouinn t

T-Tlint PuQnriuni, i_ v an V CIlLUi v, x llULUgl Ctpiiy
,
UlspCvLlUll, 1 I ippiilg

Hunt Rnhhip11U11L, IVUUU1C T andsnnrts Printing Riflprv Arphprv SwimminoLjauuspui to
j
riiiiuiiig, x\.iiiviy

}
/xiviiviy, o w iiiiiiiing,

TpnnicX VlllXlO

Hnrlpv Nashiiuiivy , i'lasii Printino TpnniQ TnQnpptinn T^i'pvp Trinnprx iiiiiiiig, iviinio, xiiopvvuivjii , xvivvv x l ippvi

Tpnkins RradvJVllrvlllo, ui au Y Pnttprv ^Vind<;llrfin q ^^/n^dwnrkinpx vyttvi y j yy iiiuoui inig, vv vjv'vivv v/i iving
Tnhnstnn GnrdJ vlllljlvll, v/V/1 U Advpntnrp Swimming Trinninff1 VV11CL11V, VV 111lllllllg , XI 1UU111C

Kallpn TprpmvIVClllVll, J VI VlllJ' Printing TsJatnrp AVnodwnrkinp Pnttprv Riflprvx iiniing, i > cc i ui v , vv uuuvvui iviiig, x uiivi v , i\ii ivi y

TCallpn Tnsh Printing Natnrp A^/nndwnrkincr Riflprv TnQnpptinn1 lllilllig, lYCHUlC, vv vJvJvXWVJl rv.nig, XVlllVlj, xiiopvvuivii

TCpIspv Tavrvtij^j' , j ay Pnttprv SwimmincrX Ull^l V ; o vv 1 1 1 11 1 1 lllg

TCnpiQpl Tamiplvlltl JVl
? J dllllV Arphprv Tpnnis/vi viivi y f

x viinio

T apassp Pptpr Arphprv Swimminp Tnsnpptinn Trinnin^ill vllvl J j l_) V> nilllllllg
,
lllj^vvllvll, X 1 ILJLJlllg

T anp Ghin1-/Ullvj V 111 yj Arphprv Sailinp Riflprv Advpntnrprvi viivi y |
ocniiiig, i\ii ili > , / iu v viiiui v

T anzilntta Spntt1— Cll 1 Z-l 1 \J 1 L CI
,

Arphprv Wnndwnrkinp Slwimminpr^.i viivi y , yy uuu vy ui iving, l_j wiiiiiiiiiig

T paph Tpdl_VdVll, J Sailing Swimmintr Arphprv Riflprv TnsnpptinnOCllllllg, O Vv lilillllllg , / il V11V1 y y
XVlllVlj'j XlloL-'VVUlVYll

T ep WhitnpvIjvWj V V 111111V Y Sailing T andsnnrts Phntn^ranhv Windsnrfini? TCipvpociiiiiig
,
L-uiiujpv/i i j , x iiu icygi ul'ii y , v v iiiuj ui inig, i\iv v v

Tripper

T pp 7andpr1_VV, i—d CI 1 1 VIV

1

Sailing Swimminu T andsnnrts TpnnisL-Jciiiiiig, kj w iiiniiiiig
,
LaiiUjpUi Lj

5
x viixiio

Lindley, Hunter Nature, Windsurfing, Swimming, Adventure, Wood-
working, Kieve Tripper

Lindley, Peyton Adventure, Windsurfing, Sailing, Landsports, Inspection
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Lockwood, Aaron Printing, Sailing, Archery

Lyon, Able Swimming, Pottery

Maclnnis, Chris Sailing, Swimming
Macon, Stewart Sailing, Landsports, Photography

Mallozzi, Cooper Adventure, Tennis, Landsports, Photography, Tripping

Mallozzi, Spencer Swimming, Printing, Adventure, Pottery, Inspection,

Tripping

Matthews, Whit Landsports, Windsurfing, Swimming
McDonald, Zach Archery, Landsports, Swimming
Mohr, Brian Photography, Pottery, Swimming, Inspection, Tripping

Moran, Morgan Riflery, Swimming, Tennis, Riflery

Nastasi, John Adventure, Photography

Newton, Tim Archery, Photography, Swimming, Inspection

Nicoll, Peter Sailing, Tennis

Petteruti, Phil Adventure, Landsports

Pillion, Josh Archery, Riflery

Post, Peter Swimming, Printing, Woodworking, Sailing, Archery,

Tennis, Pottery

Reidel, Mitch Printing, Photography, Landsports

Rhoads, Peter Photography, Landsports, Riflery, Tripping

Rolph, Decker Archery, Tennis, Landsports, Swimming, Adventure,

Tripping

Rolph, Kari Tennis, Nature, Adventure, Kieve Tripper

Ruth, Nate Riflery, Landsports, Woodworking, Tripping, Inspection

Sabelhaus, Bobby Tennis, Swimming, Archery

Sanders, Geoff Adventure, Swimming, Tennis

Scherer, Jeff Adventure, Photography, Tennis

Schmid, Philip Tennis, Riflery, Pottery, Swimming, Sailing, Kieve

Tripper

Schmid, Sandy Riflery, Sailing, Woodworking, Swimming
Schultz, Adam Woodworking, Sailing, Archery, Landsports, Riflery,

Windsurfing

Scott, Jonathan Riflery, Printing, Swimming, Archery, Tripping

Secor, Ketch Landsports, Sailing, Adventure, Inspection

Shaw, Sam Pottery, Sailing, Riflery, Inspection

Shields, Ben Printing, Swimming, Tripping

Steil, Justin Photography, Nature, Swimming, Tripping, Inspection

Stensrud, Brock Tennis, Printing, Tripping

Steumpfig, Alex Archery, Riflery

Teillaud, Stanislas Tennis, Swimming, Riflery, Tripping

Teillon, Geoff Adventure, Landsports, Swimming
Terrell, Nicky Sailing, Swimming, Windsurfing, Landsports, Tripping

Thompson, Webb Sailing, Riflery, Swimming, Tripping

Tkac, John Riflery, Tennis, Swimming, Adventure, Archery
Vila, Chris Riflery, Landsports, Adventure, Woodworking
Viner, Topher Pottery, Landsports, Adventure
Vivian, Andrew Photography, Woodworking, Sailing, Pottery, Riflery

Vivian, Charles Photography, Riflery, Sailing, Inspection

Waldo, Jack Woodworking, Swimming, Riflery

Walker, Campbell Tennis, Swimming, Adventure, Riflery, Kieve Tripper

Webbe, Andrew Tripping

Wentling, Ben Photography, Printing, Tripping

Willauer, Ben Swimming, Archery, Sailing, Riflery

Winthrop, Freddie Swimming, Tripping
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Wise, Andy Tennis, Adventure

Wise, Scott Woodworking, Swimming, Photography

Wissinger, Ben Woodworking, Nature, Swimming, Landsports, Tripping

Wood, Peter Printing, Swimming, Inspection

Young, Alex Tennis, Photography, Riflery
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